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Abstract
This dissertation uses acoustic and kinematic measurements and time-varying analysis
methods to quantify the relationship between speech and manual gesture in a variety of
spontaneous, multimodal speech tasks. Linguists have been increasingly interested in researching
aspects of language beyond speech, and linguistic interest in the study of co-speech manual
gesture, in particular, has grown dramatically in recent years. The aim of this dissertation is to
quantitatively compare, for the first time, multiple varieties of spontaneously elicited manual
gestures and their relationships with speech, in order to understand the range of purposes and
functions of manual gesture in its relation to communication and cognition.
Foundational research in multimodal speech has observed that there are several different
kinds of manual gestures, each of which are proposed to have different functions and purposes
with respect to speech and/or communication (McNeill, 1992). However, characteristics of these
different varieties of gesture are under-defined and largely observational. Several recent studies
have made important advances in identifying and quantifying certain relationships between
speech and gesture, especially in regards to the prosodic basis of this relationship (Nuria EsteveGibert & Prieto, 2013; Krivokapić, Tiede, & Tyrone, 2017; Leonard & Cummins, 2011).
However, the subjective, time-consuming process of identifying and annotating manual gestures
in multimodal speech has a) limited the study of multimodal speech to a small set of controlled
contexts; and b) made it difficult to quantitatively compare or characterize different proposed
varieties of gestures. The research presented here advances a new technique which avoids the
annotation of gestures altogether, and instead uses time-varying kinematic velocity profiles to
identify manual gestures. This dissertation also proposes a method for the elicitation of
spontaneous co-speech gesture in a variety speech contexts. It is demonstrated that this technique
reliably elicits naturalistic manual gesture of a varied nature.
Experiment 1 demonstrates the technique of using unannotated identification of manual
gesture, and validates the method for spontaneous elicitation of gestures. One hypothesis in
Experiment 1 proposes that the production of manual gesture is related to the kind of speech task
in which speakers are engaged, and that distinct kinds of gestures are elicited in different tasks.
The hypothesis, first suggested in earlier research (Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Rauscher, Krauss,
& Chen, 1996) that speech differs when accompanied by manual gestures versus when it is not
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accompanied by gesture, is tested using utterance-level kinematic measures of several speech
articulators. Evidence was found in support of the first hypothesis, but no evidence was found in
support of the second hypothesis.
The techniques introduced in Experiment 1 are expanded in Experiment 2 to include a
third speech task, in order to elicit a wide variety of gestures that have been proposed in earlier
research (Wagner, Malisz, & Kopp, 2014). This experiment hypothesizes that a) gestures can be
distinguished from non-gestures on the basis of quantitative characteristics, and b) different
‘styles’ of gesture might be observed on the basis of distinctions in the distribution of a set of
quantitative characteristics of manual gesture, including magnitude and frequency of gesture.
Some evidence is found in support of hypothesis a, while relatively little evidence is found in
support of hypothesis b. It is proposed that additional investigation, using more detailed prosodic
analysis of speech, may clarify the findings of Experiment 2.
In Experiment 3, a subset of the data collected for Experiment 2 is tested to examine, in
detail, previous research findings about how prosody affects the temporal relationship between
speech and manual gesture. Many researchers have shown that prosodically marked or prominent
regions in speech ‘attract’ manual gesture (Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013; Ferré, 2010;
Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Rochet-Capellan, Laboissière, Galvan, & Schwartz, 2008), but these
findings have been limited to certain controlled contexts. A primary interest of this experiment is
to investigate previous findings relating manual gesture to prosodic regions for spontaneous
multimodal speech. It is hypothesized that speech articulators and manual gesture movements are
similarly affected in prosodically marked regions, and that different types of prosodic marking,
such as prominences versus phrase boundaries, will affect gesturing behavior in different ways.
Some evidence was found in support of the hypothesis that prosodic regions affect gesturing
behavior.
The dissertation contributes a method for analyzing co-speech gesture without the need to
annotate gesture, and it addresses methods for eliciting spontaneous co-speech gesture in a
naturalistic way. Together, these methods make possible the quantitative analysis of multimodal
speech. Findings in this research show that quantitative, comparative analysis can help elucidate
characteristics of manual gesture behavior, and may also serve to disambiguate the role of
manual gesture in speech. The techniques and analyses introduced here will help to expand our
understanding of co-speech gesture and multimodality in communication.

ix

1 Introduction
The study of linguistics has long been centered on aspects of spoken communication,
such as the sound, structure, and meaning of words and utterances. Though these topics are the
foundation on which the study of linguistics has been built and around which the field has
matured, speech is not the whole of language; speech (or its written form) does not always
communicate the entirety of a message. There are many other elements that speakers rely on to
communicate effectively, such as manual gestures, facial expressions, body posture, emotional
affect, etc. (Busso & Narayanan, 2006; Cummins, 2012; R. Fuhrman, 2014; McNeill, 1992;
Prieto, Puglesi, Borràs-Comes, Arroyo, & Blat, 2015; Yehia, Rubin, & Vatikiotis-Bateson,
1998). Although these non-speech modalities have sometimes been considered ‘paralinguistic,’
and/or non-central to the production and perception of speech (Cummins, 2012; de Ruiter, 1998;
Ishi, Ishiguro, & Hagita, 2014), there is increasing evidence to suggest that communicative
modalities beyond speech are critically important to language and communication (Clark &
Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Yasinnik, Renwick, & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2004).
And, while some non-speech modalities – particularly manual gesture – have a history of being
studied observationally (Bolinger, 1968; Kendon, 1970), the quantitative, linguistic study of nonspeech communicative modalities is still coming into maturity. Linguists are increasingly
integrating research on non-speech modalities into more traditionally linguistic pursuits, such as
the study of prosody and information structure in language. We are finding that non-speech
modalities contribute to language and communication in a variety of ways. There is a great deal
more research to be done in understanding the characteristics of multimodal speech (Wagner et
al., 2014) and how it relates to human communicative ability (Garrod & Pickering, 2004).
This dissertation focuses on one particular non-speech modality, manual gesture, and
how manual gestures interact with speech. Advances in motion capture and recording
technologies, improvements in the ability to analyze large, multidimensional datasets, and
increased research interest in non-speech communicative modalities are all factors that have
contributed to advances in the field of multimodal speech research and that have made the
research in this dissertation possible.
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1.1 Explaining the Co-Occurrence of Speech & Manual Gesture
The central goals in the field of multimodal speech research have been to explain why,
when, and how speech and manual gestures co-occur in communication. It has long been
observed that speech and gesture seem to interact in production and perception, and in the
contribution of meaning to communication (Wagner et al., 2014). A variety of theories have been
put forth to explain the why of temporal co-occurrence of speech and gestures, but there is still
substantial disagreement about what neural mechanisms link speech and manual gesture. Two
influential researchers in this field, Adam Kendon and David McNeill, have proposed that
speech and gesture are “manifestations of the same process of utterance” (Kendon, 1980, p. 208)
and that speech and gesture are so inherently intertwined that they “arise from a common
cognitive representation” (McNeill, 1985, p. 353). Subsequent researchers have suggested
slightly different formulations of this relationship involving various feedback interactions
between speech and gesture across different stages of production and perception (Butterworth &
Hadar, 1989). There has also been a good deal of interest in whether gesture is meant to be
communicative or not, with some researchers suggesting that gestures are produced to aid lexical
access or speech planning processes (de Ruiter, 1998; Hostetter, 2011; Rauscher et al., 1996).
The debate about why speech and gestures are temporally linked has escalated as brain imaging
techniques have been applied to multimodal speech research (Ozyurek, 2014), but in this area,
too, there is substantial disagreement on what neural or cognitive mechanisms are involved in the
link between speech and gesture, and what this means for language and communication.
As recording and analysis techniques for multimodal speech have improved over the past
several decades of research, the questions of when and how speech and gestures are linked have
come to the fore (Leonard & Cummins, 2011; D. Loehr, 2007; McClave, 1994; Nobe, 2000).
These questions are somewhat easier to approach than the why question, but the research in this
area has nonetheless used many different strategies in explaining the speech-gesture relationship.
One popular approach to studying the relationship between speech and gesture has been to record
speakers as they produce multimodal speech and subsequently to identify discrete manual
gestures and study where in speech they occur (McNeill, 1992; Nobe, 1996; Yasinnik et al.,
2004), drawing conclusions about gestures’ purpose or function based on temporal and semantic
associations to co-occurring speech. This approach requires a coding strategy for gesture in order
to delineate one gesture from another and to define gestures based on form, and, as will be
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discussed below, there are several difficulties inherent to ‘defining’ or segmenting individual
gestures from a continuous stream of bodily movements, not least of which is the fact that many
crucial annotation decisions rely on experimenter assumptions.
Another strategy that researchers have used to study multimodal speech is to create
controlled experiments in which participants produce an utterance and a pre-defined gesture or
set of gestures, and subsequently, the details of timing with speech are used to test hypotheses
about the when or how of the speech-gesture relationship (Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013;
Fuchs & Reichel, 2016; Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Krivokapić et al., 2017; Levelt, Richardson, &
La Heij, 1985; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008). This approach eases the difficulty of coding
gestures noted in the first approach, because the context for production of a gesture is generally
defined in advance by the experimenter, and the interpretation of the gesture’s meaning or
function is much less variable. This approach is useful in terms of identifying spatial or temporal
properties of certain types of gestures with respect to speech, but some researchers have noted
that gesturing behavior produced in these controlled contexts may not be very similar to how
gesture is produced in more naturalistic or spontaneous contexts (Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto,
2013; Krivokapić et al., 2017; Roustan & Dohen, 2010).

1.2 Gesture Typology
A strand of multimodal speech investigation, intimately related to the research described
above, is concerned with identifying and characterizing the variety of gestures observed during
communicative interactions. This area of multimodal speech research has been heavily
influenced by the description of gestural ‘phases’ by Kendon (Kendon, 1980) and the gestural
typology created by McNeill (1992). Kendon’s work describes the Gesticular Phrase, or GPhrase as follows:
A phrase of gesticulation, or G-Phrase, is distinguished for every phase in
the excursionary movement in which the limb, or part of it, shows a distinct
peaking of effort…Such an effort peak, or less technically, such a moment of
accented movement, is termed the stroke of the G-Phrase. It is usually
preceded by a preparation – that is, by a phase in which the limb moves away
from its rest position to a position at which the stroke begins. The stroke is
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then succeeded by a recovery or return phase in which the limb is either
moved back to its rest position or in which it is readied for another stroke.
(1980, p. 212)
This terminology that defines gestural movements around an effort peak has been used by
many subsequent researchers (Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013; D. Loehr, 2007; MendozaDenton & Jannedy, 2011; Nobe, 1996) to delineate gestures. McNeill, in his seminal work laying
out the definition of a variety of gestures, based his typology in part on Kendon’s gestural
phrases. McNeill identifies imagistic and non-imagistic gestures on the basis of whether the
gestures appear to present imagery, and whether they adhere to the gestural phrases outlined by
Kendon, and he further subdivides the imagistic gestures into three types. A summary of the four
types identified by McNeill (1992, pp. 78–81) follows:
•

Iconics (imagistic): “…gestures that bear a close formal relationship to the semantic
content of speech…an iconic gesture displays, in its form and manner of execution,
aspects of the same scene that speech also presents”

•

Metaphorics (imagistic): “…present an image of an abstract concept…metaphorics must
depict two things…the concrete entity or action that is actually presented in the
gesture….[and] the concept that the metaphoric gesture Base is presenting…”

•

Deictics (imagistic): “pointing movements which are prototypically performed with the
pointing finger, although any extensible object or body part can be used, including the
head, nose, or chin…they select a part of the gesture space and the meaning of the
gesture depends on the referential value attached to this region.”

•

Beats (non- imagistic): “…movements that do not present a discernible
meaning…typically biphasic…small, low energy, rapid flicks of the fingers or hand…”
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Iconic/Metaphoric Gesture

Deictic Gesture

Beat Gesture

Table 1: Examples of McNeill's Gestural Typology
These four key types of gestures, with some modifications, have been crucial to much of
the subsequent research in gesture. Although these typological definitions seem fairly
unambiguous in the abstract, annotating gestures ‘in the wild,’ so to speak, is not easy. In a work
on annotative practice in coding gestures from video recordings (Duncan, 2005), the following
illustrates how variable the interpretation can be, even within a well-established coding
methodology built on Kendon’s g-phrases and McNeill’s typological definitions:
“Locate gesture stroke phases through a process of comparing meanings the
hands (or other body parts) appear to express, with meanings conveyed in cooccurring speech (considering individual words and phrases, but also more
comprehensive discourse units). Take into account also the gesture movement
dynamics, as the stroke phase of a gesture will typically (but not always!) be the
interval of apparent greatest gestural effort; determination of ‘effort’ made with
reference to parameters such as relative forcefulness of movement or apparent
tenseness of handshapes, and so on.”
It is perhaps because of the difficulties in identifying and annotating gestures that a great
deal of multimodal speech research has needed to make simplifying assumptions about manual
gesture to make any progress whatsoever. This research has been informative regarding
questions about how specific types of gestures interact with speech (de Ruiter, 1998; Krahmer &
Swerts, 2007; Nobe, 2000), but there is little or no work that has actually tested the proposed
distinctions between different ‘types’ of gestures identified observationally by McNeill. A
crucial interest of the work presented in this dissertation is to collect samples of naturalistic
multimodal speech in a wide variety of speech and gesturing contexts, and to quantitatively
analyze these samples in a linguistically sound way. One of the predictions of this approach to
understanding multimodality is that it is possible to quantify and characterize manual gestures
based on their intrinsic characteristics. A great deal of progress has been made in our
understanding of multimodality, yet some fairly basic assumptions about gestures and their roles
in communication have gone untested for far too long.
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1.3 Quantifying Gesture
As described above, there is a clear need to compare different varieties of gestures in a
quantifiable way. The advance of digital video recording (Popham, 2010), editing, and
annotating technology (Boersma & Weenink, 2016; Crasborn & Sloetjes, 2008), motion tracking
technology (A. V. Barbosa & Vatikiotis-Bateson, 2007; A. V. Barbosa & Vatiokiotis-Bateson,
2013), and analysis techniques (A. Barbosa, Déchaine, Vatikiotis-Bateson, & Yehia, 2012;
Krivokapić et al., 2017; Voigt, Eckert, Jurafsky, & Podesva, 2016; Yang, Metallinou, &
Narayanan, 2014) have done a great deal to improve analysis and hasten progress in multimodal
speech research. This dissertation uses a novel combination of technologies to analyze varied,
spontaneous multimodal speech quantitatively, in the service of creating replicable, linguistically
sound, and generalizable research.
One necessary first step in approaching this research is to define manual gesture
algorithmically, so that they can be automatically identified without being subject to
experimenter bias. The previous section described how several researchers have created
observational guidelines for identifying gestures (Duncan, 2005; Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992),
and although the methodology is clearly described, these approaches inescapably rely on
subjective judgments of human coders. These observational definitions of gesture have
nonetheless been useful in growing the field of speech research, but the advances in technology
described at the outset of this section have made it possible to approach the problem of
identifying gestures in a more automated and quantifiable way. In the field of speech kinematics,
for example, signal acquisition and processing advances for analyzing kinematics of vocal tract
articulators has led to the ability to automatically locate and identify speech (i.e. articulatory)
gestures (Hoole, 1996; Munhall, Ostry, & Parush, 1985). This kind of quantitative research is
now starting to be applied to multimodal speech and manual gesture (Nuria Esteve-Gibert &
Prieto, 2013; R. Fuhrman, 2014; Krivokapić et al., 2017; Krivokapić, Tiede, & Tyrone, 2015;
Leonard & Cummins, 2011; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008; Roustan & Dohen, 2010), allowing for
larger datasets to be analyzed more quickly and systematically. In this dissertation, these new
techniques are applied to the comparison of gestures from a variety of speech contexts in a single
experimental paradigm. We identify velocity peaks in kinematic hand movement data as the
analytical unit over which we quantify gesture (Shaw, Gafos, Hoole, & Zeroual, 2009).
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Another area of study in this dissertation, which is closely associated with the goal of
quantifiable measurement, is to evaluate the time-varying nature of the relationship between
speech and gesture. Although the idea of ‘synchrony’ between speech and manual gesture is used
to establish their inherent connection, and many researchers posit that the relationship between
modalities lies in speech anchor points to which manual gestures are ‘attracted’ (Rusiewicz,
2011; Wagner et al., 2014), the human motor system is vast and complicated, and it rarely
produces strict synchrony (Latif, Barbosa, Vatiokiotis-Bateson, Castelhano, & Munhall, 2014).
Recent advances in analysis techniques have made it possible to study coordination between
communicative modalities as the coordination fluctuates over time. In particular, this dissertation
makes use of Correlation Map Analysis (CMA) (A. Barbosa et al., 2012) to examine whether
patterns between speech and gesture exist at a distance, and if so, what that information can tell
us about the nature of the relationship between communicative modalities.

1.4 Investigation of Spontaneous Multimodal Speech
A final research focus of this dissertation is to apply objective, quantifiable measures and
precise temporal analyses of multimodal speech to naturalistic, spontaneous speech and gesture.
Linguistic research is often constrained by the need to collect speech data in controlled contexts
in order to investigate very specific phenomena. Thus, experimentation must sometimes rely on
scripted, rehearsed speech, or otherwise instructed speech serving to elicit certain grammatical or
phonological structures, vocabulary, intonation, and, in the case of multimodal speech research,
gestures. Controlling for the many variables present in speech is important for understanding the
basis of linguistic phenomena, but unrehearsed, naturalistic, or spontaneous speech can often
differ dramatically from “laboratory” speech, so it is necessary to study both controlled and
spontaneous multimodal speech to understand whether and how they differ (Nuria Esteve-Gibert
& Prieto, 2013; Krivokapić et al., 2017; Roustan & Dohen, 2010).
We propose to study this varied and spontaneous multimodal speech dataset by using a
set of quantitative measures that may help characterize gesture in meaningful ways. One such
measure, introduced above, is the velocity profile (Ostry, Cooke, & Munhall, 1987) of speech
and manual movements, but this is certainly not the only means by which multimodal speech can
be assessed. With the quantitatively rich kinematic data collected for this dissertation, it is
possible to assess properties of manual movements like gestural magnitude, in terms of the
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height of velocity peaks; the distance covered by an articulator over some unit of time (path
length); the density of gestural movements in a given time range (gestural frequency); and the
likelihood of correlation between modalities over time (correlation map analysis). Following
researchers who have turned to automatic detection and labeling techniques for speech and
gesture research(Barkhuysen, Krahmer, & Swerts, 2008; Paxton & Dale, 2012; Rosenfelder,
Fruehwald, Evanini, & Yuan, 2011; Takahashi & Inoue, 2014; Xiong & Quek, 2006; Yang et al.,
2014), the goal is to improve the way that multimodal speech is measured. One of the key
contributions of this dissertation is to develop an approach to eliciting gesture spontaneously and
to integrate these elicitation practices with automated analysis techniques to improve the
reproducibility and extensibility of multimodal speech research in the future.

1.5 Outline of the Dissertation
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a novel
experimental paradigm using an easily implemented computer vision technique to measure
movement, paired with electromagnetic articulography (EMA) to capture speech articulation
data. These data sources are quantitatively analyzed using measures like peak velocity and path
length, and they are compared using correlation map analysis (CMA) software (A. Barbosa et al.,
2012) to study the time-varying correlation between the two signals. These measurement and
analysis techniques as applied in Experiment 1 serve to test whether there are quantifiable
differences in speech-accompanying gesture dependent on the type of speech task the gestures
accompany, and whether aspects of speech kinematics change in the presence versus the absence
of speech-accompanying gesture. Parts of this chapter appear in Proceedings of the Sixteenth
Australasian International Conference on Speech Science and Technology, and other parts of the
data were presented at the Linguistic Society of America’s 2017 Annual Meeting.
Chapter 3 applies the optical flow-EMA measurement technique and the time-varying
analysis techniques introduced in Chapter 2 to an expanded dataset in Experiment 2. Experiment
2 clusters a range of datasets based on gestural magnitude and then investigates how gestures of
different magnitudes behave. One goal of Experiment 2 is to understand whether characteristic
properties of gesture can be distinguished from non-communicative manual movements, and
another goal is to understand whether the same set of characteristics distinguish some gestures
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from other gestures. This chapter represents a novel contribution to multimodal speech research
via the quantification and comparison of a wide variety of naturalistic manual gestures.
Chapter 4 considers the role of prosody, including prominence and phrase edges, in the
relationship between speech and gesture. While Experiments 1 and 2 assessed the speech-gesture
relationship at a broad level, comparing speech epochs versus pause epochs versus non-speech
epoch, Experiment 3 investigates, in fine detail, how manual gesture behave in different
prosodically relevant regions of speech, such as phrase edges, inter-speaker conversational
speech turns, and prosodic and rhythmic prominences. Experiment 3 uses a subset of data
collected in Experiment 2 to quantify multimodal speech in close prosodic detail.
Finally, Chapter 5 is a general discussion of the three experiments and related analyses
presented in Chapters 2 through 4.
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2 Experiment 1: Speech Tasks and the Relation Between Speech and
Gesture
2.1 Background
2.1.1

Experiment 1 Goals
Experiment 1 is designed to test hypotheses about multimodal speech, using a strategy for

quantitatively defining manual gesture and the temporal relationships between speech and
manual gesture. One of the main difficulties of doing linguistic research in multimodal speech is
deciding on a strategy by which to code and/or annotate manual gesture. Manual gesture
annotation is often employed as a means of identifying discrete gestures so that various aspects
of speech might be associated with a specific spatial location or time point within a manual
gesture (Duncan, 2005; Kendon, 1970; McNeill, 1992). In practice, however, key formal or
functional properties of manual gestures are exceedingly difficult to define, because the majority
of speech-accompanying manual gestures are not conventionalized in the way that speech is.
Even the notion that manual gestures are intended to be communicative cannot be taken for
granted (Hostetter, 2011). Additionally, annotation of manual gesture is an extremely timeconsuming process that can be biased by subjective judgments. (Wagner et al., 2014). Because of
variation in the ways that manual gestures are defined and annotated, it is not always
straightforward to compare results across different studies in multimodal research. And, although
there has long been an interest in developing large, multimodal speech corpora by using
automatic techniques for the identification and segmentation of non-speech modalities (Busso &
Narayanan, 2006; Takahashi & Inoue, 2014; Xiong & Quek, 2003), there are still relatively few
large corpora available for linguistic research on multimodal speech. The experiment and
research techniques described in this Chapter exemplify a technique that obviates the need for
explicit annotation of manual gesture, with the aim of making multimodal speech research more
accessible to linguists.
Some multimodal speech researchers have observed the difficulty of showing synchrony
between modalities like speech and manual gesture. It is a relative rarity to find precise temporal
synchrony in biokinematic signals (A. Barbosa et al., 2012), so researchers have taken a wider
view of co-occurrence between speech and manual gesture (Church, Kelly, & Holcombe, 2013;
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D. Loehr, 2007; Rusiewicz, 2011). Such a view has led to many crucial discoveries, such as the
“gesture lead” phenomenon, wherein manual gesture onsets typically precede the onset of
accompanying speech (de Ruiter, 2000; Nobe, 2000; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008). It has also
led to several (and sometimes conflicting) findings relating speech and manual gestures within
the spatial or temporal range of important speech events such as stressed or accented vowels,
syllables, words or phrases (Leonard & Cummins, 2011; D. Loehr, 2007; Prieto et al., 2015;
Yasinnik et al., 2004). For example, in Rochet-Capellan and Laboissière (2008), one of the
findings showed that finger pointing movements consistently started before jaw opening
gestures, at a delay that was dependent on whether the first syllable in the speech signal was
stressed or not. The average onset lag between finger and jaw was 149ms when the first syllable
was unstressed and 223ms when the first syllable was stressed. Leonard and Cummins (Leonard
& Cummins, 2011) found that the movement onset of beat gestures occurred, on average, 300ms
before the acoustic onset of the following stressed vowel in the speech signal. For Nobe and
McNeill (2000), who studied representational gestures in a corpus, no precise temporal lag was
reported, but it was noted that 23.9% of the representational gestures had onsets in silent pauses
preceding or between speech periods. In another survey of work on representational gestures, the
onset of gesture was found to precede the onset of accompanying speech by “less than a second”
(de Ruiter, 2000).
There are also a variety of findings regarding which part(s) of a manual gesture
synchronizes with speech: some proposals include apex/maxima or change in direction of
movement (Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013; Leonard & Cummins, 2011; Yasinnik et al.,
2004). There is a related question regarding how asynchrony affects the speech-gesture
relationship, and if it affects different kinds of gestures in different ways. The gesture lead
finding described above suggests that asynchrony is important to the relationship between speech
and manual gesture, and if so, researching approximate synchrony may flatten potentially
interesting findings regarding asynchronous patterns. In the present experiment, the relationship
between speech and gesture at temporal delays is considered in order to determine what kind of
similarities exist between signals outside of precise or even approximate synchrony. This
investigation is achieved through the use of correlation map analysis (A. Barbosa et al., 2012),
which is applied to movement velocity time functions of the hands and the speech articulators.
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A final interest of Experiment 1 is to understand whether quantitative aspects of the
speech modality differ when accompanied versus not accompanied by manual gesture. This has
been an interest of multimodal speech researchers for some time (Hoetjes, Krahmer, & Swerts,
2014; Krauss, Dushay, Chen, & Rauscher, 1995), because it can get at the fundamental question
of how and why speech and gesture co-occur and what their co-occurrence means for language
and cognition. Many researchers have noted that manual gesture is not strictly obligatory, but
that speakers nonetheless spontaneously engage in manual gesturing at some times (and not at
others) (McNeill, 1985). Speakers also gesture even when they cannot see their interlocutor
(Bavelas, Gerwing, Sutton, & Prevost, 2008). In the present research, the same quantitative
techniques described above are applied to speech articulator kinematics in gesture and nongesture conditions to objectively measure whether speech differs without gesture. This research
can help explain whether and how non-speech modalities are related to speech.

2.1.2

Trends in Multimodal Speech Research
Much of the foundational manual gesture research was conducted by researchers in fields

like psychology and cognitive science (Kendon, 1970; McNeill, 1985), in which the systems and
mechanisms of cognition are of primary interest; thus, the terminology in the field of multimodal
speech comes from these early researchers and has shaped the research interests of the field.
Multimodal speech has been a relatively recent interest for linguistics researchers, although some
linguists and psycholinguists showed early interests in multimodal speech and manual gesture
(Bolinger, 1983; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Levelt et al., 1985). Because the field has been
shaped by researchers from many different (but related) academic backgrounds, there are still
many open questions regarding how manual gesture relates to topics of linguistic interest, such
as language and speech communication. Some of the main themes of earlier multimodal speech
research are described here.
When researchers investigate speech-accompanying gesture, it is often the case that
studies involve the identification and analysis of a particular type of gesture, such as beat
(Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Leonard & Cummins, 2011; McClave, 1994), iconic/representational
(Beattie & Shovelton, 2000; Hostetter, Alibali, & Kita, 2007), or deictic/pointing gestures
(Krivokapić et al., 2017; Levelt et al., 1985; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008). Each of these gesture
types is thought to have unique formal or functional properties, and one interest regards the
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identification “anchor points” where speech and each type of gesture temporally coordinate or
attract one another. There is also interest in characterizing the formal properties of certain kinds
of gestures. Constraining the amount or type of gestures considered in a particular study is often
done out of necessity because multimodal speech research can be data-heavy, and annotation and
analysis can be time-consuming. In practice, however, this means that there is little research that
considers more than one type of gesture simultaneously; and little is known about how different
kinds of gestures compare with one another and how they relate to speech in the context of a
single experiment.
There are also a number of perspectives on the reasons that manual gestures accompany
speech. Many researchers assume some degree of semantic connection between speech and
manual gesture (de Ruiter, 1998; Hostetter & Alibali, 2008; McNeill, 1992; Ozyurek, 2014),
because some gestures seem to be visually representing or depicting some aspect of the
concurrent speech. In McNeill’s seminal gestural typology, he describes iconic gestures as
depicting “aspects of the same scene that speech also presents” (McNeill, 1992, p. 78). Similarly,
McNeill notes that metaphorics appear to present imagery of abstract concepts in the
accompanying speech. Other researchers have noted the association between manual gestures
and prosodically prominent regions in speech (Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Krivokapić et al., 2017;
Rusiewicz, Shaiman, Iverson, & Szuminsky, 2014), thereby suggesting that manual gestures
represent a visual rhythm, or that gestures visually highlight important information in the speech,
serving a similar function to pitch accents or prominences in the associated speech. Still other
researchers suggest that manual gestures are more likely to facilitate lexical access or serve other
types of speech planning processes (Butterworth & Beattie, 1978; Rauscher et al., 1996). These
proposals are not mutually exclusive, so it could be that gestures accompany speech for a variety
of reasons.
Another popular research topic in multimodal speech is why manual gestures accompany
speech in some instances but not in other instances. A great deal of researchers have pointed out
that speakers gesture on the telephone or when they are not in sight of their interlocutor (Abner,
Cooperrider, & Goldin-Meadow, 2015; Bavelas et al., 2008), indicating that the use of speechaccompanying gesture may be subconscious or governed by automatic motor entrainment.
Researchers have also made some observations that different cultures seem to use gesture to
varying degrees to accompany speech (Kita, 2009), pointing out that, e.g., Italians are prone to
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using more or larger manual gestures while it is considered impolite to gesture in, e.g., Japanese
culture. This observation implies that at least some forms of gesturing are learned and can be
expressed or suppressed at the speaker’s will. There is also related interest in explaining what
happens to speech when speakers are not allowed to gesture. Different researchers have
discovered seemingly conflicting findings regarding this topic. For example, some studies have
found that the absence of manual gesture leads to decreased use of ‘spatial’ language or increases
in time to lexical access (de Ruiter, 1998; Rauscher et al., 1996), while other research has shown
no measurable distinction between speech with and without accompanying gesture (Hoetjes et
al., 2014). The aim of this research is to provide evidence relating to how speech and gesture are
functionally linked. If speech does ‘change’ when gesture is restrained, this implies that speech
and gesture are linked in such a way that both speech and non-speech modalities are normally
recruited together in language production, and when one modality is restricted in some way, the
other modality (or modalities) must ‘make up’ for the communicative loss of the restricted
modality. The research topics described in this section are still areas of active investigation, and
these and related questions are investigated in the experiment described below.

2.1.3

Applying Methodology for Investigation of Time-varying Signals
The research goals outlined above are directed at objectively quantifying some of the

previous findings on the relationship between speech and manual gesture, and doing so from a
linguistic perspective. The experiment described in this chapter makes use of a novel
combination of techniques, including a recently developed method for studying time-varying
signals in order to foster novel understanding of the relationship between speech and gesture.
This experiment’s methods of measurement and analysis have not previously been used together
for the study of multimodal speech; so this experiment also functions as a ‘proof-of-concept’
effort to validate the design and analyses used throughout this dissertation.
In this experiment, an electromagnetic articulograph (EMA) system (Northern Digital
Instruments Wave) is used to record 3-dimensional kinematic signals for various points on the
vocal tract (see schematic in Figure 1). A great deal of multimodal speech research uses the
acoustic signal of speech as a representative of the speech modality, but kinematic information
about the vocal tract articulators is a valuable addition to acoustic information. Some researchers
have started to use articulatory kinematic data in multimodal speech research (Krivokapić et al.,
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2017; Parrell, Goldstein, Lee, & Byrd, 2014; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008; Roustan & Dohen,
2010; Vatikiotis-Bateson, Barbosa, & Best, 2014; Yehia et al., 1998), but EMA equipment is not
widely available and can be difficult to utilize, especially when other types of motion tracking
equipment are simultaneously employed in a study.
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Figure 1: Schematic of EMA sensor placement
A different pseudo-motion-capture technique is also applied in Experiment 1 to quantify
manual and head movements. This technique is called optical flow, and it can be used to measure
movement data in recorded video. Optical flow is a computer vision technique that tracks
changes in pixel intensity across a series of images and/or a series of frames in a video (Horn &
Schunck, 1981). The optical flow algorithm measures the magnitude and direction of change in
pixel intensity, effectively providing a pixel velocity value, with x and y components, across
frames of a video. The x and y velocity components can be combined to create a one-dimensional
tangential velocity vector (A. V. Barbosa, Yehia, & Vatikiotis-Bateson, 2008). One benefit of the
optical flow software applied here is the ability to select, post-hoc, multiple regions of interest
and disinterest within a video, so optical flow information can be obtained for only specific areas
in a video, or regions can be excluded from optical flow analysis altogether (A. V. Barbosa &
Vatiokiotis-Bateson, 2013). Another notable benefit of optical flow is that there is no need to use
any cumbersome motion-tracking equipment, and setup is very minimal. Aside from selecting a
camera position that captures movement(s) of interest, little advance set-up is required to use the
optical flow technique, and the experimenter can easily transport a camera and tripod to a variety
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of environments for experiments, either within or outside of the traditional laboratory setting (A.
V. Barbosa et al., 2008).
The combination of the EMA and optical flow techniques has not been used in any
previous investigations of multimodal speech. This unique combination of techniques allows for
simultaneous recording of vocal tract and manual kinematics, as well as simultaneous acoustic
recording of speech. Speech and manual gesture data can be time-aligned and quantitatively
analyzed, for example, by using Correlation Map Analysis (CMA) (A. Barbosa et al., 2012). This
technique makes it possible to quantify the time-varying relationship between two signals, and
the signals can also be compared across a user-specified range of delays, thus allowing the study
of asynchrony in multimodal speech. CMA allows for the simultaneous study of synchrony and
asynchrony between signals in multimodal speech.
The use of the CMA method with the kinematic and acoustic signals described above is
also useful for identifying which signals, if any, show evidence of a relationship. In some prior
studies, the assumption has been that the speech-gesture relationship exists between
maxima/minima of gestural movement displacement with an element in the acoustic speech
signal, such as pitch accents (Yasinnik et al., 2004), stressed syllables (McClave, 1994), lexical
stress (de Ruiter, 1998), etc. The excellent overview by Wagner, Malisz & Kopp (2014)
discusses a selection of the many distinct methods of comparison between speech and gesture
and their respective findings but notes that there are no studies on ‘continuous gestural
movements and the ways in which they are aligned with continuous pitch contours’ (2014, p.
223), implying that it is the pitch contours of speech that provide relevant data about
coordination with gesture. It is also possible that there is a relevant relationship between the
kinematics of speech articulation and the kinematics of gesture. In the few prior studies that have
considered speech kinematics, the assumed relationship was between finger movement
maxima/minima and speech articulator movement minima/maxima (Krivokapić et al., 2017;
Parrell et al., 2014; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008), although the analyses in this research used
discrete rather than continuous, time-varying measures of the speech and gesture signals.
Because the prior research has been limited to one type of investigation per study, and there are
few examples of time-varying analysis of the relationship – but cf. Latif et al. (2014) – there is
little known about whether more than one relationship exists between speech and gesture, and
whether the bases of these relationships are acoustic, motoric, cognitive, or some combination.
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While the present study cannot respond to all of these questions, the CMA analysis technique can
provide currently unavailable information with regards to how a variety of acoustic and
kinematic multimodal speech signals relate to one another over the course of an utterance.
Although the use of a time-varying analysis technique provides information about the
entirety of an utterance or discourse, as opposed to only segmented portions of speech that could
be analyzed with discrete analysis techniques, there are reasons to consider breaking down an
utterance or set of utterances into parts for analysis that may show systemic differences. These
parts will be referred to as speech epochs, and acoustic pauses in the speech signal will be used
to diagnose epochs. Oftentimes within an utterance or discourse, a speaker briefly pauses for
various reasons, such as to take a breath, to think of a word or formulate a thought, to wait for
another speaker to say something (Levitan & Hirschberg, 2011; Rauscher et al., 1996), etc.
Mounting evidence suggests that the duration of these pauses is meaningful with respect to the
prosodic structure of speech (Krivokapić, 2007; Yasinnik et al., 2004), but there are not many
studies in which data has been collected about what goes on with other communicative
modalities while speech is in hiatus (e.g., what a speaker’s hands are doing when the speaker is
not talking). In the current study, epochs in participants’ speech will be identified so that
potentially unique relationships between speech epochs and manual gesture can be investigated.

2.1.4

Hypotheses
The experiment described here1 investigates two hypotheses drawn from the existing

multimodal research as described above. Both hypotheses are investigated using naturalistic,
spontaneous multimodal speech data collected with the novel methodologies and techniques
described earlier in this section.
1. Different kinds of speech tasks engage different types of manual gestures.
a. Kinematic properties of gestures, such as magnitude, serve to distinguish varieties
of gesture on the basis of their function.
b. Temporal properties of the speech-gesture relationship serve to distinguish
varieties of gesture on the basis of their function.

1

Supported by NIH DC03172.
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Prediction: Representational/depictive gestures that serve a semantic function are
more likely to engage larger-magnitude movements but be more loosely temporally
aligned with speech, while conversational/beat gestures that serve a prosodic function are
more likely to have smaller movement magnitudes but will be more closely temporally
aligned with speech movements.
2. The kinematics of speech articulation differ in a quantifiable way when manual gesture is
constrained versus when manual gesture is unconstrained.
Prediction: Speech articulators are expected to exhibit higher average peak velocities
and greater path lengths when manual gestures are not allowed.
Hypothesis 1 proposes that the temporal relationship between speech and manual gesture
is better characterized as an association between gesture and speech task than as an association
between gesture and a specific prosodic, semantic or other discrete moment in accompanying
speech. This proposal arises from the observation that although the precise definitions of manual
gesture and the interpretation of the speech-gesture relationship may differ between researchers
and studies, the speech tasks that are employed in research on a given type of gesture are often
quite similar across studies. For example, to elicit representational gestures, a variety of
researchers employ tasks that demand descriptive language, such as ‘describe how to act on
objects’ (Church et al., 2013) or ‘describe patterns of dots to a listener’ (Hostetter et al., 2007).
To elicit beat gestures, researchers generally employ discursive language like reading a story and
emphasizing words ‘naturally’ with the hands (Leonard & Cummins, 2011), recording
participants in ‘natural’ conversation contexts with friends (D. Loehr, 2007), or they may use
pre-recorded discursive materials like academic lectures (Yasinnik et al., 2004). It is thus
conceivable that the relationship between speech and gesture is more dependent on elicitation
technique (Hostetter & Alibali, 2008; Leonard & Cummins, 2011) than on precise details of the
form or meaning of the contemporaneous speech and gesture.
Hypothesis 1 further proposes that types of gestures can be defined on the basis of
kinematic properties, or on the basis of quantifiable distinctions in the temporal relationships
between gesture and speech. As noted above, one of the more difficult aspects of multimodal
speech research involves deciding how to identify or define manual gestures. Form and function
of gesture is important in many gesture annotation systems (Wagner et al., 2014), but the
ambiguity and/or fluidity of gesture makes the identification task difficult. The proposal here is
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that kinematic aspects of speech and gesture, which are less impressionistic and more easily
quantifiable, might be applied to multimodal speech to ‘define’ different types of gesture
automatically and avoid the need for human annotation altogether.
The prediction for Hypothesis 1 suggests that gestures accompanying depictive or
demonstrative speech tasks (henceforth, demo tasks) will be larger in magnitude and are less
likely to temporally align with speech (Beattie & Shovelton, 2000; Ferré, 2010; Nobe, 2000),
because onsets of representational gestures have been shown to precede speech onsets in many
cases. Conversely, gestures that accompany conversational speech tasks (henceforth, response
tasks) are expected to be smaller in magnitude than demo task gestures (McNeill, 1992) and also
to align closely with speech in terms of important rhythmic and prosodic speech events (Krahmer
& Swerts, 2007; Leonard & Cummins, 2011)
The second hypothesis is designed to investigate whether speech differs in some
measurable way when it is accompanied versus not accompanied by gesture. There has long been
research interest in understanding whether speech and gesture are intrinsically linked. If this
linkage exists, it predicts that limiting a speaker’s ability to manually gesture might change
speech in observable ways. The prediction for Hypothesis 2 states that there are measurable
distinctions in kinematic properties of speech articulation that result from the restriction on use of
gesture, and further, that more or larger speech articulation may be necessary to make up for the
absence of the gesturing modality. The kinds of measures that have previously been considered
are lexical or acoustic (Hoetjes et al., 2014; Rauscher et al., 1996), but an understanding of
differences in, for example, velocity peaks or path length of speech accompanied versus not
accompanied by gesture have not yet been investigated. One additional point made by Hoetjes et
al. is also ripe for further investigation: “We found that asking people to sit on their hands did
not stop them completely from moving around. Minor movements, such as movements of the
finger tips or muscle tensions could still have occurred, as well as gestures produced by other
parts of the body, such as foot, head and shoulder gestures” (2014, p. 265). The present
experimental setup is designed to assess kinematic data in order to determine whether speech
kinematics are affected by manual gesture constraint and to respond with greater clarity on the
point of the small movements that speakers make even when hand gestures are restricted. In this
experiment, the same subjects participate twice. On the first experiment day (henceforth day 1),
participants were not instructed regarding the use of their hands or other gesturing body parts. On
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the second experiment day (henceforth day 2), participants were asked to complete the same
experiment, but this time they were instructed to keep their hands flat on the table in front of
them during all experiment trials. The ability or inability to use hands to gesture is considered an
experimental condition and can be quantified precisely by using the measures described below.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1

Subjects
Three native speakers of American English, all right hand dominant, participated in this

experiment. Participants completed two experimental sessions, each lasting between 1.5 and 2
hours, conducted at least two days apart. The first of the three subjects had a slightly altered form
of the response task on experiment day one, with open-ended questions rather than the narrowed
preference-plus-explanation questions described. The re-formatted questions, described below,
proved to elicit more speech content. All participants were naïve to the purpose of the study and
were paid for their participation.
2.2.2

Experiment setup
Participants came to the USC Phonetics Laboratory for two experiment sessions. The

experiment setup described in this section was consistent for both experiment sessions. After
arriving, participants were asked to read an information sheet about the study, and they were then
briefed on the details of the study. Participants were seated in an armless chair at a small table
facing a computer monitor used to present instructions and stimuli. The participant was
positioned next to a transmitter for the NDI (Northern Digital, Inc.) Wave electromagnetic
articulograph (EMA) system. Two experimenters – one conversational confederate and one
equipment operator – were also in the room for the duration of the experiment. EMA sensor coils
were adhered to the right and left mastoid processes as well as the upper incisor (see Figure 1),
and then the participant was asked to briefly hold a bite plate (with additional EMA sensor coils
attached) in their mouth to take a measure of the participant’s occlusal plane. Following this
measurement, the bite plate was removed, and the experimenter adhered additional sensor coils –
all as close to the midsagittal plane as possible – to the lower incisor, the tongue body (as
centrally with respect to the oral length of the tongue as possible), the tongue tip (approximately
1cm behind the anatomical tongue tip), and the upper and lower lips on the vermillion border.
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After sensor placement was complete, a photograph was taken of the participant’s sensor
placement for archival purposes.
The experimenter positioned a high-quality tabletop microphone close to the speaker but
outside of the range of the magnetic field generated by the EMA system. A GoPro video camera,
attached to a tripod, was positioned approximately 1 meter away and approximately .25 meters
above the top of the seated speaker’s head. The camera was on the right side of the speaker
angled slightly down and diagonally with respect to the speaker, such that the head, torso, and
the whole right arm are centered in the frame, and the participant’s computer monitor was also
partially visible. The equipment operator was seated to the side of the participant such that the
operator could view all relevant equipment controls but the participant could not view the
controls. After turning on the recording equipment, the conversational confederate was seated
approximately 2 meters away from the participant and in the participant’s line of sight, so that
the participant could direct their responses to that experimenter. If at any point during the
experiment an EMA sensor coil became detached, an experimenter re-adhered the sensor and
then continued the experiment. After the experiment, the participant was asked to trace the hard
palate with the tongue tip sensor to acquire additional palate shape data. After data collection
was complete, the participant’s sensors were removed, the participant was paid for his or her
time, and the experiment concluded.

2.2.3

Stimuli
The experimental stimuli consist of twenty themes presented in two task contexts, demo

and response. Stimuli were presented to the participant on the monitor using the EMA
experiment control software MARTA (Tiede, Haskins Laboratories). MARTA initiates visual
stimuli, articulatory data collection, and acoustic data collection simultaneously to expedite the
processes of trial segmentation and signal alignment. The demo task was presented first,
followed by the response task, with the order of stimulus presentation randomized within each
task. Themes consist of everyday activities such as buttoning one’s shirt, opening an umbrella, or
making a cup of tea. These themes were selected to include gender-neutral activities that any
participant is likely to have experience with, and all themes describe activities that require the
use of the hands. The themes were repeated for both task types to elicit condition-specific
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productions of theme keywords for subsequent fine-grained kinematic analysis (not analyzed
here). A complete list of themes is available in the Appendix A.
For the demo task on Day 1, participants are asked to ‘Show me how you would x’,
where x is the theme. The experimenter demonstrated a practice trial, where the theme was
‘brushing your hair.’ The experimenter described the task in a series of steps while
simultaneously using manual gesture to exhibit the steps (speech is in quotations, with gesture
descriptions in brackets):
“First I would pick up a hair brush [reaches down and back up with hand
extended in fist shape], then I would put the brush at the top of my head and pull
down from the roots to the ends of my hair [puts hand, still in fist shape, at top of
head and then slowly pulls down to show some resistance], and I would keep
brushing down until I reach the back of that side [repeats the pulling down motion
until reaching the back of the head on that side], then I would switch the brush to
the other hand [makes fist shape with other hand], and start brushing from top to
bottom on the other side until I reach the back of my head [repeats pulling down
motion around the other side of the head].”
Beyond this demonstration of the practice trial and the use of the word “demonstrate”,
participants were not provided any explicit instructions regarding the use of gesture. The
participant was asked to repeat the practice task to ensure that they understood the instructions.
The remainder of the demo task stimuli, consisting of the phrase ‘Please demonstrate how you x’
and accompanied by a black-and-white line drawing related to the theme were presented to the
participant on the monitor on their desk (see Figure 2).
Please demonstrate how you:
Blow up a balloon

Figure 2: Example demo task stimulus presentation screen
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In the response task on Day 1, participants are asked by the experimenter to state their
preference among two or more choices related to a theme and why they prefer their choice. For
example, in the ‘brushing teeth’ theme, there are two questions: 1) Do you prefer an electric
toothbrush or a regular toothbrush, and why, and 2) Do you prefer whitening toothpaste, tartar
control toothpaste, or sensitive teeth toothpaste, and why? Although the experimenter is
interacting with the participant by asking questions and acting as the conversational confederate
in the task, each item in the response task was still presented to the participant on the monitor
with a line drawing and a reminder to the participant to state and explain their preferences for
that theme (see Figure 3).
Please state which option you prefer for each
question, and why you prefer that option over the
alternative(s):
Party balloons

Figure 3: Example response task stimulus presentation screen
On experiment Day 2, participants were told that they would repeat the experiment from
Day 1 but that they were to keep their hands flat on the table during the experiment. In the
demonstration task on Day 2, participants were again asked to ‘describe how you would x,’
where x is the theme. The experimenter again demonstrated the hair-brushing example, but this
time without the use of the hands. The participant was then asked to demonstrate that example as
well to indicate their understanding of the directions. In the response task on Day 2, participants
were asked the same preference questions pertaining to each theme as those presented in Day 1
(order of stimulus presentation within each task type was re-randomized on each day of the
experiment). Table 2 below describes the tasks and presents examples from the experiment.

Task Type

Demonstration

Response

Day

Day 1: no instruction on hand
gestures

Day 1: no instruction on hand
gestures
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Day 2: hands must be flat on table
during experiment
Description

•
•

Example

Please demonstrate how you:
Shuffle a deck of playing cards

20 themes
Participants describe their
method for performing a basic
task

Day 2: hands must be flat on table
during experiment
•
•
•

20 themes
2-3 questions per theme
Participants respond to
preference questions asked by
experimenter

Please state which option you prefer
and why you prefer that option over
the alternative(s).
Tea and coffee

Table 2: Experiment 1 description and examples

2.2.4

Data Acquisition and Processing

2.2.4.1 Acquisition
Audio recording, video recording, and movements of sensors affixed to positions in the
vocal tract, as described above, were recorded concurrently. Video and secondary audio were
recorded on a GoPro Hero4 camera mounted on a tripod positioned as described in the previous
section. Slight differences in the height of the camera mount position on the tripod are due to the
different heights and postures of the participants. Video was recorded at 29.97 frames per second
(size: 1920x1080 pixels); GoPro audio was simultaneously recorded in stereo with a sampling
rate of 48kHz. Because of its lower quality, GoPro audio recording was used only for alignment
with other data sources, rather than for acoustic analysis. Primary audio recordings were made
using a high-quality tabletop microphone synchronized with the EMA system, with a sampling
rate of 44.1kHz. Vocal tract articulator movements were recorded using the NDI Wave EMA
system (Northern Digital, Inc.), sampled at 400Hz. Eight sensor coils in total were used to collect
EMA data.
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2.2.4.2 Processing
After data was collected, raw EMA kinematic data was converted into TSV files using
WaveFront software (Northern Digital, Inc.). This data was further processed for use in a custom
EMA data analysis user interface called Mview (Tiede, Haskins Laboratories), developed for
MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., 2013). The audio collected in sync with EMA data collection
was annotated using TextGrids in Praat software (Boersma & Weenink, 2016), with information
about trial type, transcriptions at the word level, and speech epoch boundaries. Four categories of
epoch were annotated as described below in Table 3 (only speech and internal pause epochs
were analyzed in the present experiment).

Epoch Name
Speech

Epoch Description
Audible participant speech

Internal Pause

Pauses > 100ms and internal to participant speech
(with no interlocutor interruption)
Initial and final pauses in demo task trials
Periods in response task trials during which the
conversational confederate held the floor (with no
audible participant speech)

Pause
Interlocutor

Table 3: Speech Epoch descriptions
The GoPro video recordings were processed in QuickTime Player 7 editing software
(Apple, 2010). Longer recordings were divided into shorter segments approximately
corresponding to the length of the EMA recording trials, and the video was resampled to 30 fps,
1280x720px resolution in H.264 encoding (.mp4/.mov). Audio from each video file was
converted to a mono-channel, 44.1KHz .wav file.
FlowAnalyzer software (A. V. Barbosa & Vatiokiotis-Bateson, 2013) was used to create
optical flow (henceforth, OF) signals from video files. In each file, regions of interest
(henceforth, ROIs) were selected for the right hand (RH), left hand (LH), and the head of the
filmed participant. The selected ROIs were defined to include the entire range of movement for
each body part in each trial. This method often caused the ROIs to overlap one another partially
or completely, and the size of the selection regions often differed by trial. All movements,
including presumably non-communicative movements (e.g., touching or scratching the face or
hair, rubbing the eyes), were included to avoid making any assumptions about gestural function.
Stationary regions of the video were marked as regions of disinterest and OF was not measured
in these regions. Figure 4 shows an example of ROI selection on a frame of recorded video.
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Figure 4: Example ROI selection in FlowAnalyzer software
The OF signals created in FlowAnalyzer were processed in MATLAB (The MathWorks
Inc., 2013) using the Audiovisual Speech Processing (AVSP) Toolbox (A. V. Barbosa, Yehia, &
Vatikiotis-Bateson, 2007) to create X- and Y- dimension movement magnitude estimates and an
overall movement magnitude estimate for each ROI. The audio component from each segmented
video trial was cross-correlated with the corresponding EMA audio trial using a Praat script
(Schlangen, 2014) to align OF and EMA signals. MATLAB was used to create one-dimensional
tangential velocity signals from OF and EMA motion data. All tangential velocity signals were
resampled to a common sampling rate of 200Hz and were filtered using a ninth-order zero-phase
Butterworth filter with a cutoff of 3 Hz for OF signals (Xiong & Quek, 2003) and with a cutoff
of 12 Hz for EMA data.

2.2.5

Measures
Section 2.2.5 describes measures made for five themes (laundry, jars and containers,

umbrellas, bananas, and candy) for which a full data set was available from all participants on
both experiment days. Statistical analyses, described in the next section, were performed over
eight experiment conditions: Task (demo or response) x Day (day 1 or day 2) x Speech Epoch
(speech or internal pause). The measures used for analysis are described in detail below.
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2.2.5.1 Average Peak Velocity
The average peak velocity is used as an index of gestural magnitude for the OF and EMA
signals considered here. In this dataset, the tangential velocities of three EMA sensor signals –
the jaw, tongue body, and tongue tip – and three OF regions – the head, right hand, and left hand
– are analyzed. Peak velocity is measured in units of millimeters per second for EMA signals,
and pixels per frame for OF signals (1 frame is equal to 0.005 seconds). Tangential velocities,
which are obtained by taking the first derivative of two- or three-dimensional position
coordinates, are technically scalar values representing speeds (Löfqvist, 2005). However, they
are referred to as velocities here for ease of reference. Velocity peaks in vocal tract articulator
movements have been shown to relate to movement toward and away from articulatory targets
(Shaw et al., 2009), and this finding is extended straightforwardly to head and hand movements
in the present research. The velocity peak measure represents a way to quantify manual gesture
kinematics that have been annotated in earlier research in various ways, such as “gesture launch
midpoint” (Rusiewicz et al., 2014), “gesture apex” (Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008), or “gesture
hit” (Yasinnik et al., 2004). The locations and magnitudes of peak velocities were obtained using
MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., 2013), which returns the location and value for a point where
velocity is at a local maximum compared to the points on either side of it. Within each trial, these
peak velocities were annotated with the speech epoch to which they belong, and peak values
were averaged by epoch group.
2.2.5.2 Path Length
Path length information was also obtained from the velocities of the aforementioned OF
and EMA signals. The path length of a signal is the sum of its displacement values, which are
obtained by taking the integral of the tangential velocities of the EMA and OF signals (Gracco,
1992). Path length represents another measure of movement magnitude, but in this case,
magnitude is conceptualized as the distance traveled by a given articulator (in the case of an
EMA signal) or the total amount of displacement within an ROI (in the case of an OF signal).
Path lengths are normalized by epoch duration to create an index by which to compare path
lengths across experiment conditions. This measure is useful in investigating claims like those in
McNeill (1992) that different types of gestures differ in terms of magnitude.
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2.2.5.3 Correlation Map Analysis
EMA and OF velocity time functions were also analyzed with correlation map analysis
(CMA) software (A. Barbosa et al., 2012). CMA is a technique developed to analyze correlations
between a pair of time-varying signals at a range of temporal delays in either direction (e.g., the
first sample of Signal 1 can be delayed with respect to the first sample of Signal 2 or vice versa).
The correlation values are dependent on three user-defined parameters: 1) the window size
across which correlation is calculated, h, which affects the granularity of the correlation
measure; 2) the temporal range of delays across which correlation is calculated; and 3) the use of
a uni-directional or a bi-directional filter, which specifies whether only past samples (unidirectional) or both past and upcoming samples (bi-directional) are used to compute correlation.
An example correlation map is shown in Figure 5. The top panel displays an acoustic
waveform of the speech produced during this sample. The next panel shows the velocity time
function for Signal 1, the right hand (measured with OF). The next panel shows the velocity time
function for Signal 2, the jaw (measured with EMA). The panel labeled “zero-lag correlation”
shows the instantaneous (un-delayed) correlation between Signals 1 and 2. The bottom panel
shows the correlation map between Signals 1 and 2: the vertical center of the map represents the
instantaneous correlation between the two signals. The top half of the map represents the part of
the temporal delay range in which Signal 2 is delayed with respect to Signal 1, and the bottom
half of the map represents the part of the temporal delay range in which Signal 1 is delayed with
respect to Signal 2. The color map displayed to the right of the bottom panel is a guide to the
degree and direction of correlation in the map: the darkest red color indicates strong positive
correlation, while the darkest blue color indicates strong negative correlation.
Comparing signals at temporal delays can help demonstrate whether the signals are
coordinated but not strictly synchronous, and this method can also indicate patterns of
coordination over time. Very few studies have yet examined the continuous aspects of the
relationship between biological signals (Wagner et al., 2014), so little is known about how
relationships pattern (or not) in time.
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Figure 5: Example Correlation Map Analysis User Interface
In the present experiment, the EMA-derived jaw velocity signal and the OF-derived right
hand (RH) velocity signal are compared using CMA. These two signals provide representative
measures of each of the two modalities of interest in this research. Following conventions in
previous manual gesture kinematic research that tracks movements of the dominant hand
(Krivokapić et al., 2017; Parrell et al., 2014), the right hand was selected as representative of the
gesture modality. The jaw was selected to represent the vocal tract kinematics based on previous
multimodal speech kinematic research (Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008). It has also been proposed
that the rate of rhythmic oscillation for jaw and hand motion might be comparable because they
appear to evolve together in development (Iverson & Thelen, 1999). A ± 2 second delay range is
used in this experiment to allow for the possibility of very delayed correlation between the two
signals. Signals were analyzed bi-directionally, because speech kinematic movements are likely
dependent on information both preceding and following the target movement (A. Barbosa et al.,
2012); and a window size of η=0.030 was selected because it was a good intermediate value
between fine-grained and coarse analysis of this data.
The matrix of correlations shown in the bottom panel of Figure 5 can be analyzed to
produce quantitative measures of the association between two signals over time. Here, the
correlation matrix is used to calculate the probability of the two signals’ correlation above a
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threshold value (r=0.5), normed by the length of a trial (R. Fuhrman, 2014). This measure is
called PrPosCorr , for Probability of above-threshold Positive Correlation between the two
signals of interest. Delays of the jaw with respect to the right hand were measured here, and
delay values of 0ms, 50ms, 100ms, 150ms, 200ms, 500ms, and 1000ms were assessed. In the
present experiment, PrPosCorr can provide insight into the questions of whether likelihood of
cross-modal movement correlation serves to distinguish the two types of speech tasks employed
here and, if so, which tasks have higher versus lower probability of correlation. The PrPosCorr
measure is also used to assess whether the experiment day condition impacts the likelihood of
correlation between the two signals.

2.3 Results
Each measure is statistically analyzed using linear mixed effects models. Peak Velocity
(PV) and Path Length (PL) models are built using fixed effects of speech epoch (internal pause
and speech) and task X day (day 1 demo, day 1 response, day 2 demo, and day 2 response).
CMA models are built using fixed effects of task X day condition, and delay value in ms. In each
kind of model, internal pause is the reference level for speech epoch, day 1 demo is the reference
level for task X day condition, and 0ms is the reference level for delay value. Random intercepts
for participant and theme are included in all models, and random slopes are included in models
when they do not cause model convergence failures (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013;
Winter, 2013). P-values are considered significant at (a = 0.05). Model building/testing,
significance testing, and visualization is performed in R (R Core Team, 2017) using packages
lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014), lmerTest (Kuznetsova, Bruun Brockhoff, &
Haubo Bojesen Christensen, 2014), lsmeans (Lenth, 2016), sjPlot (Lüdecke, 2017), and ggplot2
(Wickham, 2009). Complete model details for each model are available in the Appendix.

2.3.1

Peak Velocity Results

2.3.1.1 Right Hand Peak Velocity
The peak velocity model for the right hand shows that the reference level, representing
day 1 demo and internal pause, has an average PV of b = 0.8041 pixels/frame (t = 23.311, p <
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0.0001). The speech epoch has a significantly higher average PV compared to internal pause, at
0.8781 pixels/frame (t = 2.397, p = 0.0181). Each of the non-reference levels of task x day has a
significantly lower normed PV value compared with the reference level. The day 1 response
condition has an average PV value of 0.3931 pixels/frame (t = -9.421, p < 0.0001), day 2 demo
has a PV of 0.1822 (t = -14.254, p < 0.0001), and the day 2 response condition has an average
PV of 0.2536 pixels/frame (t = -12.616, p < 0.0001). Figure 6 presents estimates for means by
group. Post-hoc testing of the levels of task x day shows that the day 1 response has a
significantly higher PV average than the day 2 demo group (b = 0.2109, t = 4.834, p < 0.0001)
and the day 2 response group (b = 0.1394, t = 3.195, p = 0.0022). No other levels differ from
one another.

Figure 6: Right Hand Peak Velocity Means by Group, All Participants
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2.3.1.2 Left Hand Peak Velocity
The peak velocity model for the left hand shows that the reference level, representing day
1 demo and internal pause, has an average PV of b = 0.79137 pixels/frame (t = 19.639, p <
0.0001). The speech epoch has a significantly higher average PV compared to internal pause, at
0.8717 pixels/frame (t = 2.556, p = 0.0119). Each of the non-reference levels of task x day has a
significantly lower normed PV value compared with the reference level. The day 1 response
condition has an average PV value of 0.3940 pixels/frame (t = -8.939, p < 0.0001), day 2 demo
has a PV of 0.1842 (t = -13.658, p < 0.0001), and the day 2 response condition has an average
PV of 0.2188 pixels/frame (t = -12.880, p < 0.0001). Figure 7 presents estimates for means by
group. Post-hoc testing of the levels of task x day shows that the day 1 response has a
significantly higher PV average than the day 2 demo group (b = 0.2098, t = 4.719, p < 0.0001)
and the day 2 response group (b = 0.1752, t = 3.941, p = 0.0002). No other levels differ from
one another.
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Figure 7: Left Hand Peak Velocity Means by Group, All Participants

2.3.1.3 Head Peak Velocity
The peak velocity model for the head shows that the reference level, representing day 1
demo and internal pause, has an average PV of b = 0.57821 pixels/frame (t = 12.860, p =
0.0002). The speech epoch does not differ from internal pause. However, each of the nonreference levels of task x day has a significantly lower average PV value compared with the
reference level. The day 1 response condition has an average PV value of 0.4043 pixels/frame (t
= -4.292, p = 0.0003), day 2 demo has a PV of 0.3049 (t = -6.745, p < 0.0001), and the day 2
response condition has an average PV of 0.3577 pixels/frame (t = -5.442, p < 0.0001). Figure 8
presents estimates for means by group. Post-hoc testing of the levels of task x day shows that the
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day 1 response has a significantly higher PV average than the day 2 demo group (b = 0.0994, t =
2.454, p = 0.0235). No other levels differ from one another.

Figure 8: Head Peak Velocity Means by Group, All Participants

2.3.1.4 Tongue Body Peak Velocity
The peak velocity model for the tongue body shows that the reference level, representing
day 1 demo and internal pause, has an average PV of b = 46.333 mm/s (t = 7.486, p = 0.0084).
The speech epoch has a significantly higher PV value than internal pause, at 82.872 mm/s (t =
17.319, p < 0.0001). Figure 9 presents estimates for means by group. Post-hoc testing of the
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levels of task x day shows no other levels differ from one another.

Figure 9: Tongue Body Peak Velocity Means by Group, All Participants

2.3.1.5 Tongue Tip Peak Velocity
The peak velocity model for the tongue tip shows that the reference level, representing
day 1 demo and internal pause, has an average PV of b = 48.749 mm/s (t = 6.294, p = 0.0135).
The speech epoch has a significantly higher PV value than internal pause, at 90.54 mm/s (t =
16.601, p < 0.0001). Figure 10 presents estimates for means by group. Post-hoc testing of the
levels of task x day shows no other levels differ from one another.
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Figure 10: Tongue Tip Peak Velocity Means by Group, All Participants

2.3.1.6 Jaw Peak Velocity
The peak velocity model for the jaw shows that the reference level, representing day 1
demo and internal pause, has an average PV of b = 34.402 mm/s (t = 5.049, p = 0.0255). The
speech epoch has a significantly higher PV value than internal pause, at 50.923 mm/s (t = 8.347,
p < 0.0001). Figure 11 presents estimates for means by group. Post-hoc testing of the levels of
task x day shows no other levels differ from one another.
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Figure 11: Jaw Peak Velocity Means by Group, All Participants
2.3.1.7 Peak Velocity Results Summary
Measures of peak velocity in the EMA and OF peak velocity signals differ in some key
respects. The PV models for the three OF signals (right hand, left hand, and head) all show
significantly lower PV values in the non-reference levels of task by day (i.e., the day 1 demo task
has the highest PV of task by day levels in all cases), but in addition, the hand models also show
significantly higher PV values for the speech level of epoch. In the PV models for the three EMA
signals (tongue body, tongue tip, and jaw), the levels of task by day do not differ from one
another, but the speech epoch is, like hand models, significantly higher in PV value than the
internal pause baseline level. This suggests that the speech articulator PV values do not
noticeably differ depending on the experimental manipulation of day or speech task, but they do
differ dependent on epoch. Conversely, the PV values of the hands and head do differ by task
and experiment day, and the PV values of the hands differ by speech task as well. Hand
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movements were restricted on day 2, so this result confirms the success of the experimental
manipulation.

2.3.2

Path Length Results

2.3.2.1 Right Hand Path Length
The path length model for the right hand shows that the reference level, representing day
1 demo and internal pause, has a normalized PL of b = 0.6178 pixels (t = 25.474, p < 0.0001).
The speech epoch does not differ from internal pause. Each of the non-reference levels of task x
day has a significantly lower normed PL value compared with the reference level. The day 1
response condition has a normed PL value of 0.3355 pixels (t = -9.613, p < 0.0001), day 2 demo
has a PL of 0.1936 (t = -14.445, p < 0.0001), and the day 2 response condition has a PL of
0.2436 pixels (t = -12.744, p < 0.0001). Figure 12 presents estimates for means by group. Posthoc testing of the levels of task x day shows that the day 1 response has a significantly higher PL
average than the day 2 demo group (b = 0.1419, t = 4.832, p < 0.0001) and the day 2 response
group (b = 0.0919, t = 3.131, p = 0.0027). No other levels differ from one another.
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Figure 12: Right Hand Normalized Path Length Means by Group, All Participants

2.3.2.2 Left Hand Path Length
The left hand path length model reference level has an average PL value of b = 0.6028
pixels (t = 19.462, p < 0.0001). The speech epoch does not differ from internal pause. Each of
the non-reference levels of task x day has a significantly lower normed PL value compared with
the reference level. The day 1 response condition has a normed PL value of 0.3439 pixels (t = 9.251, p < 0.0001), day 2 demo has a PL of 0.2102 (t = -14.031, p < 0.0001), and the day 2
response condition has a PL of 0.2346 pixels (t = -13.159, p < 0.0001). Post-hoc testing of the
levels of task x day shows that the day 1 response has a significantly higher PL average than the
day 2 demo group (b = 0.1338, t = 4.780, p < 0.0001) and the day 2 response group (b = 0.1093,
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t = 3.908, p = 0.0002). No other levels differ from one another. Figure 13 shows estimates for
Path Length means by group.

Figure 13: Left Hand Normalized Path Length Means by Group, All Participants

2.3.2.3 Head Path Length
The head path length model reference level has an average PL value of b = 0.4345 pixels
(t = 14.906, p = 0.0002). The speech epoch does not differ from internal pause. Each of the nonreference levels of task x day has a significantly lower normed PL value compared with the
reference level. The day 1 response condition has a normed PL value of 0.3325 pixels (t = 4.941, p < 0.0001), day 2 demo has a PL of 0.2752 (t = -7.714, p < 0.0001), and the day 2
response condition has a PL of 0.3205 pixels (t = -5.525, p < 0.0001). Post-hoc testing of the
levels of task x day shows that the day 1 response has a significantly higher PL average than the
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day 2 demo group (b = 0.0572, t = 2.773, p = 0.0098). No other levels differ from one another.
Figure 14 shows estimates for Path Length means by group.

Figure 14: Head Normalized Path Length Means by Group, All Participants

2.3.2.4 Tongue Body Path Length
The tongue body path length model reference level has an average PL value of b =
37.2366 mm (t = 9.152, p = 0.0058). The speech epoch has a significantly higher average PL
value than the baseline level of internal pause, at 52.9339 mm (t = 12.185, p < 0.0001). Day 2
demo also shows a significantly higher average PL than the day 1 demo reference level, at
41.6419 mm (t = 2.418, p = 0.0172). Post-hoc testing does not show any other significant
differences among group means. The estimated means by group for the tongue body PL model
are shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Tongue Body Normalized Path Length, All Participants

2.3.2.5 Tongue Tip Path Length
The tongue tip path length model reference level has an average PL value of b = 38.0931
mm (t = 7.757, p = 0.0083). The speech epoch has a significantly higher average PL value than
the baseline level of internal pause, at 57.2784 mm (t = 12.038 p < 0.0001). No level of task x
day differed from the day 1 demo reference level. Post-hoc testing reveals that the day 1
response group of task x day has a significantly lower average PL than day 2 demo (b = -6.8640,
t = -3.045, p = 0.0173). The estimated means by group for the Jaw PL model are shown in
Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Tongue Tip Normalized Path Length Means by Group, All Participants

2.3.2.6 Jaw Path Length
The jaw path length model reference level has an average PL value of b = 27.2267 mm (t
= 5.875, p = 0.0178). The speech epoch has a significantly higher average PL value than the
baseline level of internal pause, at 34.5938 mm (t = 5.378, p < 0.0001). No level of task x day
differed from the day 1 demo reference level. Post-hoc testing does not show any other
significant differences among group means. The estimated means by group for the Jaw PL model
are shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Jaw Normalized Path Length Means by Group, All Participants

2.3.2.7 Path Length Results Summary
Much like the peak velocity models, normed path length models for the EMA signals and
OF signals differ in terms of which fixed effects effectively describe each kind of data. The PL
models for the three OF signals (right hand, left hand, and head) show significant differences
among the levels of task x day, with the day 1 demo task consistently showing the largest PL
value across the three models. The PL models for the three EMA signals (tongue body, tongue
tip, and jaw), all show significant differences in the levels of speech task (the speech epoch
shows greater path length values than the internal pause epoch). The similarities to the peak
velocity results are not surprising, given that the path length measure is obtained by taking the
integral of tangential velocity.
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2.3.3

CMA results

2.3.4

Right Hand—Jaw PrPosCorr Model
The right hand-jaw PrPosCorr model includes the fixed effects of task X day, delay

value, and their interaction. The reference levels for this model are day 1 demo for task X day,
and 0ms for delay value (to remind the reader, delay means the temporal delay of the first sample
of the jaw velocity with respect to the first sample of the right hand velocity within a trial). The
reference level has a PrPosCorr value of b = 0.0471 (t = 4.889, p = 0.0002). The day 1 response
task has a significantly higher average PrPosCorr value of 0.0891 (t = 3.797, p = 0.0002). The
largest delay of 2000ms has a significantly lower PrPosCorr value than the 0ms delay, at 0.0209
(t = -2.373, p = 0.0180). Of the levels in the interaction, two differ significantly from the
reference level. One is day 2 response x 150ms delay, which has a significantly greater
PrPosCorr value than the reference level at 0.078 (t = 1.978, p = 0.0485), and the other is day 1
response x 1000ms delay, which has a significantly smaller PrPosCorr value than the reference
level at 0.0114 (t = -2.283, p = 0.0228).
A plot of the estimated means for each delay value in each experiment condition, in
Figure 18, shows a clear distinction between PrPosCorr values in the day 1 response condition
versus all the other conditions. This is particularly notable at small delay values up to 100ms. In
addition, there is a smaller spike in PrPosCorr values around 150ms in the day 2 response
condition which is reflected in the significance of that interaction. This suggests that positive
correlations between speech and manual gesture obtain even when speakers are asked not to
move their hands. A drastic dip in PrPosCorr values for day 1 response at 1 second is also
visible, but not as clear as the two other results.
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Figure 18: Right Hand—Jaw PrPosCorr Means by Lag Value, All Participants

2.4 Discussion
The two hypotheses this experiment addresses are 1) co-speech gestures differ as a
function of the kind of speech task they accompany, and 2) Speech articulator kinematics differ
when speech is accompanied versus not accompanied by gesture. These hypotheses were
addressed with experimental data that has three important features: 1) spontaneous speech was
elicited from experiment participants; 2) two different naturalistic speech tasks were tested
within the same experimental paradigm; and 3) the time-varying nature of the speech-gesture
relationship was considered in analysis. The analyses presented here are exploratory, but even
the results of this small study provide evidence in support of Hypothesis 1, and evidence against
Hypothesis 2.
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One prediction of Hypothesis 1 was that representational/depictive gestures, which were
proposed to be elicited in the demo task, should show larger magnitude than gestures which are
not depictive, i.e., beat gestures, elicited in the response task (McNeill, 1992). This prediction
was found to be accurate for both right and left hand manual gestures as well as for head
movements, in that peak velocity and path length magnitudes were significantly larger in the day
1 demo condition than in the day 1 response condition in the case of both PV and PL for the right
hand, left hand, and head. In the PV and PL analyses, it was additionally demonstrated that both
day 1 tasks showed significantly larger PV values than tasks on day 2, though the effect is more
pronounced for the hands than for the head. Because there are clearly higher PV and PL values
for the hands and head on the first day than on the second day, the experimental manipulation
works as expected. Speakers did indeed show lower magnitude movements on day 2, when their
hands were meant to stay flat on the table.
There were no specific predictions made about head gesture in this research; however, the
head movements observed in this experiment patterned similarly to manual movements in many
ways. Head PV and PL magnitudes were larger in the day 1 demo condition than all other
conditions, and in some cases, day 1 response head PV and PL values were larger than either day
2 condition. This is particularly interesting because, on day 2, when participants were asked not
to move their hands, movements of the head (as measured by optical flow) decreased from day 1
as well, despite participants not being given any instructions on head movement. The
experimental setup is such that head movements are restrained as a consequence of the need to
stay within tracking range of the EMA equipment, but that is the case for both days of the
experiment, and it fails to explain this result. The smaller head movements magnitudes in day 2
tasks may also be a by-product of the optical flow region of interest selection technique used in
this study: In order to capture as much manual movement as possible in this experiment, we used
overlapping regions of interest (ROIs) to define the two hands and the head. While in many
cases, there were few overlapping movements in the two hand regions, there were quite a few
cases in which hand movements overlapped head movement. While it is possible that the head
was also moving a great deal more on experiment day 1 as compared with experiment day 2 –
and many researchers show evidence that head movement is used to gesture as often as manual
movement is used to gesture (Núria Esteve-Gibert, Borràs-Comes, Swerts, & Prieto, 2014; Ishi et
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al., 2014; Voigt et al., 2016) – it is not possible to rule out the influence that the overlapping
hand movement may have had on the head PV and PL measures.
Another notable result is that, for the PV measure, the speech epoch showed significantly
higher PV magnitudes than the internal pause epoch for the right and left hands. Larger PV
values in the speech epoch were not observed for head movements, nor were larger speech epoch
PL values observed for the hands or the head. Because we did not test interactions between the
epoch and day x task conditions for the PV or PL measures, it is not clear whether this effect was
associated with a specific experiment day or speech task. However, even without this
information, there are at least two possibilities that might help explain the result. The first is that
manual gesturing is more active during speech periods than during pause periods. Intuitively, this
makes sense; speakers tend to gesture when they speak, but they are far less likely to gesture
when they are not speaking (Ping, Goldin-Meadow, & Beilock, 2014). This explanation, though
intuitive, is unsatisfying for the reason that we would expect to find a higher amount of manual
gesture in pause regions, or at least equal amounts in pause and speech regions. This is attributed
to the ‘gesture lead’ phenomenon (Wagner et al., 2014), which is a pervasive effect in which
manual gestures tend to occur or at least begin just before speech starts (Butterworth & Beattie,
1978; de Ruiter, 1998). The other possible explanation for the finding that PV of the hands is
higher in speech regions than pause regions is that the level of detail we are considering is not
adequate. There is substantial evidence in favor of the gesture lead effect, but less evidence
relating to how far in advance the gesture leads. If the gesture lead effect is only relevant for very
short periods of time before speech begins, then the time spent in pause periods where the hands
are not active might be pulling down the average PV value for that region.
Another prediction of Hypothesis 1 was that non-depictive beat gestures (elicited in the
response task), which have often been discussed as having a relationship with prosody and
speech rhythms (Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Leonard & Cummins, 2011), are expected to show
closer coordination with speech than are the depictive gestures. The CMA PrPosCorr results
provided evidence in support of this prediction: day 1 response PrPosCorr values were
significantly higher than day 1 demo PrPosCorr values. Interestingly, the largest PrPosCorr mean
in the day 1 response condition was observed in the 100ms delay condition, indicating that
correlation may occur at short delays (and again, this might be evidence of the gesture lead
effect). Neither of the day 2 tasks showed significantly lower PrPosCorr values compared to the
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day 1 demo task, suggesting that ability to gesture had no impact on the PrPosCorr measure. In
addition, one significant finding in the interaction effect shows that the day 2 response task at
150ms delay had a higher-than-baseline PrPosCorr value. This result is somewhat unexpected,
because participants were asked not to move their hands on day 2. Furthermore, it is unclear why
this spike in PrPosCorr occurs at a delay. One possible explanation which was noted by the
experimenter during video editing is that, on Day 2, participants still made sporadic, small, and
seemingly involuntary hand movements like lifting the fingers or palms up from the table,
contracting or spreading the fingers, and occasionally moving the hands away from the table
altogether, e.g. to brush hair off the face, or to adjust clothing, etc. If these small/sporadic
movements happened to occur during speech or even in coordination with speech, this could
cause a result of correlation between gesture and speech. It should be noted that the correlation
measure is insensitive to the exact magnitudes of the signals being compared and, so long as the
pattern of velocity peaks and trough in both signals is similar, correlation will be observed. This
also might be viewed as an argument in support of the ubiquity of motor coordination in
communication: even when speakers are instructed not to move communicatively, they seem to
be unable to fully inhibit movement (Hoetjes et al., 2014).
In conceptualizing gestures and the speech-gesture relationship as being dependent on
speech task, this experiment is uniquely equipped to respond to some of the big concerns that
have been left largely unaddressed by the earlier research. One such concern relates to defining
manual gesture through coding/annotation. The focus had previously been on finding “magic
moments” (Mücke, Grice, & Cho, 2014) where speech and gesture align/synchronize spatially or
temporally, but researchers differ in how they select and define magic moments or ‘anchor
points’ in speech and gesture signals (Krivokapić, Tiede, Tyrone, & Goldenberg, 2016; Wagner
et al., 2014). Rather than defining manual gestures in terms of formal properties or proposed
functions, and rather than associating manual gestures to magic moments or anchor points in
speech, the evidence supporting Hypothesis 1 has demonstrated that quantitative properties of
gestures and properties of speech-gesture correlation can define gestures in terms of unbiased
kinematic measures. This research further demonstrates that manual gesture is not subject to the
same alternating movement/pause patterning, induced by breathing, prosodic structure, lexical
access, etc., that the vocal tract articulators are committed to. This distinction allows manual
gesture to be more than just a mirror of the speech signal in a different modality; because manual
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movements are not subject to the same kinds of information encoding constraints the speech
articulators are subject to, they are called on for other expressive purposes altogether (to say
nothing of the possibility that manual gesture is not always meant to be communicative
(Butterworth & Beattie, 1978; Krauss et al., 1995)).
Turning now to the second hypothesis proposed above, the data analyzed in this
experiment strongly suggests that speech doesn’t change very much when manual gesture is
constrained. On the basis of previous research that suggests that speech changes when speakers
are prevented from manually gesturing (Hostetter et al., 2007; Rauscher et al., 1996), it was
predicted that the magnitude of speech articulator movements would increase when speakers
were prevented from gesturing, in order to make up for the ‘loss’ of an important communicative
modality. Results in this experiment do show that tongue body PL was significantly higher in the
day 2 demo task than the day 1 demo task; for the tongue tip, the PL in the day 2 demo task was
significantly higher than in the day 1 response task. Similar findings were not produced in the
PV measure, and no such results were obtained for the jaw sensor in either PV or PL measures.
Though the findings that day 2 PL measures were longer, in limited cases, than day 1 measures,
the results are fairly weak. They may also be attributed to pooling of multiple participants’
speech data (which was not z-scored prior to pooling). Without more robust findings that the
magnitude of speech articulator movements increased on day 2 relative to day 1, it is reasonable
to say that, at least in this coarse utterance-level analysis, quantifiable characteristics of vocal
tract gesture generally do not depend on manual gesture availability context (nor, for that matter,
do they depend on the context of speech task).
One issue that has vexed the multimodal speech research community is the desire to
explicitly connect speech and gesture as two pieces within a larger communicative system (de
Ruiter, 2000; McNeill, 1992; Rusiewicz, 2011). This ambition has resulted in the proposal that,
if the ability to augment speech with manual gesture is important enough, there will be a
noticeable effect on speech if gesture is restricted in some way. Although there has been some
evidence in favor of this view (Hostetter et al., 2007; Rauscher et al., 1996) and some evidence
against this view (Hoetjes et al., 2014), the measures have been lexical/semantic or perceptual
measures (speech rate, fluency); the question has not been investigated with kinematics data.
Experiment 1 investigates utterance-level differences in gesture magnitude dependent on
participants’ ability to manually gesture, and strong kinematic distinctions were not found in
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either of two speech tasks. In the big picture, this suggests that speech and manual gesture are
not as inseparably intertwined as has sometimes been proposed (Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992).
It also lends support to an alternative view of the relationship between communicative
modalities: this view states that coordination across modalities can be achieved by two separate
systems that are not always tightly coupled with one another (Rusiewicz et al., 2014).
In this experiment, speech articulators are observed to differ dependent on speech epoch
(speech or internal pause): speech articulators move toward and away from targets more quickly
during periods of audible speech than they do when the participant is not actively engaged in
speech, i.e., during internal pause. This result suggests that the experimental manipulations were
effective and the lack of differences observed in the task X day condition are reliable.
Nonetheless, it is also possible that the speech kinematics were not measured at a sufficient level
of detail to observe differences, or that participants’ hands were not adequately restrained, or that
other gesturing body parts not measured in this experiment might ‘take over’ for the hands when
they are restrained (head movement magnitudes measured in this experiment did not become
larger when manual gesture was restrained, however). The current experimental setup is not ideal
for testing these additional possibilities, but they should be investigated in future research.
Though this exploratory investigation has shown promising results, the methodology can
be improved and refined in a few key ways. The camera angle that was used in this experiment
could be improved to get a more central view of the speaker that would make for fewer areas of
overlap in the optical flow region of interest (A. V. Barbosa et al., 2008). Additionally, it would
be beneficial to use non-overlapping regions of interest in future experiments, though this may
result in the loss of some movement data or smaller analysis regions. It would also be ideal to
isolate the movements of the hands while retaining the flexibility of the optical flow technique.
For example, participants could wear brightly colored gloves that can be easily color-coded and
segmented across video frames. All of these alternative optical flow analysis techniques should
ultimately be compared to measures from data gloves or motion capture systems to get a more
precise understanding of hand and arm kinematics (Wagner et al., 2014). Refinements relating to
analysis techniques also need to be addressed. While this experiment used tangential velocities
derived from EMA and OF motion signals, displacement and/or directionality of movement may
be useful considerations in future research. Finally, we used CMA to assess time-varying
coordination in this experiment. While we did find some compelling results, the analysis was
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conducted over a whole trial in a given condition. In future, it would be preferable to ‘chunk’ the
trial into smaller pieces such as epochs, to get a better sense of how correlation varies at different
times over the course of an utterance.
Lastly, there is the need to consider what additional speech tasks and/or elicitation
techniques might be used in future experiments in order to gain a better understanding of how
speech task changes the relations between speech and gesture. Data from this experiment shows
at least a binary distinction in this relationship between ‘monologue’ speech and speech that is a
part of conversation (Clark, 2016). These speech styles were induced by asking participants to
perform demonstrations and answer questions of the experimenter, but there are many more
possible speech tasks that could be tested. These tasks were developed to elicit certain styles of
gesture (beat gesture in the case of the response task and representational gesture in the case of
the demo task), but there is also a great deal of interest in studying deictic (pointing) gesture, so
future experiments should include a task that elicits pointing or deictic speech, and the
methodological challenge is to acquire this via semi-spontaneous speech. The separate, i.e., unconfounded, consideration of speech task and the presence or absence of an
interlocutor/conversational confederate also merits further exploration.
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3 Experiment 2: A Quantitative Comparison of Manual Movements
and Their Temporal Relationships with Speech
3.1 Background
Experiment 2 focuses on quantitative details of manual movements and the temporal
relationship between speech and manual movement across a variety of speech and conversation
contexts in a single experimental paradigm. Considering a variety of movements produced in
different speaking and gesturing contexts makes it possible to study what quantitative differences
arise among manual movements, and whether these differences have a patterned relationship to
accompanying speech or speech tasks. Though qualitative assessments of varieties of gesture
have been provided previously (Kendon, 1970; McNeill, 1992), the complex and timeconsuming nature of gestural annotation has made it difficult to quantitatively assess multiple
types of spontaneous gestures within one study (Wagner et al., 2014). Using recent advances in
tools and techniques for quantitative measurement (A. Barbosa et al., 2012; A. V. Barbosa &
Vatiokiotis-Bateson, 2013), this research suggests a method to forego the explicit annotation of
gesture and instead to use quantitative properties of manual movements to define and potentially
distinguish characteristics of manual gesture. This makes the quantitative assessment of gesture
on the basis of the temporal relationship with speech much more efficient.

3.1.1

The Three Primary Gesture Types in Multimodal Speech Research: Beats,
Representational Gestures, and Deictic Gestures
The main gesture types investigated in existing multimodal speech research, following

previous typologies (McNeill, 1992) and meta-analyses (Hostetter, 2011; Wagner et al., 2014),
have focused on three key categories: beat gestures, representational gestures, and deictic
gestures. Past research has used a wide range of characterizations of each type of gesture,
including observational, temporal, and kinematic descriptions. Although some studies have
considered more than one variety of gesture in the investigation of multimodal speech (Hostetter
et al., 2007; Roustan & Dohen, 2010), and other studies have been agnostic to categorizing
gestures into the commonly discussed gesture types (D. Loehr, 2007; Yasinnik et al., 2004), no
studies have made quantitative comparisons among and between different gestures and gesturing
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contexts. Thus, relatively little is known about whether quantitative characteristics of manual
movements distinguish proposed types of gestures. Nevertheless, we must consider what is
known regarding the characteristics of beat, representational and deictic gestures in order to
motivate the comparative analysis of manual movement undertaken in Experiment 2.

3.1.1.1 Beat Gestures
Beat gestures, in one classic definition (McNeill, 1992), are defined as “movements that
do not present a discernible meaning … small, low energy, rapid flicks of the fingers or hand…”
Though the particular description of the size and ‘energy’ of beat gestures is not always taken as
an assumption in beat gesture research, many researchers describe beat gestures similarly.
Leonard and Cummins (Leonard & Cummins, 2011) note that beat gestures are “emphatic in
presumed purpose… there is little meaningful content to a beat gesture, except for its strength
and, crucially, its time of occurrence…,” and following McNeill they observe that a “typical beat
gesture consists of two phases: an extension phase and a later retraction phase.” Beats are
primarily thought of as rhythmically, rather than semantically, related to speech (McClave,
1994). In fact, almost every description of a beat gesture is crucially linked to emphasis, focus, or
prominence in speech prosody (Dimitrova, Chu, Wang, Özyürek, & Hagoort, 2016; Krahmer &
Swerts, 2007; Krauss, Chen, & Chawla, 1996; Leonard & Cummins, 2011; Roustan & Dohen,
2010).
The importance of timing in the perception and production of beat gestures has been
demonstrated in various ways in previous research, and their timing seems to be one of the most
definitive characteristics of beat gestures. Some production studies have found that the presence
of a beat gesture co-occurring with a prominent word increases the prominence of that word just
as an acoustic pitch accent might (Krahmer & Swerts, 2007), though other studies have found
conflicting evidence regarding this result (Roustan & Dohen, 2010). Other production research
has noted that pitch accents are often accompanied by an emphatic beat gesture (D. P. Loehr,
2012). Perception studies have shown that listeners can identify asynchrony of beat gestures even
when they are delayed by only 200ms from when they naturally occur (Leonard & Cummins,
2011) and that processing difficulties arise when beat gestures are not temporally aligned with
focused information (Dimitrova et al., 2016). Krauss et al. (1996) further characterize beat
gestures as purely ‘motoric’ representations of gesture under full control of speech prosody, in
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contrast to other types of gesture that engage propositional representations or semantic
relationships of their own. The existing research on beat gestures thus makes clear that the
gestures are timed with respect to prosodic prominence, focus, and/or emphasis in speech.

3.1.1.2 Representational Gestures
Representational gestures, which include the subcategories of iconic, metaphoric and
abstract deictic gestures (Nobe, 1996), comprise the set of McNeillian gestural types that involve
a close formal relationship to the semantic content of the accompanying speech. McNeill defines
iconic gestures as those that depict “aspects of the same scene that speech also presents”
(McNeill, 1992, p. 78). McNeill defines metaphorics as essentially the same as iconic gestures in
terms of form; however, metaphoric gestures are meant to “present an image of an abstract
concept…” (1992, p. 80). Outside of the context of McNeill’s own research, which elicits
multimodal speech for the purpose of retelling narrative cartoon scenes, the distinction between
iconic and metaphoric gestures is complicated, because differences between abstract and
concrete concepts or representations in spontaneous speech are not always clear.
One of the difficulties of research in representational gesture is in identifying discrete
beginning and ending points of these gestures, which can involve multiple complex movements
or gestural phases (Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992) that make up a gestural phrase, or G-phrase.
Because the timing of discrete phases in a typical representational gesture is not always easily
identified, most of the research on representational gestures does not deal with the precise timing
of gestures with respect to speech. Some of the influential research in this area has focused on
whether the visually observed onsets of representational gestures occur during silent pauses or
during active speech (Butterworth & Beattie, 1978; Nobe, 1996, 2000). Nobe found that 23.9%
of representational gestures began during pauses (preceding the linguistic affiliate of the
gesture); thus, that a majority of representational gesture occurs during periods of fluent speech.
Another study by Nobe suggested that the onset phase of representational gestures frequently
occurs within the word or syllable with an f0 or intensity peak in an utterance (Nobe, 1996);
however, no precise timing details were reported in that research. In one of the few
investigations of representational gesture that explicitly labels prosodic details, Ferré (2010)
found, for iconic gestures coproduced with spontaneous French speech, that the gestural phrase
that contains all the parts of an iconic gesture is generally longer than both the lexical affiliate to
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which it relates, and the Intonational Phrase containing that lexical affiliate. In 72% of the cases
studied, the onset of iconic gesture began before the lexical affiliate, and in 70% of cases, the
onset of the gesture phrase began before the onset of the Intonational Phrase that contains the
lexical affiliate of the gesture.
The existing research on representational gestures, taken together, suggests that a
defining characteristic of representational gesture is the relationship between the formal
properties of the gesture and the semantics of accompanying speech. Unlike beat gestures, the
timing relation between speech and representational gesture seems to be very flexible; the
‘gesture lead’ phenomenon, describing the frequent observation that representational gestures
begin before associated speech, has often been observed (Wagner et al., 2014). Representational
gestures appear to be complex, fairly long in duration, and semantically associated with words or
phrases in speech, rather than (specifically) with pitch accents or rhythmic prominences.

3.1.1.3 Deictic Gestures
The precise definition of a deictic or pointing gesture is not often made explicit in
experimental research, but McNeill’s definition (1992) covers several important characteristics:
“pointing movements, which are prototypically performed with the pointing finger,
although any extensible object or body part can be used, including the head, nose, or
chin, as well as manipulated artifacts. The deictic gestures that appear during narratives
rarely if ever point to concrete entities. They select a part of the gesture space and the
meaning of the gesture depends on the referential value attached to this region.” (1992,
p. 80)
Another definition, provided by Levelt, Richardson and La Hej (1985, p. 134), adds that
deictic gestures “can be obligatory” when an utterance depends on some form of gesture, such as
“nodding the head, visibly directing the gaze, turning the body, or moving arm and hand in the
appropriate direction,” and that deictics have an “apex” that is spatially and temporally marked
as an extremum of the pointing gesture. Finally, de Ruiter notes that deictic gestures “refer to
locations and directions” and clarifies the definition introduced by McNeill by adding that:
“Concrete deictic gestures are gestures that single out an object or direction that is in the
physical world. Abstract deictic gestures create or refer to discourse markers in the “gesture
space” in front of the speaker’s body.” (de Ruiter, 1998, pp. 1–2)
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Several studies have investigated the temporal and kinematic relationships between
speech and deictic gestures. In many cases, deictic gesture has been shown to occur cotemporally with acoustic or kinematic aspects of speech and prosody. For example, two studies
have demonstrated that deictic gesture apices occur nearly synchronously with a prosodically
focused element in an utterance (Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008; Roustan & Dohen, 2010).
Another study showed that deictic gesture initiation tends to precede voicing in speech by a short
interval of around 350ms (Levelt et al., 1985). In very recent work, Krivokapić et al. (2017,
2015) determined that pointing gestures lengthen at prosodic boundaries and under prominence
and that their lengthening is related to the strength of the boundary and, to some extent, the
degree of prominence in speech (though the speakers in the study showed some distinctions in
the way lengthening was affected by prominence). Broadly, deictic gestures involve pointing or
direction, they involve extension to and retraction from an apex or maximal spatiotemporal
location, they can reference concrete or abstract entities in contemporaneous speech by directing
the attention of the listener, and they are closely temporally related to the speech they accompany
in that there is substantial evidence that pointing gestures coordinate with prosodic prominences
and phrasing in speech.

3.1.2

Comparing Manual Gesture Across Contexts
Researchers have generally focused on individual, observationally defined types of

gestures or gesturing contexts (McNeill, 1992; Wagner et al., 2014). This is likely due, in some
part, to the difficulty of neatly categorizing different gesture tokens, which tend to be fluid and
subject to individual interpretation by different annotators (Duncan, 2005; McNeill, 2005). Yet
without comparable measures of gestures across speech styles and gesture elicitation contexts
under similar experimental conditions, it is difficult to define how or why these gestures differ,
and even more challenging to draw broad conclusions about the function of different gestures.
This last point is the primary motivation for the research described here: a sizable amount of
previous multimodal speech research has relied largely on observational definitions of gesture.
Though some gestures seem easy to identify (an extended index finger is commonly presumed to
be a pointing gesture, for example), and though some gestures’ intended function seem fairly
obvious (as when both hands are cupped together to visually depict the size of some referent in
speech), some of the inherent features or informative aspects of gesture may be overlooked
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despite being worthy of careful consideration. The field of multimodal speech research thus
serves to benefit from the identification of a common set of quantitatively motivated
characterizations of gesture, and the experiment described below addresses this need.
One possible technique for comparison of multimodal speech across contexts involves
the use of kinematic data. Motion capture and computer vision technology have helped advance
the study of multimodal speech by vastly improving the ability to quantify manual kinematics.
Motion capture technology, in particular, has long been used in the study of manual gesture, but
because of the time-consuming nature of motion capture data collection and analysis, gesture
researchers tend to control or restrict how gestures are performed (de Ruiter, 1998; Krivokapić et
al., 2017; Levelt et al., 1985; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008). Computer vision techniques like
optical flow, which can be applied to simple video recordings, are much easier to implement than
traditional motion capture, and these techniques are also gaining popularity in multimodal speech
analysis (A. V. Barbosa et al., 2008; Voigt et al., 2016; Xiong & Quek, 2003).
Still, few experiments have yet investigated unconstrained manual gesture accompanying
speech, particularly with kinematic data, so there remains much to be learned about spontaneous
manual gesture. The existing research on spontaneous and/or constrained manual gestures
elicited in controlled environments suggests many areas of further investigation ideally suited to
kinematic data. For example, the comparison of magnitude and frequency data for manual
movements/gestures elicited in different settings deserves much more attention. Distinctions in
kinematic measures of manual movement might help define properties or categories of manual
gesture, and distinctive patterns in the temporal relationships between speech and gesture may
also be useful in this regard. Research on non-communicative movements suggests that
coordination of, e.g., arm and jaw movements exhibits a functional linkage (Kelso, Tuller, &
Harris, 1981; Ostry et al., 1987; Parrell et al., 2014), and preliminary evidence from Chapter 2
suggests a similar linkage in communicative movements, so there is good reason to investigate
these matters further.
Quantitative analysis of manual movements in certain speech tasks or contexts will be
useful in making stable definitions of gesture, in synthesizing research across different studies,
and in conceptualizing future research on multimodal speech. Another benefit of using
kinematics in the analysis of multimodal speech coordination is the possibility of applying
automated gesture detection processes, thus circumventing the difficulties of coding and
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annotating gesture in a replicable way (Duncan, 2005). Furthermore, quantitative gesture
identification may make it possible to elucidate the sometimes-conflicting findings that have
arisen from the variety of coding schemes and experiment paradigms employed in previous
multimodal speech research (Wagner et al., 2014).
A final argument for comparative analysis of multimodal speech comes from the
observations of several researchers who have noted that little is known regarding how gestures
elicited in scripted or controlled speech environments differ from the gestures found in
spontaneous speech (Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013; Krivokapić et al., 2017; Roustan &
Dohen, 2010). Some researchers have suggested that controlled elicitations, when performed in
“unnatural” contexts, can even bias experimental findings (Roustan & Dohen, 2010). It would
thus be a useful tool in the multimodal speech researcher’s arsenal to be able to reliably elicit
gestures in a spontaneous and naturalistic way. With a common set of quantitative characteristics
of gesture, it is also much easier to directly compare findings across studies.

3.1.3

Hypothesis
We propose that the quantitative properties of manual movements help to characterize

these movements as gestures, and these properties may also serve to distinguish different
varieties of gesture from one another. This hypothesis is useful in clarifying some of the findings
of previous research. McNeill (1992), for example, remarks on the “small, low energy”
movements of the hands when engaged in beat gestures, suggesting that gesture magnitude
(presumably displacement, in this case) is a defining characteristic of this type of gesture
compared with, e.g., deictic or representational gestures. However, no previous research has
investigated whether gestures do, in fact, differ from one another on the basis of magnitude. One
experiment that investigates a similar question for finger tapping during speech production
(Parrell et al., 2014) reports that speech emphasis influences the magnitude of co-speech tapping
movements. This provides some evidence supporting the above proposal that quantitative
measures of manual movement are useful in defining gesture, but this work needs to be more
thoroughly investigated using manual movements more complex than finger tapping.
We propose the use of velocity peak magnitude as an index of gestural magnitude. Peaks
in the velocity profiles of vocal tract articulators have been used as an indication of movement
towards or away from a goal or target (Shaw et al., 2009). Applying a similar approach to
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manual movements makes it possible to investigate the relationship between the magnitude of a
gesture and other variables relating that gesture to the speech it accompanies. There are a number
of outstanding questions in multimodal speech research that could be addressed by using
quantitative analysis of manual movement, such as when movements begin or occur with respect
to speech, the number of gestures that occur in a given time period, or how closely correlated
manual movements are to vocal tract movements and acoustic measures like speech amplitude.
This conceptualization of quantifying manual movement also makes it possible to test
what have so far been primarily qualitative descriptions of manual gesture’s form and function.
For example, McNeill’s proposal that beat gestures are small in magnitude, in combination with
a proposal from Krauss et al. (1996) that beat gestures are purely motoric and associated with the
emphatic content of speech, predicts that small-magnitude movements are more likely to occur
during speech than during non-speech or speech pauses. This question is tested in this chapter.
Krauss et al. (1996) also propose that some representational gestures may be performed for
purposes like lexical access or speech planning. It is thus necessary to test whether gestures that
occur during speech pauses or non-speech periods share particular quantitative characteristics.
Another measurable characteristic of manual movement is its frequency, or the temporal
‘density’ with which movements and/or gestures occur. Research by Hostetter et al. (2007) finds
that in a visual descriptive task, representational gestures (which are also described as more
complex and potentially larger or longer than beat gestures) occur more frequently than beat
gestures. The suggestion that the function of gestures may be indicated by the frequency with
which they occur is tested in the present experiment. A final quantitative characteristic of manual
movement tested in this chapter is its correlation with other speech signals. A primary interest of
multimodal research is to relate the timing of manual movements to speech events. The
experiment described below is designed to investigate how manual movements correlate with the
movement of speech articulators. The present research uses a variety of characteristics to
quantify and group manual gestures and the speech-gesture relationship across a variety of
speech tasks/gesturing contexts. This experiment specifically investigates how the behavior of
manual gestures differs (or not) based on the quantitative properties of manual movements.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1

Subjects
Seven native speakers of American English, all right-hand dominant, participated in this

experiment. All participants completed one experimental session lasting between 1.5 and 2.5
hours. Participants were naïve to the purpose of the experiment, and they were paid for their
time. The first participant was given a slightly shortened stimuli list in order to pilot the
approximate length of the study, and this participant’s data was not further analyzed in the
experiment; so the following report includes data for six participants.

3.2.2

Experiment Setup

3.2.2.1 EMA Vocal Tract Articulator Motion Tracking
Upon arrival to the USC Phonetics Laboratory, each participant read an information sheet
about the study and had the opportunity to ask the experimenters questions. Then the
experimenter briefed the participant on the details and procedures of the study. The participant
was seated in a chair with arms, at a small table with a computer monitor used for stimuli
presentation. The participant was positioned next to the transmitter equipment for an NDI Wave
electromagnetic articulograph (EMA) system (Northern Digital, Inc.). When the participant was
comfortably positioned, they were asked to put on a pair of disposable purple exam gloves. The
participant was asked to wear the gloves so they could help the experimenters attach small EMA
sensor coils to points on the participant’s vocal tract; in fact, the exam gloves were worn so that
the unique color of the gloves could be used to isolate the hands and hand movements recorded
in the video in future data processing steps.
Two experimenters – one who acted as a conversational confederate during the
experiment and the other who served as an equipment operator – attached EMA sensor coils to
points on the participant’s head and vocal tract, as shown in Figure 19. After sensors were
adhered to the upper incisor and externally at the right and left mastoid processes (corresponding
to central, right and left head reference sensors, respectively), the participant was asked to briefly
bite and hold a bite plate with additional EMA sensors attached, in order to take a measure of the
participant’s occlusal plane. Following the occlusal plane measurement, the bite plate was
removed and the experimenters adhered the remaining sensor coils to the lower incisor (Jaw), the
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tongue body approximately central to the oral length of the tongue (TB), approximately 1cm
behind the anatomical tongue tip (TT), and at the vermillion borders of the lower lip (LL) and
upper lip (UL). Each sensor was adhered as close to the mid-sagittal plane as possible. When all
sensors were attached, sensor placement was photographed on the tongue for archival purposes.
Before the data collection began, an experimenter positioned a high-quality tabletop microphone,
for audio acquisition synchronized with the EMA data, as close to the participant as was
comfortable, while remaining outside of the range of the magnetic field generated by the EMA
transmitter. After the data collection was completed, the participant was asked to perform a
palate trace by dragging the tongue tip sensor centrally along their palate. Then, all EMA sensors
were removed, the participant’s gloves were removed, recordings were stopped, the participant
was paid for their time, and the data collection session concluded.

Magnetic Field

REF
L/R

REF C
UL

TT TB

LL
JAW

x

Figure 19: EMA Sensor Coil Placement

3.2.2.2 Video Recording
Three GoPro video cameras were placed directly in front of, and on either side of, the
seated participant. The center camera was secured on a tripod positioned approximately .3m
above the top of the seated participant’s head. This camera was aimed down at the speaker’s
hands. In some cases, the center camera also captured the participant’s face, but because of each
participants’ unique height and anatomy and limits on the height of the tripod, it was not always
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possible to capture a full view of the participant’s face. This view was ideally suited to capturing
forward and backward manual movements that would not be easily measured using a straight-on
camera angle. The position of the camera was also useful for separating the hand movements into
two regions corresponding to the right and left halves of the camera’s image plane.
Two other cameras, positioned to record right and left profile views of the seated
participant, captured recordings of these experiments, but they are not analyzed in the present
research. The cameras were positioned according to recommendations in recent biological
kinematic research (Theriault et al., 2014), and the data recorded by those cameras may be used
for future research.
Each of the three cameras used the same recording settings, with a resolution of 1920 x
1080 pixels and a medium field of view approximately equivalent to a 21.9mm focal length.
Following the completion of the EMA sensor placement procedure described above, and prior to
the start of data collection, the video cameras were positioned for the participant and set to
record. Once all cameras were recording, the experimenter briefly positioned a fixed-length ruler
in the field of view of all three cameras, for future camera synchronization and plane correction
procedures (Popham, 2010).

3.2.3

Stimuli
Experiment 2 includes twenty themes presented in both a demo and a response speech

task context. (See Appendix A for a list of these themes and more details). Themes are composed
of everyday activities such as making a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, cutting a shape from a
piece of paper, or opening a window. These themes all involve gender-neutral activities that any
participant is likely to have experience with, and all themes describe activities that require the
use of the hands. A third task/context, a selection task, uses cards depicting items of varying
numbers, shapes, colors, and patterns. The task presentation order is fixed across all participants,
with demo tasks presented first, followed by response tasks, and concluding with selection tasks.
This array of tasks was selected so as to elicit, without further experimental constraint, a wide
variety of manual gestures—such as beat, iconic, and deictic gestures—that would sample the
range of magnitudes and coordination styles that speakers can and do draw on in natural speech
contexts. This rich elicitation of manual gestures serves to create confidence in our quantitative
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examination of the kinematic properties of co-speech manual gestures in relation to various
kinematic and acoustic properties of the speech signal.

3.2.3.1 Demo Task
In the demo task, the participant is instructed to ‘Demonstrate how you would x,’ where x
is the theme for each trial. This task is expected to elicit primarily representational gestures. The
experimenter first demonstrates a practice trial, with the theme ‘brushing your hair.’ The
experimenter describes the task in a series of steps while simultaneously using manual gesture to
exhibit the steps (speech is in quotations, with gesture descriptions in brackets):
“First I would pick up a hair brush [reaches down and back up with hand extended in fist
shape], then I would put the brush at the top of my head and pull down from the roots to
the ends of my hair [puts hand, still in fist shape, at top of head and then slowly pulls
down to show some resistance], and I would keep brushing down until I reach the back of
that side [repeats the pulling down motion until reaching the back of the head on that
side], then I would switch the brush to the other hand [makes fist shape with other hand],
and start brushing from top to bottom on the other side until I reach the back of my head
[repeats pulling down motion around the other side of the head].”
Aside from the practice trial demonstrated by the experimenter and the use of the term
“demonstrate,” the participant is not provided any explicit instructions regarding manual gesture.
The remainder of the demo task stimuli, consisting of the phrase ‘Please demonstrate how you x’
and accompanied by a black-and-white line drawing related to the theme, is presented to the
participant on the monitor on the table where the participant is seated (Figure 20).
Please demonstrate how you:
Fold your clean laundry

Figure 20: Example demo task stimulus presentation screen
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3.2.3.2 Response Task
In the response task, the participant is asked by the experimenter to state their preference
among two or more choices related to a theme and tell why they prefer their choice. This task is
expected to elicit a high proportion of beat or prosodically timed gestures. The conversational
confederate experimenter sits approximately 2 meters away from the participant, with a clear line
of sight to the participant, while they ask questions. For the ‘making tea’ theme, for example,
there are three questions: 1) Do you prefer tea or coffee, and why? 2) Do you prefer caffeinated
tea or herbal tea, and why? 3) Do you prefer to buy loose-leaf tea or tea packaged in tea bags?
For the duration of each theme, a line drawing and a reminder of how to answer the questions is
displayed on the participant’s computer monitor (Figure 21).
Please state which option you prefer for each
question, and why you prefer that option over the
alternative(s):
Tea and coffee

Figure 21: Example response task stimulus presentation screen

3.2.3.3 Selection Task
The selection task was designed to naturally elicit deictic speech and/or gesture from a
participant (Fuchs & Reichel, 2016). Unlike the demo and response tasks, the presentation
apparatus for the selection task is a set of foam presentation boards, approximately 39cm x
51cm, each with an array of 12 evenly spaced paper cards attached to the foam board. The cards
come from a game called SET: The Family Game of Visual Perception (Set Interprises Inc.,
1991), and the items pictured on each card have four different properties: the number of items,
the color of items, the shape of the items, and the shading of the items. There could be one, two,
or three items on each card; red, purple, or green items; oval, squiggle, or diamond-shaped items;
and the shading of the items could be solid, striped or outlined. These properties were used as the
basis for the experimenter to query the participant about the characteristics of the cards in an
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array. Physical pointing targets were used to encourage the participant’s interaction with the
stimuli (Fuchs & Reichel, 2016; Levelt et al., 1985).
On the computer monitor, the participant is presented with instructions about the
selection task. After the instructions are shown on the screen, a practice presentation board is
rested against the monitor in front of the participant. The conversational confederate explains the
different card properties to the participant, and examples of each property are given on the
practice board. Then, the participant practices a short version of the selection task using a
practice presentation board. The conversational confederate asks the participant to “show me
which of these cards [have/are] X” where X is a property of the cards such as green, diamonds,
oval, outlined, etc. Each property matches at least two cards on the board, so there would be an
opportunity for the participant to use deictic language and/or gesture. The participant is informed
that the experimenter has matching pictures of each board, and would be checking the
participant’s replies for accuracy. When the practice board is completed and the experimenter
ensures the participant understands how to perform the task, a series of six presentation boards is
shown to the participant. The experimenter asks about six properties per board (e.g., red,
diamond, one, outlined, green oval) in the frame “Please show me which of these cards
[have/are] X.” An example board is shown below in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Example Board from selection task
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3.2.4

Data Acquisition and Processing

3.2.4.1 Acquisition
Data was acquired using NDI Wave EMA motion tracking equipment (Northern Digital,
Inc.), GoPro video cameras, and a high-quality microphone. Eight channels of sensor data were
collected using EMA motion capture equipment; sensor descriptions and placement are as
described in the Experiment Setup section above. EMA data was sampled at a rate of 400 Hz,
and simultaneously recorded audio via the microphone was sampled at 44.1kHz. MARTA
experiment control software (Tiede, Haskins Laboratories), which synchronizes stimuli
presentation with articulatory and acoustic data collection and automatically segments data into
trials and aligns signals, was used to present, collect and record trials. Video and secondary audio
were recorded on tripod- or table-mounted GoPro Hero 2 (left camera), GoPro Hero 3+ (right
camera), and GoPro Hero 4 (center camera) video recording equipment (GoPro, Inc.). All video
was recorded at 29.97 frames per second (size: 1920x1080 pixels) with simultaneously recorded
two-channel audio recorded at a sampling rate of 48kHz. The cameras and microphone were
synchronized with an audible metronome beat played at the initiation of each experiment trial.

3.2.4.2 Processing
After data collection, raw EMA kinematic data were converted into TSV files using
WaveFront software (Northern Digital, Inc.). This data was further processed for use in
MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., 2013) using custom functions developed for EMA data
analysis (Mview, Haskins Laboratories). The high-quality audio collected with the tabletop
microphone was annotated using Praat software (Boersma & Weenink, 2016), with information
about trial type, speech epoch, and other non-speech information like audible inhales, laughter,
or disfluencies. Table 4 provides descriptions of each speech epoch.
Epoch Name

Epoch Description

Speech

Audible participant speech

Internal Pause

Pauses > 100ms and internal to participant speech (with no
interlocutor interruption)
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NonSpeech
Epochs

Pause

Initial and final pauses in demo task trials

Interlocutor

Periods in response and selection task trials during which the
experimenter acting as the conversational confederate held the
floor to speak (with no audible participant speech)

Table 4: Speech Epoch Descriptions
Video recordings were processed using QuickTime Player 7 Pro editing software (Apple,
2010). Large video files were split into shorter segments corresponding to the length of EMA
trials, using the metronome beats played at the initiation of each trial for segmentation points.
Camera video was resampled to 30fps, 640x360 pixel resolution, and H.264 encoding, and
camera audio was saved to its own mono .wav file and down-sampled to 44.1kHz.
Trial-length video was processed using a MATLAB script created by the author that
segments the purple hues of the gloves participants wore during data acquisition and replaces the
surrounding non-purple colors in the video with a black background. This makes it possible to
capture only movements of the gloved hands, rather than all movements within the camera
frame. This processing step outputs color videos with the same encoding, size and frame rate as
the input video files. An example of the output from this ‘color-keying’ process is shown in
Figure 23 below.

Figure 23: Example frame from color-keyed video
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The color-keyed videos were analyzed using FlowAnalyzer software (A. V. Barbosa &
Vatiokiotis-Bateson, 2013), which creates movement signals from user-selected regions of
interest (ROIs) in the video files. Regions of disinterest, which are ignored during optical flow
movement calculation to speed processing time, were specified in the far right and left areas of
the camera frame, as well as a region around the EMA equipment positioned next to the
speaker’s face, where little or no relevant movement occurred (Figure 24 shows a typical
example of Experiment 2 region selection). Discrete left hand and right hand ROIs in the colorkeyed video files were defined around a consistent center line, which was initially identified in a
non-color-keyed video of each participant. The center line was determined by selecting a line
that passed through as many of the following points as possible: center of the nose, center of the
philtrum, the lowest medial point on the vermillion border of the upper lip, or the center of the
top button of a shirt or lowest point on a V-neck shirt. The precise points used varied dependent
on the participant.2 The outer edge of the right and left hand regions of interest was defined by
the corners of the participant’s computer monitor, which was visible in the lower portion of the
center camera’s frame. After selecting regions on a non-color-keyed video, the regions were
applied to the color-keyed files. Most movements of one hand were contained within that hand’s
ROI as defined above; however, in some cases, participants moved the right hand into the region
of the left hand and vice versa. This resulted in some instances where parts of the optical flow
magnitude calculation of one hand region could be attributed to movements of the other hand.

2

If a participant drastically shifted position during the course of an experiment, for example after
adjusting the position of their chair or when the video camera was accidentally moved from its
initial position, the regions of interest were reselected based on the new approximate center line
of the participant’s head and torso within the camera frame.
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Figure 24: Example of ROI definitions in Experiment 2
The flow signals created from the FlowAnalyzer software were processed in MATLAB
using the Audiovisual Speech Processing (AVSP) Toolbox (A. V. Barbosa et al., 2007). Audio
recordings from the GoPro cameras were cross-correlated with the EMA-aligned audio using
AlignWave (Chen, 2014) in MATLAB. This step determines the alignment of the optical flowderived movement signals with the EMA-derived movement signals. EMA, Audio, and OF trials
were trimmed to matching lengths, and tangential velocities were obtained for EMA and OF
signals. The EMA and OF velocity signals were filtered using a ninth-order zero-phase
Butterworth filter with a cutoff of 3hz for OF data (Xiong & Quek, 2003) and 12 Hz for EMA
data. Finally, OF and EMA signals were resampled to a common sampling rate of 200Hz.

3.2.4.3 Clustering
A final step in processing involves clustering right hand movement data by magnitude, to
assess the relationship between magnitude and the measures of interest as well as speech epoch
and the continuous measures of interest (described below). Across all trials and all participants,
tokens of right hand velocity peaks are first assessed individually. A histogram describing the
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distribution of velocity peak heights for each speaker is shown in Figure 25. Each participant’s
histogram bin width is determined using the Friedman-Diaconis technique, based on the
interquartile range of that participant’s data. Table 5 shows the most common peak velocity (PV)
value for each participant (effectively, the mode of the PV data), as well as the mean and
standard deviation for each participant’s PV values. Most participants’ PV mode values fall
below 0.1 pixels/frame, except for M4, while the mean is substantially higher for most
participants, between 0.12 and 0.27 pixels/frame. In the histograms of PV magnitude shown in
Figure 25, it is clear that distributions of right hand PV magnitude differ by participant, but all
participants’ PV data exhibit a long, skinny right tail of high-magnitude gestures (the full extent
of the tail is not displayed here) and a high concentration of smaller-magnitude gestures.
Participant
F2
F6
M3
M4
M5
M7

PV at Maximum Density
(pixels/frame)
0.0325
0.075
0.09
0.17
0.065
0.055

Mean PV value
(pixels/frame)
0.1227
0.2439
0.2691
0.2502
0.1547
0.1948

Standard Deviation
by Participant
0.3135
0.4515
0.4140
0.3600
0.2712
0.3570

Table 5: PV Histogram Information by Participant
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Figure 25: Right Hand Peak Velocity Histograms by Participant
Although participants show some differences in distributions of right hand PV
magnitudes, the focus of this experiment is to find patterned behavior across speakers. Thus, all
participants’ data was z-scored and combined to create a single histogram of right hand PV data
points to assess the full data set. This combined z-scored histogram is used to assess distinctive
clusters of PV magnitudes. These clusters represent a way to think about gesture magnitude and
any relationships that may exist between gesture magnitude and other measures collected in this
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experiment. Figure 26 shows the histogram of z-scored PV values for all participants (again, the
full extent of the right tail is not shown in the figure). A group of very small PV peaks is
clustered around the z-score value of -0.61; a group of slightly larger PV peaks is clustered
around the z-score value of -0.35, and larger PV peaks are dispersed to the right of the mean, up
to a maximum of 19.84 SD above the mean. This data naturally suggests three groups for right
hand PV values, denoted here as small, medium, and large magnitude gestures. To determine
cutoff values for clustering, the counts of data in each bin are smoothed with a one-dimensional
digital filter, and the smoothed counts are differenced. The minimum and maximum values of the
difference function show the points with the greatest distinction in the number of items in two
adjacent bins, and these locations are used as the cutoff values between gesture magnitude
clusters. The red lines in Figure 26 show the clustering cutoff points: -0.47 between cluster 1 and
cluster 2, and -0.25 between cluster 2 and cluster 3. Cluster 1, which represents the gestures with
the smallest peak velocities, contains 2,463 data points, cluster 2, which represents the gestures
with the medium peak velocities, contains 12,648 data points, and cluster 3, which represents the
largest velocity gestures, contains 10,788 data points.
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Figure 26: Right Hand Z-scored PV, All Participants, with Clusters
Using these cutoff values, all individual right hand PV data points are assigned to a
cluster. The cluster type—small (cluster #1), medium (cluster #2) and large (cluster#3)—is used
as a factor in further analysis of this data.

3.2.5

Measures
Each participant completed 20 trials in the demo task, 20 trials in the response task (with

two to three questions per trial), and six trials in the selection task (with six selection criteria per
trial). The different tasks are used to promote the elicitation of manual movements with varying
quantitative characteristics (e.g., velocity, frequency, timing with respect to speech). The
measures described below focus primarily on the right hand tangential velocity signal derived
from OF. The right hand (in all cases, the participant’s dominant hand) was the object of
attention in the present research because it is generally considered to be the primary gesturing
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effector of the manual modality (D. P. Loehr, 2004; McNeill, 1985), although in many cases the
left hand also participates in gesturing. In the CMA measures described below, the right hand
velocity time function is compared with temporally aligned velocity time functions created from
EMA sensors attached to speakers’ jaw and tongue tip, as well as the Root-Mean-Square (RMS)
amplitude signal, derived from the audio recording of participant speech. RMS is a continuous
measure of speech acoustics (Yehia et al., 1998) that contains information about the amplitude
envelope of speech. Each measure of interest is discussed in further detail in the following
subsections.

3.2.5.1 Contingency Tables
To assess the number of individual right hand velocity peaks in each gesture magnitude
cluster and in each epoch, contingency tables are used to evaluate the distribution of data by
group membership. In addition to the information provided by continuous measures like peak
velocity and peaks per second, described below, distribution data makes it possible to assess
categorical measures like gesture magnitude clusters and speech epochs. The contingency tables
are statistically analyzed by speaker using Chi-squared tests and Fisher tests of independence of
distributions.

3.2.5.2 Peak Velocity
Peak velocities are defined as points of local maxima, compared to immediately adjacent
points, in an articulator’s tangential velocity signal (as derived from sensor or ROI movement
data). The peak velocity measure is used to quantify the magnitude of gestural movements in
terms of the magnitude of the velocity peak observed for that movement. In EMA research, it has
been shown that velocity peaks are indicative of movements toward or away from linguistic
targets, and it has also been shown that velocity peaks are closely related to the moment of
gestural goal achievement in terms of tissue contact between speech articulators (Löfqvist, 2005;
Shaw et al., 2009). Here, these observations are extended to manual movements (though manual
gestures are not assumed to have a goal of target ‘contact’ per se), such that each individual
velocity peak in a hand movement velocity profile is assumed to be representative of one manual
gestural movement. PV values are analyzed using linear mixed effects models, and the predictor
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variables of interest include the speech epoch during which the PV values occur, and the
magnitude group (small, medium, or large) of which the PV values are a part.

3.2.5.3 Peaks per Second
Another method of quantifying gesture is to use a measure of the number of velocity
peaks per second (henceforth PPS). On the assumption that a velocity peak is roughly
representative of a single gesture, or indicates a movement to or from a gestural target (Leonard
& Cummins, 2011; Shaw et al., 2009), the number of peaks that occur per unit time represents an
index to the temporal density of gesture occurrence. In some prior gesture research, frequency
has been used to distinguish varieties of manual gesture from one another (de Ruiter, 1998;
Hostetter et al., 2007; Krauss et al., 1996) and to distinguish the frequency of gestures during
active speech versus during pauses in speech (Butterworth & Beattie, 1978). Here, the PPS
measure is analyzed with linear mixed effects models, using the same predictor variables (epoch
membership and gesture magnitude cluster membership) as the PV models.

3.2.5.4 PrPosCorr (via Correlation Map Analysis)
Correlation map analysis (CMA), described in detail in Barbosa et al. (2012), is a
technique developed to analyze correlations between a pair of time-varying signals at a range of
temporal offsets in either direction (e.g., the first sample of Signal 1 can be delayed with respect
to the first sample of Signal 2 or vice versa). The correlation values are dependent on three userdefined parameters: 1) the window size across which correlation is calculated, h, which affects
the granularity of the correlation measure; 2) the temporal range of delays across which
correlation is calculated; and 3) the use of a uni-directional or a bi-directional filter, which
specifies whether only past samples (uni-directional) or both past and upcoming samples (bidirectional) are used to compute correlation.
An example correlation map is shown in Figure 27. The panel labeled (a) in this figure
shows an acoustic waveform of the speech produced during this sample. Panel (b) shows the
velocity time function for the right hand region measured with optical flow. Panel (c) shows the
acoustic RMS amplitude of the speech signal. Panel (d) shows the instantaneous (zero offset)
correlation between the signals in panels (b) and (c). Panel (e) shows the correlation map
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between the signals in panels (b) and (c): the vertical center of the map represents the point of
zero offset between the two signals. The top half of the map represents the part of the temporal
offset range in which the signal in panel (c) is delayed with respect to the signal in panel (b), and
the bottom half of the map represents the part of the temporal offset range in which the signal in
panel (b) is delayed with respect to the signal in panel (c). The color map displayed to the right
of panel (e) is a guide to the degree and direction of correlation in the map: the darkest red color
indicates strong positive correlation, while the darkest blue color indicates strong negative
correlation.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

Figure 27: Example Correlation Map
The matrix of correlations visually displayed via the map in panel (e) can be analyzed to
produce quantitative measures of the association between two signals over time. Here, the
correlation matrix is used to calculate the probability of the two signals’ correlation above or
below a threshold value (r=0.5), normed by the length of a trial (R. Fuhrman, 2014). This creates
two measures, PrPosCorr and PrNegCorr, that represent the likelihood of above-threshold
positive correlation and the likelihood of above-threshold negative correlation, respectively, of
each signal over time (PrNegCorr, the likelihood of negative correlation, is not assessed in the
present research). These measures indicate the degree to which velocity behavior in the two
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signals across a trial is similar or different at various temporal delays between the two signals.
When the first sample of signal 1 (always the right hand signal here) is delayed with respect to
the first sample of signal 2, the delay condition is referred to as manual gesture lag. This group
includes several different intervals at which correlation is assessed (50ms, 100ms, 150ms,
200ms, and 500ms). The no lag condition (0ms delay between signals) indicates that neither of
the two signals is leading or lagging with respect to the other signal. The other possible level of
delay condition is manual gesture lead, which indicates that the first sample of signal 2 is
delayed with respect to the first sample of signal 1 (right hand). The manual gesture lead group
also includes correlations assessed over the 50ms-500ms intervals described for the manual
gesture lag group. Three signal pairs are compared in the PrPosCorr analysis: Right Hand &
Jaw, Right Hand & Tongue Tip, and Right Hand & RMS.

3.3 Results
There are two main types of results considered in the following selection. One type of
result analyzes counts of data points in terms of their group membership, with groups including
gesture magnitude and the type of speech epoch in which the velocity peak occurred. This type
of data is analyzed using contingency tables and tests of independence such as the Chi-squared
test and Fisher’s exact Test. Testing and post-hoc analysis are performed using the statistical
analysis software R (R Core Team, 2017), and packages rcompanion (Mangiafico, 2017),
ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009), and lsmeans (Lenth, 2016).
The other type of result considered here measures continuous data such as peak velocity
(PV), peaks per second (PPS), and likelihood of correlation (using CMA). These data are
analyzed using linear mixed effects regression models. PV and PPS models are built using fixed
effects of speech epoch (speech, internal pause, or non-speech), gesture magnitude (small,
medium, or large) and their interaction. CMA models are built using fixed effects of speech
epoch (speech or internal pause), epoch-level average of right hand velocity peak magnitude
(measured as small, medium, or large), and signal delay value (manual gesture lag, no lag, or
manual gesture lead). In all cases, internal pause is the reference level for speech epoch, small is
the reference level for right hand gesture magnitude, and manual gesture lag is the reference
level for delay value. Random intercepts for participant are included in all models. The a-level
used to indicate the significance of all the statistical tests reported here is 0.05. When multiple
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comparisons are made, p-values are adjusted using the Tukey or Benjamini-Hochberg (False
Discovery Rate) adjustment procedures (Bates, Kliegl, Vasishth, & Baayen, 2015). Model
building/testing, significance testing, and visualization for linear mixed effects models are also
performed in R (R Core Team, 2017) using packages lme4 (Bates, Mächler, et al., 2014),
lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2014), lmerConvenienceFunctions (Tremblay & Ransijn, 2015),
texreg (Leifeld, 2013), ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009), and lsmeans (Lenth, 2016). For mixed effects
models, summary tables of models and confidence intervals for fixed effects are available in the
Appendix B.

3.3.1

Peak Velocity Results

3.3.1.1 Distribution of Right Hand Peak Velocity Magnitudes by Epoch
In this analysis, the interest is in determining if distributions of right hand velocity peaks
by magnitude (i.e., small, medium, and large gestures) differ dependent on the speech epoch
during which they occur. Contingency tables for right hand velocity peak data are first presented
as a group for all participants, but to perform analyses, the data is additionally categorized by
participant to meet the assumption of independence required by the statistical tests used here
(Chi-squared and Fisher’s exact test). The contingency table with count data from all participants
is shown in Table 6, along with percentages of clusters by speech epoch (column percentages
sum to 100%). Epochs correspond to the descriptions available in the Processing section.
All Participants
Small Magnitude
Medium Magnitude
Large Magnitude
Epoch Totals

Internal Pause
106 (4.85%)
811 (37.08%)
1270 (58.07%)
2187

Non-speech
1740 (14.39%)
8156 (67.44%)
2198 (18.17%)
12094

Speech
617 (5.31%)
3681 (31.68%)
7320 (63.01%)
11618

Table 6: Right Hand Velocity Peaks by Cluster and Epoch, All Participants
Considering these groups on a by-participant basis demonstrates that not all participants
show the same distributions of right hand velocity peak magnitudes within a given type of epoch.
For example, speaker F2 exhibits no small magnitude peaks at all, and speakers F6 and M7 use
very few small magnitude peaks, but these speakers’ small magnitude peaks only appear in the
non-speech epoch. Speaker M5 uses large magnitude peaks heavily in the speech and internal
pause epochs, but uses more medium magnitude peaks in the non-speech epoch. While the
different speakers show some distinctions in their usage patterns, one similarity among speakers
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is that large magnitude gestures appear more than small or medium magnitude peaks in speech
and internal pause epochs, while medium magnitude peaks appear to a greater extent than large
magnitude peaks in non-speech epochs. These observations are demonstrated in Figure 28 below.

Figure 28: Velocity Peak Magnitude by Epoch Distributions for each Participant
In Chi-square tests of independence and Fisher’s exact tests of independence (Fisher is
used if at least one cell in a contingency table has five or fewer observations), each byparticipant distribution is found to differ significantly from chance/expected distributions. Test
statistics and p-values are printed below each participant’s contingency table in Table 7.
F2

Internal NonPause
speech
Small
0
0
Medium
113
1586
Large
191
624
Fisher’s exact test: p < 0.001

Speech
0
726
964

F6

Internal NonSpeech
Pause
speech
Small
2
82
0
Medium
193
1772
921
Large
202
240
707
Fisher’s exact test: p < 0.001
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M3
Small
Medium
Large
M5
Small
Medium
Large

Internal NonSpeech
Pause
speech
69
960
276
213
942
806
242
145
1335
C2(4) = 1383.9, p < 0.0001

M4

Internal
NonSpeech
Pause
speech
9
54
82
89
1440
604
176
645
1284
2
C (4) = 585.18, p < 0.0001

M7

Small
Medium
Large

Internal NonSpeech
Pause
speech
26
632
259
60
770
304
284
304
1882
C2(4) = 1502.3, p < 0.0001

Internal NonSpeech
Pause
speech
Small
0
12
0
Medium 143
1646
320
Large
175
240
1148
Fisher’s exact test: p < 0.001

Table 7: By-Participant Cluster & Epoch Distribution
Because all by-participant Fisher tests and Chi-squared tests reached significance,
additional post-hoc tests are performed using the package rcompanion (Mangiafico, 2017) in R
(R Core Team, 2017). These post-hoc tests are used to determine whether distributions of gesture
sizes by epoch group significantly differ from one another. The post-hoc tests make use of Fisher
Tests and Chi-squared tests as described above, and all p-values are adjusted for multiple
comparisons. The results of the post-hoc tests are summarized in Table 8 below for each speaker.
For speakers F2 and M5, distributions of velocity peak sizes within the internal pause and
speech epochs do not differ from one another; however, for the four other speakers, the
distribution of different size peaks does differ dependent on the epoch during which they occur,
with a greater portion of the gestures being large during speech than during pause. The
distribution of peaks in the non-speech epoch differs from the distribution in the speech and
internal pause epochs for all speakers, indicating that right hand velocity peaks, and the gestures
they represent, are used differently when a speaker is not holding the floor compared with when
a speaker is holding the floor.

Internal Pause :
Non-Speech
Internal Pause :
Speech
Non-Speech :
Speech

F2
p < 0.001*

F6
p< 0.001*

M3
p< 0.001*

M4
p< 0.001*

M5
p< 0.001*

M7
p< 0.001*

p = 0.067

p< 0.001*

p< 0.001*

p= 0.022*

p = 0.688

p< 0.001*

p < 0.001*

p< 0.001*

p< 0.001*

p< 0.001*

p< 0.001*

p< 0.001*

Table 8: Post-Hoc Tests for Distributions of Gestures by Epoch
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3.3.1.2 Right Hand Continuous Peak Velocity
In the previous section, it was shown that the distribution of manual movement velocity
peak magnitudes differs by speech epoch for most speakers. In this section, we consider whether
right hand peak velocity (here, measured on a continuous scale in terms of pixels/frame) is
dependent on the type of epoch and cluster membership. The dataset is divided according to
cluster membership, and a unique model is fit for each cluster. This analysis uses linear mixed
effects modeling, with right hand peak velocity as the response variable and epoch type as the
predictor variable. The models also include random intercepts by participant. In these models,
the internal pause epoch is considered the reference level. The individual peak data from the
previous section is modified for the current modeling purposes: the z-scored individual peaks
occurring within one contiguous speech epoch are averaged, and this epoch-level average is used
to determine cluster membership of the entire epoch rather than the individual peaks within it.
There are 5656 by-epoch averages in this dataset.
The small magnitude epoch model shows that the baseline level of epoch, internal pause,
has an average PV of b=0.0395 pixels/frame (t=5.194, p=0.0141), and the non-speech epoch has
a significantly lower average PV of 0.0313 pixels/frame (t=-2.274, p=.0239). The average PV
value in the speech epoch does not differ from the value in the internal pause epoch. In the
medium magnitude epoch model, the internal pause epoch has an average PV of b=0.0848
pixels/frame (t=5.823, p=0.0021). The non-speech epoch has a significantly lower average PV of
0.0790 pixels/frame (t=-5.787, p<0.0001), and the speech epoch has a significantly higher
average PV, compared with the internal pause level, of 0.0880 pixels/frame (t=3.299,
p=0.0010). For the large magnitude epoch model, the internal pause epoch has an average PV of

b=0.4541 pixels/frame (t=6.004, p=0.0016), the non-speech epoch has a significantly lower
average PV than internal pause at 0.2024 pixels/frame (t=-8.251, p<0.0001), and the average PV
within the speech epoch does not differ from PV value in the internal pause epoch. The mean PV
values for each epoch, presented as unique lines for each model (where models are representative
of one level of magnitude each), are shown in Figure 29. Though mean PV values in each epoch
are not statistically compared across the three levels of magnitude, the mean PV for each cluster
match the criteria for cluster membership: mean PV values in small magnitude model are the
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smallest, mean PV values in the medium magnitude model are medial, and mean PV values in
the large magnitude model are the largest across all epochs. In the large magnitude model, the
mean PV value in the non-speech epoch is considerably lower than the mean PV value in either
the speech or internal pause epochs. While the average PV of non-speech epochs is also
significantly lower than the internal pause baseline for the small and medium magnitude models,
the ranges of PV values in the small magnitude (0.0105-0.0778 pixels/frame) and medium
magnitude model (0.0086-0.1645 pixels/frame) are not as large as the range of PV values in the
large magnitude group (0.2430- 4.4034 pixels/frame).

Figure 29: Right Hand PV Means by Epoch for Each Magnitude
The models for each level of gesture magnitude are also submitted to post-hoc testing to
determine whether each of the three levels of epoch differ significantly from one another within
each model. Post-hoc tests are again conducted using the R package lsmeans (Lenth, 2016), and
the results are adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Tukey method. In the small
magnitude model, post-hoc comparisons show that average PV values for the three levels of
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epoch do not differ from one another. In the medium magnitude model, post-hoc comparisons
show that average PV values in each epoch differ significantly from the values in each other
epoch. In the large magnitude model, average PV values in the internal pause epoch differ from
average PV values in the non-speech epoch, and average PV values in the non-speech epoch
differ from those in the speech epoch, but average PV values in the internal pause and speech
epochs do not differ from one another. The adjusted p-values denoting significance in these
comparisons are presented in Table 9.
Right Hand Peak Velocity
Internal Pause : Non-Speech
Internal Pause : Speech
Non-Speech : Speech

Small
p = 0.0616
p = 0.3843
p = 0.4836

Medium
Large
p < 0.0001* p < 0.0001*
p = 0.0028* p = 0.9595
p < 0.0001* rp < 0.0001*

Table 9: Post-Hoc Comparisons for Average Peak Velocity by Epoch

3.3.2

Peaks per Second Results
Another measure of interest in the present experiment is the frequency (i.e. temporal

density) of right hand gestures (where gestures are indicated by the occurrence of tangential
velocity peaks). This is referred to as peaks per second (PPS), and, as with the PV data reported
in the previous section, the unit over which PPS is measured is the speech epoch. A PPS value is
determined by summing the total number of right hand velocity peaks within a single contiguous
speech epoch and dividing by the duration of that epoch. Each trial contains multiple epochs of
different varieties, and a total of 5656 epochs are considered in this dataset. As with the peak
velocity data described in the previous section, the PPS data also uses linear mixed effects
models for analysis. Here, the response variable is peaks per second and the predictor variable is
epoch, and the models also include random intercepts for participants. Each level of gesture
magnitude (small, medium, and large) is considered in a separate model.
In the small magnitude model, the internal pause PPS average is b=3.2413 PPS
(t=19.595, p<0.0001). The non-speech epoch has a significantly lower average value compared
to the internal pause epoch of 2.2438 PPS (t=-5.439, p<0.0001), and the speech epoch also has a
significantly lower average value compared with the internal pause baseline of 2.3829 (t=-4.765,
p<0.0001). The medium magnitude model’s internal pause epoch has an estimated value of

b=3.0687 PPS (t=47.67, p<0.0001), the non-speech epoch has a significantly lower average
value of 2.1868 PPS (t=-15.24, p<0.0001), and the speech epoch also has a significantly lower
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average of 2.3385 PPS (t=-13.34, p<0.0001), compared to the internal pause baseline. In the
large magnitude model, the internal pause epoch has an average value of b=3.1527 PPS
(t=89.45, p<0.0001), the non-speech epoch has a significantly lower average value than internal
pause at 1.9977 PPS (t=-15.12, p<0.0001), and the speech epoch has a significantly lower
average, compared to the baseline, at 2.2302 PPS (t=-22.58, p<0.0001). The average PPS values
for each epoch, presented as unique lines for each gesture magnitude model, are shown in Figure
30 below. This figure shows that, although the mean PPS for each epoch are not statistically
compared across different clusters, the PPS averages by epoch patterned fairly similarly in each
different gesture magnitude model. In all cases, average PPS is greater than 3 in the internal
pause epoch, the average PPS is around 2.25 in the speech epoch, and the lowest average PPS for
each cluster is in the non-speech epoch.

Figure 30: Right Hand PPS Means by Epoch for Each Magnitude
The models of the PPS data for each gesture magnitude are also submitted to post-hoc
testing to determine whether each of the three levels of epoch differ significantly from one
another within each magnitude group. Post-hoc tests are again conducted using the R package
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lsmeans (Lenth, 2016), and the results are adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Tukey
method. Within the small magnitude model, post-hoc comparisons show that the average PPS
value in the internal pause epoch is significantly less than the average PPS values in both the
speech and non-speech epoch, but the average PPS value in the non-speech epoch does not differ
from the PPS value in the speech epoch. In the medium magnitude and large magnitude models,
post-hoc comparisons show that the PPS average in each epoch differs significantly from the
values in each other epoch, with the non-speech epoch showing a significantly lower gesturing
density. The adjusted p-values denoting significance in these comparisons are presented in Table
10.
Right Hand Peaks per Second
Internal Pause : Non-Speech
Internal Pause : Speech
Non-Speech : Speech

Small
p < 0.0001*
p < 0.0001*
p = 0.6518

Medium
p < 0.0001*
p < 0.0001*
p = 0.0094*

Large
p < 0.0001*
p < 0.0001*
p = 0.0039*

Table 10: Post-Hoc Comparisons for Average Peaks per Second by Epoch

3.3.3

Correlation Map Analysis Results
Correlation map analysis (CMA) is a method for comparing the correlation of two time-

aligned signals over time. Details of this method are in the Measures section above. The signal
pairs submitted to CMA analysis are Right Hand—Jaw, Right Hand—Tongue Tip, and Right
Hand— RMS signals. Models use PrPosCorr ¾ the likelihood of positive correlation above a
threshold of r=0.5 ¾ as the response variable. The fixed predictor variables include delay,
epoch, and gesture magnitude, and the random effect of participant is also included in these
models. To briefly remind the reader of how these CMA models can be interpreted, the delay
factor has three levels that vary on the basis of how the two signals in a given model are
measured with respect to one another. When the first sample of signal 1 (always the right hand
signal in these models) is delayed with respect to the first sample of signal 2 (jaw, tongue tip, or
RMS), the delay condition is referred to as manual gesture lag, and the condition includes a set
of delays between the signals at intervals of 50ms, 100ms, 150ms, 200ms, and 500ms. The
condition in which there is no delay between the two signals is referred to as the no lag
condition. The delay condition in which the first sample of signal 1 (right hand) leads the first
sample of signal 2 (jaw, tongue tip, or RMS) is referred to as manual gesture lead, and this
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condition also includes measurements of signal correlation at intervals of 50ms, 100ms, 150ms,
200ms and 500ms.
In these models, there are only two levels of the speech epoch factor, speech and pause.
The non-speech level is not included in CMA models because participants are not engaged in
speaking during the non-speech epochs, and the focus of the present experiment is on assessing
the correlation between speech and manual movement within an individual. The gesture
magnitude factor has the same three levels as in the PV and PPS models above, small, medium,
and large. The gesture magnitude membership of a given epoch is again determined by taking the
mean of all z-scored right hand velocity peaks that occurs within a given epoch.
The regression models described here are used to test a) whether the likelihood of
positive correlation differs by speech epoch, b) whether the likelihood of positive correlation
differs dependent on the average gesture magnitude of the epoch, and c) whether the likelihood
of positive correlation differs dependent on the delay condition (manual gesture lag, no lag, or
manual gesture lead).

3.3.3.1 Right Hand & Jaw
The results of the right hand and jaw PrPosCorr model demonstrate that the average
likelihood of correlation between the right hand and jaw is significantly higher during the speech
epoch (b=0.0241, t= 18.316, p<0.0001) than during the pause epoch (PrPosCorr = 0.0107,
t=2.724, p=0.0188). This result largely serves to confirm that the vocal tract articulators are
behaving as expected, as it implies that the velocities of the right hand and the jaw are more
likely to be correlated when one is engaged with speech (i.e., when vocal tract articulators are in
motion) than when the vocal tract articulators are not in motion (or have very little motion), even
for a brief period like a pause in between utterances. Turning to the effects of gesture magnitude,
neither medium magnitude epochs nor large magnitude epochs differ from small magnitude
epochs in terms of the likelihood of positive correlation between right hand and jaw. Finally, in
evaluating the effects of the delay condition on PrPosCorr, the data show that the probability of
correlation in the no lag delay condition is significantly higher than in the manual gesture lag
condition (PrPosCorr = 0.0134, t=2.149, p=0.0317), and the probability of correlation is also
significantly higher in the manual gesture lead condition (PrPosCorr = 0.0241, t=15.709,
p<0.0001) compared with the manual gesture lag condition. This suggests that manual
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movements are likely to initiate and proceed either in near-synchrony with or shortly before jaw
movements, but manual movements are less likely to correlate with jaw movements when they
are delayed with respect to speech. A post-hoc comparison of the no lag and manual gesture lead
groups shows that the group mean for no lag has a significantly lower PrPosCorr value than the
mean of the manual gesture lead group (b=-0.0087, t=-6.921, p<0.0001). Figure 31 shows
estimated group means for each level of each factor in the model.

Figure 31: Right Hand & Jaw PrPosCorr Group Means

3.3.3.2 Right Hand & Tongue Tip
The right hand and tongue tip model for PrPosCorr differs in some ways from the right
hand and jaw PrPosCorr model. The speech epoch again shows an increase in predicted
PrPosCorr value (PrPosCorr = 0.0235, t=17.485, p<0.0001) over the pause epoch (b=0.0102,
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t=2.999, p=0.0070). In the case of the right hand and tongue tip model, both medium and large
magnitude epochs differ from small magnitude epochs; medium magnitude epochs increase the
estimated PrPosCorr value (PrPosCorr=0.0206, t=4.239, p<0.0001) over medium magnitude, and
large magnitude epochs also increase the estimated PrPosCorr value (PrPosCorr=0.0197,
t=3.960, p<0.0001) over small magnitude epochs. This suggests that larger-magnitude manual
movements are more likely to correlate closely with movements of the tongue tip than are
smaller magnitude movements. A post-hoc comparison of the medium and large magnitude
groups shows that the group means do not differ from one another (b=0.0009, t=1.129,
p=0.4960), so it appears that increasing the magnitude of an epoch beyond what has been defined
as a medium-sized gesture does not lead to a commensurate increase in the likelihood of
correlation between manual and vocal tract movement. In other words, small gestures show a
lesser correlation with the articulator movement. Turning to the delay factor, the no lag delay
condition does not differ from the manual gesture lag condition in terms of effect on PrPosCorr,
but the manual gesture lead condition is associated with an increase in PrPosCorr compared with
manual gesture lag (PrPosCorr = 0.0157, t=7.230, p<0.0001). A plot of the estimated group
means for each level of each factor is shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Right Hand & Tongue Tip PrPosCorr Group Means

3.3.3.3 Right Hand & RMS
The RMS signal is a continuous measure of acoustic amplitude derived from the speech
audio recorded for participants, and therefore this signal potentially differs substantially from the
jaw and tongue tip velocity signal comparisons discussed in the previous sections. However, the
RMS signal serves as a helpful counterpoint by which to compare manual movement to speech
acoustics (in addition to manual movement compared to vocal tract movement). Similar to the
previous two models, the speech epoch is associated with a significantly higher PrPosCorr value
than the baseline pause level (PrPosCorr=0.0584, t=24.411, p<0.0001). Consistent with the right
hand & jaw model, the medium and large-magnitude epochs do not differ from the smallmagnitude epochs with regard to their effect on PrPosCorr values. The no lag delay condition is
associated with a substantially lower PrPosCorr value than the manual gesture lag condition
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(PrPosCorr = 0.0261, t=-4.300, p<0.0001), but the manual gesture lead condition does not differ
from the manual gesture lag condition. Post hoc testing confirms that the no lag condition has a
significantly lower b estimate than the manual gesture lead condition (b=-0.0057, t=-3.249,
p=0.0033). This pattern is unique to the right hand and RMS comparison; in the right hand – jaw
and right hand – tongue tip comparisons, the manual gesture lead condition is associated with an
increase in PrPosCorr value. Another distinction in the right hand – RMS comparison is the
overall higher magnitude of PrPosCorr estimates as compared with those in the two kinematic
comparisons. Figure 33 shows a plot of the estimated group means for each level of each factor.

Figure 33: Right Hand & RMS PrPosCorr Group Means
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3.3.3.4 All CMA Signal Pairs
A final matter of interest for this CMA analysis regards whether average PrPosCorr
values in each of the three signal pairs considered above (Right Hand—Jaw, Right Hand—
Tongue Tip, and Right Hand—RMS) differ from each other. A linear mixed model and post-hoc
testing procedures using PrPosCorr as the outcome variable, signal pair as the predictor variable,
and random intercepts for participants suggests that indeed, all three signal pairs have
significantly differing average PrPosCorr values. The right hand—jaw comparison has the lowest
average PrPosCorr value (b=0.0274, t=10.058, p=0.0001), the right hand—RMS comparison has
the highest average PrPosCorr (PrPosCorr=0.0522, t=43.530, p<0.0001), and the right hand—
tongue tip comparison has a medial average value (PrPosCorr=0.0308, t=6.018, p<0.0001). Posthoc tests show that the right hand—tongue tip and right hand—RMS signal pairs also
significantly differ from one another (b=0.0214, t=37.512, p<0.0001). These results indicate that
the specific signal pair under comparison affects the likelihood of correlation within the signal
comparison.

3.4 Discussion
The results of this experiment–examining distributions of right hand velocity data, peak
velocity, gesture frequency, and the likelihood of speech-manual gesture correlation—broadly
demonstrate that quantitative properties can help to distinguish different kinds of manual
movements in a variety of naturalistic speech contexts. To date, few experiments have assessed
spontaneous multimodal speech because of the challenges inherent in identifying and classifying
spontaneous gestures (Duncan, 2005). Experiments comparing different varieties of gesture or
gesturing contexts are similarly rare (Hostetter et al., 2007; Roustan & Dohen, 2010). The aim of
the present research is to provide data and quantitative analysis that is not often available in
multimodal speech research. Quantitative analysis can complement experiments relying on
qualitative manual gesture classification. Similarly, the use of spontaneous multimodal speech
data can complement results found in studies that make use of linguistically controlled or
otherwise constrained multimodal speech collected in laboratory settings.
Experiment results here show that for most speakers, different speech epochs have
different distributions of manual gesture velocity peak magnitudes. The finding suggests that the
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magnitude of a gesture may affect or be affected by its temporal and/or functional relationship to
speech (Leonard & Cummins, 2011; McNeill, 1992). In particular, small magnitude gestures are
especially likely to occur during non-speech epochs as opposed to speech epochs, while medium
and large magnitude manual gestures occur in all epochs. This result may be related to the fact
that some speakers made little or no use of small magnitude gestures; indeed, the number of
small magnitude peaks occurring across all speakers is very low (2463) compared with the
number of medium (12648) and large magnitude (10788) peaks. These very small magnitude
movements that mainly occur when the participant is not actively engaged in speech may be noncommunicative in nature. Additionally, for most, though not all, speakers, peak magnitude
distribution of manual gestures differed between the speech and internal pause epochs, with a
higher proportion of large gestures during speech than during pause. Finally, for all speakers,
vastly more large magnitude gestures occurred when a speaker was holding the floor (speech and
pause) than when it was not their turn to speak.
Findings in the continuous peak velocity model suggest additional support for the
proposal that smaller magnitude peaks are more likely to occur during non-speech epochs.
Across all cluster models, average non-speech PV values are smaller than average PV values in
speech or internal pause epochs. Similarly, in the peaks per second models, peak
frequency/density is always lower for non-speech epochs than speech and internal pause epochs,
across all cluster/peak magnitudes. This crucially sets manual movement behavior during nonspeech periods apart from manual movement behavior when participants are engaged in speech,
and this finding in turn supports the idea that some small-magnitude manual movement peaks are
not quantitatively similar to speech-accompanying gestures. It appears that quantitative analysis
of manual movement can serve to distinguish manual gesturing movements from noncommunicative movements (which may even not be considered to be gestures).
The correlation maps analyses present evidence that manual movement and speech
articulator movement are related across the duration of spontaneous multimodal utterances. The
right hand and RMS (amplitude) CMA shows the highest observed likelihood of correlation
among the signal comparisons considered, at least at the broad, epoch-level analysis presented
here. The field of multimodal speech research has been built around studying the relationship
between manual gesture and speech acoustics (Bolinger, 1983; Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992),
so the finding of a relatively high likelihood of correlation between the manual optical flow
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signal and the speech acoustic signal is an expected result. One difference between the present
study and the studies that find a strong kinematic relationship between gesture and articulation
(Krivokapić et al., 2017; Parrell et al., 2014; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008; Roustan & Dohen,
2010) is the scale of assessment; this study uses epoch-level comparisons while the other studies
tend to look in very fine prosodic detail at the relationship between speech and manual gesture.
Another challenge for future CMA research regards which speech articulator(s) is most
informative and/or relevant to manual gesture coordination. Some researchers have noted the
important oscillatory role of the jaw in speech prosody and have thus suggested the jaw as a
meaningful speech articulator to compare with manual gesture (Iverson & Thelen, 1999).
However, the right hand—jaw relationship in the current experiment showed the lowest average
PrPosCorr values of all three signal pairs. Tongue kinematics have not been previously assessed
in relation to manual movement, but as the tongue is a very active vocal tract articulator, a
stronger understanding of the relationship between tongue and manual movement represents a
benefit to multimodal speech research. Here, tongue tip kinematics were used to investigate the
relationship between tongue movement and manual movement, and it was found that the tongue
tip and right hand velocities are more likely to show correlation (again, at a broad analysis level)
than jaw and right hand velocities (though the right hand and tongue tip comparison is still
significantly less likely to show correlation than acoustic amplitude and right hand velocity).
Future CMA analyses may do well to consider lip aperture or lip movement velocity in relation
to manual movement, as this is another kinematic measure that has often been successfully
applied for multimodal speech research (Krivokapić et al., 2017; Parrell et al., 2014; RochetCapellan et al., 2008).
Though the magnitude of the correlation measure differed dependent on the pair of
signals under analysis, one fairly consistent finding across the three CMA comparisons is that the
average magnitude of velocity peaks in a given epoch does not have a significant effect on the
likelihood of correlation between manual movements and speech. It is likely that gestures in
different communicative contexts vary in magnitude (Leonard & Cummins, 2011) and that in
order to signal the relationship between speech and manual movement, correlation needs to
flexibly accommodate manual gestures of different magnitudes. That said, in the right hand –
tongue tip comparison, the medium and large magnitude epochs have significantly higher
PrPosCorr values than the small magnitude epochs. Although this result is only obtained in one
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of the three CMA comparisons, it suggests that very small magnitude movements exhibit
different behavior from larger magnitude manual movements in that they are less likely to
correlate with speech. This also implies that there may be a threshold below which manual
movements do not behave as communicative ‘gestures,’ in the way that some researchers have
suggested grooming/fidgeting/tactilely motivated movements are not gestures because they are
not linguistically motivated (Dimitrova et al., 2016; Roustan & Dohen, 2010).
A final discussion item of interest from the CMA results is the findings regarding the delay
factor, which considers correlations at various types of temporal delays between the two signals in
a given comparison. In all three signal pairs, the manual gesture lead delay values are associated
with relatively higher PrPosCorr values. In the two kinematic comparisons, the manual gesture
lag conditions are associated with relatively lower PrPosCorr values, but interestingly, in the right
hand – RMS comparison, the manual gesture lag condition is instead associated with a PrPosCorr
average value similar to the value in the manual gesture lead condition. Why this occurs is not
completely clear, and because correlation map analysis is not widely applied in multimodal speech
research yet, it is difficult to compare results to existing research. Pilot results in the paper
introducing the CMA technique (A. Barbosa et al., 2012) suggest that some high correlations at
larger temporal delays may be spurious when they occur towards the end of an utterance.
One final consideration in light of the findings discussed above relates to how speech has
been segmented in the present experiment. This research uses epochs, including speech, nonspeech, and pausing periods in participants’ acoustic speech recordings, to break trials into
smaller segments for comparison and analysis. Distinctions on the basis of these epochs are
found in most every measure discussed above. That said, these epochs may be an overly broad
way of segmenting the continuous speech stream. While the epoch-based division technique is
useful in denoting when speech articulators are most active, speech epochs alone cannot
distinguish the beginning of a phrase from the end of a phrase, or a prosodically focused word
from an unfocused word, nor the beginning of a speaker’s turn from later in the speaker’s turn. A
substantial amount of prior research has shown that the timing of manual movements/gestures
are clearly related to rhythm, emphasis and prosodic ‘anchors’ in speech (Krahmer & Swerts,
2007; Leonard & Cummins, 2011; McClave, 1994; Roustan & Dohen, 2010), but the epoch-level
segmentation of speech is not sensitive enough to capture such details. In light of this possibility,
the analysis discussed in the upcoming Chapter 4 will segment speech at a level of prosodic
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detail that enables a fine-grained analysis of the relationship between speech and manual gesture
in different prosodic regions of participant speech.
A more detailed segmentation scheme may also be helpful in explaining the particularly
high PrPosCorr values observed in the manual gesture lead condition of the delay factor. This
‘gesture lead’ phenomenon suggests that manual gestures regularly initiate before speech, and
this has been found to be pervasive across research on different types of gesture (Wagner et al.,
2014). Though many researchers have noted this result, most have taken it as evidence of
synchrony between speech and manual gesture (Butterworth & Beattie, 1978; Nobe, 2000).
Other researchers have suggested that manual gestures tend to occur within an “asymmetrical
window” around a speech anchor point (Leonard & Cummins, 2011, p. 1464), and that, for
perceptual reasons, manual gestures must occur before or simultaneously with the speech they
accompany (Treffner, Peter, & Kleidon, 2008). To test these proposals, an alternative scheme of
segmentation using well-defined prosodic landmarks in participant speech is necessary.
While Experiment 2 has provided substantial evidence in support of the proposal that
quantitative analysis of manual movement can distinguish gestures from non-gestures, this
experiment did not provide as much support in favor of the proposal that quantitative properties
distinguish different varieties or styles of gesture from one another. For that analysis, it appears
that it will be necessary to investigate the relationship between manual gesture and speech at a
finer level of specificity (Krivokapić et al., 2017; Prieto et al., 2015; Rusiewicz, 2011).
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4 Experiment 3: Prosodic Effects on the Relationship between Speech
and Manual Gesture
4.1 Background
It has long been thought that a meaningful relationship exists between spoken language
and manual gesture organized around the temporal co-occurrence of the two (Bolinger, 1983;
Butterworth & Hadar, 1989; Kendon, 1970; McNeill, 1985). Although different researchers have
used different methods and definitions to investigate the relationship between speech and
gesture, much of the multimodal speech literature concerns the proposal that speech and gesture
are likely to temporally align or coordinate most closely around prosody and prosodic events in
the speech signal, such as prominences or phrase boundaries (Krivokapić, 2014; Wagner et al.,
2014).
4.1.1

The role of Prosody in the temporal coordination of Speech and Gesture
Second only to lexically specified information, prosody is considered to be an important

influence on the production of speech as it shapes both the inherent temporal characteristics of
phonological units as well as the timing of those speech elements with respect to one another
(Beckman & Edwards, 1992; Hirschberg & Pierrehumbert, 1986; Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel,
2014). In addition to the organizational structuring of speech production, timing details are also
thought to be useful in speech perception for communicating the information and intentions of
the produced speech (Calhoun, 2010; Rooth, 1992; Speer & Ito, 2009). Prosody as a system
describes the rhythmic, hierarchical grouping of smaller elements of speech, such as syllables
and words, into larger meaningful units like phrases and utterances and the identification of
salient, new and/or important information within those units (Beckman & Elam, 1997; Byrd &
Saltzman, 1998).
Still other researchers have suggested that “intonation [prosody] belongs more with
gesture than with grammar” (Bolinger, 1983, p. 157) and that important discourse events, which
are usually thought to be indicated by the prosody of spoken language, are equally likely to be
signaled in movements of the hands or the body during communication as in the speech
acoustics. There has been a great deal of evidence for the proposal that prosody’s temporal and
informational structuring extends beyond the communicative modality of spoken language and
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into other modalities like manual gesture (Krivokapić, 2014). However, many of these findings
have so far been limited to specific contexts such as read or rehearsed speech (Leonard &
Cummins, 2011), or the investigations have been limited to one style of gesture such as pointing
(Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013; Krivokapić et al., 2017). One area that has not been well
researched, and which the current study investigates, is the degree to which prosody affects the
temporal relationship between speech and gesture in a variety of natural speech contexts.
Existing multimodal speech research has primarily considered temporal and/or prosodic
landmarks in the speech signal, such as lexical stress, pitch accents, and prosodic phrasing,
which are thought to be important for the alignment of speech and gesture (Wagner et al., 2014).
Because the study of lexical stress often deploys single-word or nonsense-word utterances
outside of, or in very restricted conversational context, there is a relatively small body of
research that considers the coordination of lexical stress with manual gestures3. One example of
research that considers lexical stress as a site of coordination for manual gesture is RochetCapellan et al. (2008), which studied how the position of stress in CVCV words affects
coordination between speech and manual gesture. This study found that when the stress falls on a
word-initial syllable, the beginning of the plateau (maximal extension period) in a pointing
gesture aligns with the point of maximal jaw opening in speech, but when stress falls on a wordfinal syllable, the end of the pointing gesture plateau aligned with the point of maximal jaw
opening. In any case, lexical stress rarely acts alone, and a significant body of research has
shown that rhythmicity in the speech signal is also influenced by intonation and phrase structure
(Beckman & Elam, 1997; Hirschberg & Pierrehumbert, 1986), among many other potential
influences outside the scope of the present discussion. We turn next to previous research on the
influence several higher-level prosodic elements on speech-gesture coordination.

3

A more extensive body of work investigates the association of rhythmic tapping movements of
the finger with repeated spoken productions of alternating stressed and unstressed syllables
(Kelso et al., 1981; Parrell et al., 2014), sometimes with differing levels of stress. While
rhythmic tapping presumably shares some similarities with speech-accompanying manual
gesture, it is unclear whether the timing and/or dynamics of tapping are under the control of the
same timing influences as manual gesture.
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4.1.1.1 Pitch accents & Prominences
Pitch accents and/or phrase-level prosodic prominences have been the subject of a great
deal of study in multimodal speech research. An early musing on the connection between speech
and gesture suggests that the upwards trajectory of a pitch accent in speech (as for a pitchaccented syllable with a high tonal target) extends to manifestations of upwards motion in
posture, manual gesture, and more (Bolinger, 1983, p. 160). Subsequent research has borne out
this suggestion to some extent. Yasinnik et al. (2004), for example, studied video recordings of
academic lectures and found that for one speaker, manual gesture ‘hits’ (abrupt changes in
direction or starting/stopping of hand movements) aligned with pitch-accented syllables 90% of
the time. For another speaker, hits aligned with pitch-accented words 65% of the time, and many
gesture hits occurred within 100ms of a pitch-accented word. Leonard and Cummins (2011)
found that in read speech accompanied by beat gestures, pitch accents tended to be the closest
acoustic event (compared with p-centers and vowel onsets) to the apex of the gesture (which
corresponds to the maximal extension of the hand). Refining this earlier work, Loehr (2012)
found that pitch accents specifically fell very close to the apex or maximal extension of a manual
gesture (for any type of gesture in a spontaneous speech corpus); the two events were only
separated on average by 17ms.
Another line of research on the relationship between gesture and pitch accents has
investigated whether acoustic and/or articulatory prominences in speech are enhanced when they
are accompanied by gesture as compared with when they are not. Krahmer and Swerts (2007)
found that both the production and perception of prominence, in the form of pitch accents, was
enhanced when a ‘visual beat’ gesture, such as a head nod, eyebrow movement, or manual
gesture) co-occurred with an accented word, as compared with when no visual beat co-occurred.
However, Roustan and Dohen (2010) found that measures of acoustic and articulatory
prominence such as duration, f0, intensity, and the trajectory of lip opening and protrusion
movements did not change as a function of the presence of manual gesture, unlike the findings of
Krahmer and Swerts. The differing results in these two studies may be due to distinctions in the
function of pitch accents from other acoustic reflections of prominence in speech. Pitch accents
are thought to carry different information or serve different purposes than acoustic prominences
not marked by a pitch accent. Informational prominences, indicated by pitch accents in speech
(Prieto et al., 2015; Speer & Ito, 2009), may interact differently with manual gestures or have
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different effects on manual gestures than rhythmic prominences such as lexical stress (Katsika,
Krivokapić, Mooshammer, Tiede, & Goldstein, 2014; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008). More
research is necessary to determine whether co-produced gesture enhances the production (or
perception) of prominence in speech. Finally, work by Krivokapić et al. (2017) has found that the
duration of both speech and manual gestures is related to degree of prominence in speech.
Contrastive focus is correlated with the largest lengthening effect, followed by narrow focus and
broad focus, and duration was essentially unaffected in deaccented conditions, both in speech
kinematics and manual gesture. These findings together show the many ways that prosodic
prominences in speech relate to a high degree of coordination between speech and gesture and
reflect their intimate relation in communicative function.

4.1.1.2 Prosodic phrasing
A small number of researchers have begun to quantitatively study the effects of phraselevel prosody on the coordination between speech and gesture. Some of this work has arisen
from observational suggestions of a phrasal effect on the timing of gesture, such as those made
by Kendon and by McNeill (Kendon, 1970, 1980; McNeill, 1992). In addition, the term ‘phrase’
has been extended by these same researchers to include the idea of a complex gesture made of
many parts tied together by theme and temporal adjacency. Both Kendon and McNeill advance
the concept of gesture phrases or “G-phrases,” which involve an obligatory gestural stroke, or
effort peak, surrounded by several optional additional parts, such as preparatory movements,
‘holds,’ in which gesture motion temporarily stops, and retraction movements (Kendon, 1980;
McNeill, 1992). The use of parallel terminology makes the point that, like speech, manual
gestures are hierarchically organized into conceptually and temporally related chunks, and some
pieces may be relatively more meaningful, informative, or important than others. Indeed, it has
been observed that some complex gesture phrases directly correspond to phrase-length “lexical
affiliates” in speech (Ferré, 2010).
There is a small but expanding field of study on the quantification of the relationship
between body gesture and phrase-level prosody during speech. Esteve-Gibert et al. (2013) found
that intonation peaks and the maximal spatial extension of co-speech pointing gestures
(“apexes”) are together affected by prosodic phrasing, which, in certain cases, can cause
prominences in both modalities to retract in response to an upcoming phrase boundary or to lag
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following a phrase boundary with no intervening pitch accent. Ishi et al. (2014) found that the
maximum downward extension of head nods, when they did accompany speech, occurred during
phrase-final syllables 80% of the time. A study of the movement of the torso during speech
(Shattuck-Hufnagel, Ren, & Tauscher, 2010) investigated whether movements of the torso in an
academic lecture setting were timed with intermediate intonational phrases (Beckman & Elam,
1997) and found that for one speaker a majority of the sideways torso leaning movements
temporally overlapped with an intermediate phrase. This study suggests that larger body parts,
like the torso, are (or can be) involved in the production of speech; yet their movements are less
likely to be timed to short, specific prosodic prominences than movements of the hands typically
are; they are more likely to be linked to larger, phrase-level prosodic constituents. A recent study
by Krivokapić et al. that investigates pointing gestures using kinematic measures of speech and
motion capture of manual gestures has provided some insight into the relationship under
different focus conditions, as well as the relationship at initial and final phrase boundaries
(Krivokapić et al., 2017). This research found that, for one speaker, differing strengths of
prosodic prominences showed distinct degrees of lengthening in both speech and gesture. In
addition, manual gestures, as well as speech gestures, lengthen at phrase boundaries (but the
effect may be variable or speaker-dependent). Krivokapić et al. suggest that cognitive load or the
constrained nature of the speech task used in this study may also have affected the findings of
boundary-adjacent lengthening. Finally, Ferré studied representational (specifically iconic)
gestures (Ferré, 2010) and found that the different individual components of each gesture or
group of related gestures (the components of the “g-phrase”) correlated in time with the
intonation phrase that contained the gesture’s ‘lexical affiliate,’ the word or phrase most
thematically related to the gesture.
Taken together, these results suggest that the timing of at least some manual gestures,
torso movements, and head nods may be influenced by prosodic phrasing. Phrase boundaries
remain less well-researched when compared with pitch accents and pauses in the multimodal
speech literature (Krivokapić et al., 2017; Wagner et al., 2014), so many questions remain. A key
topic for future research will be to expand the range of manual gesture types investigated; so far,
primarily deictic manual gestures have been considered, while beat gestures and representational
gestures are under-represented in studies of phrasal timing. In addition, the speech materials of
both the Esteve-Gibert et al. and Krivokapić et al. studies were closely prosodically controlled
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for ease of prosodic labeling (via ToBI labeling guidelines (Beckman & Elam, 1997), but as
Krivokapić et al. suggest, it is possible that spontaneous speech elicitation or less prosodically
constrained productions may lead to different results (Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013;
Krivokapić et al., 2017).

4.1.1.3 A note on pauses
Numerous researchers have pointed out the speech-gesture timing asynchrony, sometimes
called the ‘gesture-lead’ effect (Wagner et al., 2014), and that the onset of manual gesture
production/formation often occurs in a silent period or pause prior to the onset of speech
(Butterworth & Beattie, 1978; de Ruiter, 2000; Nobe, 2000). While there are still many questions
about the way that speech pauses relate to prosodic structure (Katsika et al., 2014; Krivokapić,
2007; Ramanarayanan, 2014), much of the existing research suggests that there is a relationship
both a) between the length of pauses and prosodic constituency of the elements on either side of
the pause (Krivokapić, 2007, 2014), and b) between speech pauses and the production of manual
gesture (Butterworth & Beattie, 1978; Nobe, 2000). Thus, it is possible that the location and
duration of speech pauses – or possibly pauses between periods of manual gesturing – is a
relevant factor in the present discussion of prosody’s effects on the speech-gesture relationship.
The nature of manual gesture’s timing with respect to speech pauses has been investigated in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, and speech pauses must be noted again here as a potential influence on
gesture timing insofar as pauses are likely related to high-level cognitive processes, like
communication planning and linguistic structuring (Krivokapić, 2007).
4.1.2

The Effect of Prosody on Speech-Manual Gesture Timing Varies by Context
Some researchers have suggested that the sole purpose of certain kinds of manual

gestures is to present ‘visual prosody’ and to structure, visually, the continuous flow of speech
(Biau, Morís Fernández, Holle, Avila, & Soto-Faraco, 2016; Krahmer & Swerts, 2007). McNeill,
in his influential gestural typology (McNeill, 1992), has called this class of gestures ‘beats,’
because such gestures are visually formless and “do not present a discernible meaning” (1992, p.
80), as opposed to other kinds of gestures, sometimes called representational gestures (Nobe,
1996), whose forms are thought to present imagery with a semantic relationship to the
accompanying speech. Early research has described beat gestures as having a rhythmic
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relationship to speech (McClave, 1994), which was first thought to be organized around stressed
syllables in speech. Beat gestures have more recently been understood as having a timing
relationship with phrase-level prosodic prominences and rhythmic/lexical stress prominences
(Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Leonard & Cummins, 2011).
Deictic or pointing gestures have also been described as having a close relationship with
speech prosody (Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013; Krivokapić et al., 2017; Rochet-Capellan et
al., 2008; Roustan & Dohen, 2010), although it is not yet well understood whether deictic
gestures share the same kind of prosodic relationship to speech as other kinds of gestures. One
study suggests that the timing of gestures with prosodically focused words in the speech stream
is tightest for pointing gestures, loosest for a ‘non-gesture’ button press task, and intermediate for
beat gestures (Roustan & Dohen, 2010). Though this finding relates to a rather constrained
speech task, and the study reported that the gestures produced did not appear very natural, it is
nonetheless an important piece of research because it studies the relationship between speech
prosody and different kinds of manual movements, such as pointing, beats, and ‘non-gestural’
movements.
Another well-researched style of gesture, representational gesture, has been proposed to
have a clear semantic relationship with speech (Beattie & Shovelton, 2000; Nobe, 2000), but
very few researchers have studied the timing of representational gestures, and how this timing
relates to speech prosody, at a high level of detail. One study that has made such an attempt
(Ferré, 2010) found that the timing of representational gestures may be tied to the gesture’s
‘lexical affiliate,’ – the word(s) that the gesture is most semantically related to – and the
Intonation Phrase (IP) within which the affiliate is contained. Findings of prosodic relationships
for each of the three well-studied types of gestures lead to the further question of whether these
different varieties of gesture are affected by speech prosody in the same way; that is, is there a
single temporal relationship between prosodic elements of speech and manual gestures, or are
there potentially multiple types of relationships?
Based on the findings of the Roustan & Dohen study (2010) and the Ferré study (2010)
(Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013; Krivokapić et al., 2017; Leonard & Cummins, 2011; D.
Loehr, 2007; Rusiewicz et al., 2013), it appears likely that the temporal relation between speech
prosody and manual gesture is variable dependent on speech or gesture context. Indeed, Wagner
et al. (2014, p. 218) note that the speech or prosodic constituent (e.g., lexical stress, semantic
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affiliate, pitch accent or phrase boundary) with which a given gesture most closely correlates is
variable. Yet, because most studies investigate only a small group of speech and/or gesturing
contexts, it is unclear whether a patterned relationship links speech to manual gesture across a
variety of contexts or whether the relationship is ad hoc and/or speaker dependent. Further
research that investigates a variety of multimodal speech contexts is needed to provide evidence
relating to this question, and the present research is designed with this question in mind.
A final consideration in the present research is how prosody affects multimodal
spontaneous speech. Although some research annotates and investigates pre-recorded
conversations or lectures (D. Loehr, 2007; Yasinnik et al., 2004) or qualitatively analyzes
elicitations of spontaneous or unstructured discourse (McNeill, 1992), detailed investigations of
timing relationships in spontaneous speech and gesture are still fairly uncommon. Spontaneous
multimodal speech is difficult to analyze quantitatively due to ellipsis, unclear referents, speech
errors, etc. In addition, annotation of both gesture and speech is time-consuming and difficult
(Wagner et al., 2014), especially when the structure of the speech is uncontrolled. However,
many researchers have suggested that the results from investigations of constrained or
laboratory-controlled multimodal speech must be investigated further with more natural speaking
and gesturing contexts (Krivokapić et al., 2017; Roustan & Dohen, 2010; Wagner et al., 2014),
and that is precisely what the current experiment undertakes.

4.1.3

Hypothesis
In the multimodal speech research outlined above, several prosodic landmarks in speech

are described as having a special relationship to manual movement. Pitch accents and intensity
peaks, for example, have been suggested as potential “anchor points” to which the apex or
maximal extension of a manual gesture is temporally aligned (Wagner et al., 2014). Other
researchers have found evidence that phrase boundaries in speech affect manual movements in
similar ways to how phrase boundaries affect speech articulator movements. For instance, in the
immediate region of a phrase boundary both manual and speech gestures tend to lengthen
(Krivokapić, 2014; Krivokapić et al., 2017), and the presence of a phrase boundary has been
shown to affect the timing of pitch accents and manual gesture apices alike (Nuria Esteve-Gibert
& Prieto, 2013). In addition, it has been suggested that “gestural phrases” (groups of manual
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gestures that form a long or complex gesture unit) are timed to coincide with the speech phrase
containing the “lexical affiliate” to which the gestural phrase refers (Ferré, 2010).
In much of this foundational work, manual gesture has been controlled dependent on
experimental needs, and the primary focus of such work has been on the study of the temporal
alignment between speech and manual gesture (Wagner et al., 2014). As such, simplifying
assumptions about the form and function of manual movements have often been made in
multimodal speech research for the purposes of careful study of the temporal relationship
between manual movements and speech gestures. There is far less research on the qualities of the
manual movements themselves and how such qualities differ in relation to where manual
movements occur with respect to speech and/or speech prosody. For example, are large
magnitude manual gestures more likely to occur near pitch accents, or are they more likely to
occur at phrase boundaries? Are manual movements more densely packed at the beginning of a
phrase as opposed to the end of a phrase? Do manual movements show closer correlation with
speech articulator kinematics or with acoustic properties of speech? Study of these quantitative
properties of gesture thus serves two purposes: it can provide insight into the many unknowns of
the behavior of speech accompanying manual gesture, and it is likely to clarify the nature of the
prosodic relationship between speech and manual gesture.
Following a long tradition of research in multimodal speech (Bolinger, 1983; Nuria
Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013; Krivokapić et al., 2017; Leonard & Cummins, 2011; D. P. Loehr,
2004; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008), the present research assumes that manual movements –
gestures – are timed to speech by means of prosodic structure. But beyond this observation about
the timing of speech and manual gestures and the evidence that supports it, we further propose
that quantitative properties of manual movements are likely to differ as a function of the prosodic
region during which they (co-)occur. Just as prosodic structure affects the acoustic and kinematic
properties of speech, regions like phrase boundaries and prominences in speech affect the
kinematic properties of manual movements.
To that end, we label a set of prosodic regions in speech that are generally considered
significant—including speech turn-initial regions, phrase-initial regions, phrase-final regions,
regions around prosodic prominences or pitch accents, and prosodically unmarked regions—in
order to consider the properties of manual movement in each region. We expect to see
phenomena like lengthening of manual movements in the vicinity of phrase boundaries;
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similarly, we expect a greater likelihood of manual movement peaks in the vicinity of
prosodically prominent speech.
Among the quantitative properties of manual gestures, we consider magnitude of manual
movements, which we assess by means of velocity peak magnitude values. Velocity peaks in the
study of speech kinematics have been shown to indicate movement towards or away from a
target (Löfqvist, 2005; Shaw et al., 2009), and this assumption is extended to manual gesture
kinematics in this research. We expect that the distribution of manual movements’ velocity peak
magnitudes will show a patterned relationship with respect to prosodically marked regions like
phrase boundaries and prominences in speech. Another quantitative property of manual
movement that we study is the frequency of manual movements. With respect to certain
prosodically labeled regions in accompanying speech, such as phrase boundaries or prominences,
we expect that manual movements may be more densely packed in prosodically prominent
regions, and less densely packed in prosodically unmarked regions. Finally, we measure
correlation between speech articulator kinematics and manual movement kinematics and
between speech acoustic amplitude and manual movement kinematics. We expect that the degree
of correlation between speech and manual gesture will vary as a function of prosodic region in
speech. These hypotheses are aimed at clarifying the existing research on prosodic influence in
the relationship between speech and manual gesture.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1

Experiment Setup, Stimuli & Participants
The data used in this experiment was previously collected and processed for Experiment

Two. Chapter 3 provides a detailed account of experiment stimuli and data collection/processing
procedures. To briefly review that information, electromagnetic articulograph (EMA) sensors
were attached to participants as a means to record the movements of the vocal tract articulators
during speech. Participants were asked to wear purple exam gloves for the duration of the
experiment to isolate video-recorded hand movement, which would later be color-segmented
from the original video and processed using Optical Flow (A. V. Barbosa & Vatiokiotis-Bateson,
2013; Horn & Schunck, 1981) to obtain estimates of hand movement magnitude and direction.
During the experiment, EMA kinematics, acoustic recordings, and video recording data were
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simultaneously collected for each speaker. Six right hand-dominant, native speakers of American
English completed the full experiment.
Each participant completed three speech tasks during the course of the experiment, to
elicit a wide variety of gesturing behavior. The demo task was designed to elicit what are
generally described as representational gestures, as participants were asked to demonstrate how
they perform everyday actions. The response task was designed to elicit a high proportion of beat
gestures: participants responded to a series of preference questions asked by the experimenter in
a conversational setting. And in the selection task, participants were asked to identify cards with
certain characteristics from a visual array using deictic speech and/or gesture. The speech tasks
were designed to elicit gestures in a naturalistic, conversational speech setting. Participants were
not specifically instructed on the use of their hands in any of the three tasks, but in all cases,
manual gesture was observed. The present experiment uses one trial of each task from each
participant, resulting in 18 different trials. We considered the candy theme in the demo and
response tasks, and Board 4 in the selection task (see Appendix A for further descriptions),
because all six participants had a complete set of data for these trials.

4.2.2

Data Processing
After the EMA, audio, and optical flow video datasets were time-aligned, divided into

trials, and further processed for analysis (as described fully in Experiment Two), threedimensional EMA articulator motion and two-dimensional optical flow hand motion were
converted into one-dimensional tangential velocity data. For Experiment Two, acoustic
recordings of each trial were annotated in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2016) according to the
starting and ending points of periods of participant speech, inter-speech pauses, and non-speech
periods. For the present experiment, trials were further segmented down to the level of
utterances, such that each trial contained only participant speech and speech-internal pause
periods. Regions in which the participant was not holding the floor (i.e., when the participant
was not engaged in speaking) were excluded. These annotations were augmented with wordlevel transcriptions and ToBI prosodic annotations denoting pitch accents and phrase boundaries
(Beckman & Elam, 1997). The ToBI annotations, made by the author, were confirmed by a
second trained prosodic annotator, and any annotation that the two coders disagreed on was
excluded from analysis (9.02% of annotations were excluded).
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In addition to this manual prosodic transcription technique, which has the potential to be
subjective to the transcribers, the author created an algorithm to automatically obtain the
locations of acoustic intensity peaks in labeled regions of the audio. 400ms prominence peak
regions (±200ms around automatically-identified intensity peaks; see Table 11 for details) were
then additionally coded to denote whether they also contained a ToBI-labeled pitch accent.
Prominence peak regions containing a ToBI-labeled pitch accent are referred to as ‘Prominence
and Pitch Accent’ regions. These regions are separately analyzed to understand whether results
differ significantly from an analysis of all prominence (intensity) peaks, regardless of whether
they also contain a pitch accent. Several additional regions of interest were identified for this
analysis: speaker turn beginnings, phrase beginnings, phrase endings, peak intensity regions, and
“elsewhere” regions that are areas outside the other specially identified regions. Descriptions of
the regions are in Table 11.
Region Name
Turn Start

Region Description
±200ms around the beginning of the first phrase of a speaker’s turn, marked by
audible speech following a non-speech pause or interlocutor speech

Phrase Start

±200ms around the beginning of a phrase, marked by audible speech following
a non-speech pause or internal pause (>100ms pause) region

Phrase End

±200ms around the end of a phrase, marked by audible speech ending before a
non-speech region or an internal pause (>100ms pause) region

Prominence Peak

±200ms around an automatically-identified peak acoustic intensity value (in
dB), with a peak defined as any region with a value greater than the two values
on either side of it, and at least 2dB higher than the next closest peak (to prevent
multiple peaks from being identified in a region better defined as a prominence
plateau)

Prominence + Pitch
Accent

A subset of the Prominence Peak regions defined above that contain ToBIlabelled pitch accents

Elsewhere

>15ms regions in a participant speech turn, outside of any of the regions already
described above

Table 11: Description of Experiment 3 Region Types

4.2.2.1 Right Hand Velocity Peak Clustering
In the multimodal speech literature, one source of variability across studies is the way in
which individual gestures are identified and characterized (Duncan, 2005; Wagner et al., 2014).
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In particular, it is difficult to objectively identify and definitively characterize the starting and
ending points of a gesture, the point at which one gesture stops and another starts, or the way that
different movements are grouped into discrete gestures. In the present research, we seek to avoid
these gesture annotation difficulties by referring to the velocity profile of manual movement to
identify individual gestures. We use the velocity peak as an index of a gesture: the peak is a local
tangential velocity maximum and is easily and objectively identifiable. Velocity peaks have been
shown to correspond to movement towards or away from linguistic targets in vocal tract
articulator research (Shaw et al., 2009), and here we apply the same logic to manual movements.
In addition to using peak velocity as a continuous outcome variable, the right hand
movement data in the full Experiment 2 dataset was clustered on the basis of velocity peak
magnitude. For the full set of Experiment 2 data, the right hand velocity signal for all speakers
and all trials was z-scored (by participant), and a histogram of the z-scored peak velocities was
analyzed to group the velocity peaks into clusters identifying the peaks as having small, medium
or large magnitude (Cluster 1, Cluster 2, or Cluster 3, respectively). The reader is referred to the
methods section of the Chapter 3 chapter for full details regarding the data clustering procedure.
The present experiment uses the same between-cluster cutoff values (a z-score of -0.47 between
Cluster 1 and Cluster 2, and a z-score of -0.25 between Cluster 2 and Cluster 3) determined for
the full set of Experiment 2 data to cluster z-scored right hand velocity peaks in the data subset
analyzed in Experiment 3. In addition, the mean of all z-scored right hand velocity peaks within
a contiguous region was taken to identify an average magnitude for the region as a whole, so that
any potential relationship between region type and average right hand peak velocity magnitude
can be assessed.

4.2.3

Measures
In Experiment 3, 1193 individual right hand velocity peaks were identified, and 1530

prosodic regions, as described in the previous section, were identified. In cases where no right
hand peaks occurred within a prosodic region, the average peak magnitude of that region could
not be assessed, and 457 such regions were identified and excluded from further analysis. Of the
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remaining 1073 regions, there are 53 Turn Start regions, 129 Phrase Start regions4, 191 Phrase
End regions, and 249 Elsewhere regions. 451 Prominence Peak regions were measured in all, of
which 190 were identified as Prominence + Pitch Accent regions (for an intensity prominence +
pitch accent co-occurrence rate of 42.13%).
Tangential velocity information derived from EMA movement sensors attached to the
tongue tip and jaw are compared with right hand velocity in the correlation map analyses
described below. In addition, the time-aligned acoustic signals accompanying EMA kinematic
recordings were converted to a continuous Root-Mean-Square (RMS) amplitude signal (Yehia et
al., 1998) that serves as a representative measure of speech acoustics. The RMS signal is also
compared with the right hand velocity signal in the correlation map analyses.

4.2.3.1 Contingency Tables
Right hand velocity peaks are individually identified in terms of their magnitude and their
region membership. In cases where one right hand velocity peak occurs in more than one
prosodic region, the peak is counted as a member of each region in which it occurs. Contingency
tables are used to evaluate the distribution of these peak points across prosodic regions split by
peak magnitude. These tables provide statistics regarding the distribution of the peaks across
prosodic regions for each level of peak magnitude; this information complements the continuous
measures of Peak Velocity, Peaks per Second, and PrPosCorr also described below. To conform
with assumptions of independence for statistical testing, contingency tables for each speaker are
assessed separately and statistically analyzed using Chi-squared tests and Fisher tests of
independence of distributions.

4.2.3.2 Peak Velocity
The peak velocity measure quantifies the magnitude of manual movements/gestures on a
continuous scale. Peak velocities are defined as points of local maxima, compared to
immediately adjacent points, in the tangential velocity signal of a manual or vocal tract
articulator. Peak velocity (PV) is determined for each region by averaging over all the velocity
4

Turn Start regions are labeled uniquely with respect to Phrase Start regions, such that Turn
Starts are not also counted as Phrase Starts.
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peaks within the contiguous region. PV is statistically analyzed using linear mixed effects
models. Region membership and gesture magnitude cluster membership are used as predictor
variables.

4.2.3.3 Peaks per Second
The peaks per second (PPS) measure quantifies the frequency of gesturing. Following
research in speech articulator kinematics (Löfqvist, 2005), this experiment takes velocity peaks
in the movement of vocal tract and manual articulators to be roughly representative of an
individual gesture. Thus, the number of peaks that occur in a given time period can be
understood as representing temporal density of gesture occurrence. Though manual gesture
frequency has been used to distinguish different proposed varieties of gesture from one another
(de Ruiter, 1998; Hostetter et al., 2007) and to distinguish gesture density in periods of speech
versus pause (Butterworth & Beattie, 1978), no research has yet compared the frequency of
manual gesture occurrence in different prosodic regions, as employed in this experiment. The
PPS measure is analyzed using linear mixed effects models, and region membership as well as
gesture magnitude cluster membership are used as predictor variables.

4.2.3.4 PrPosCorr (Via Correlation Map Analysis)
Correlation Map Analysis (CMA) compares a pair of time-varying signals at a range of
temporal delays in either direction (e.g., the first sample of Signal 1 can be delayed with respect
to the first sample of Signal 2 to assess correlation, or vice versa). The correlation maps
produced by the CMA software used here (A. Barbosa et al., 2012) are a tool for observation of
time-varying patterns in the behavior of a pair of signals, and the matrix of correlations that
produces the map is analyzed by computing the likelihood of positive correlation above a
threshold value (in this case, r = 0.5) at a range of temporal delays between the two signals. This
measure will be referred to as the PrPosCorr measure (probability of above-threshold positive
correlation).
The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a thorough description of the CMA technique. As
a brief reminder of the correlation map settings, an annotated correlation map is presented in
Figure 34 below. The panel labeled (a) in this figure shows an acoustic waveform of the speech
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produced during this sample. Panel (b) shows the velocity time function for the right hand region
measured with optical flow. Panel (c) shows the acoustic RMS amplitude of the speech signal.
Panel (d) shows the instantaneous (zero offset) correlation between the signals in panels (b) and
(c). Panel (e) shows the map of correlations between the signals in panels (b) and (c): the vertical
center of the map represents the point of zero delay between the two signals. The top half of the
map represents the part of the temporal delay range in which the signal in panel (c) is delayed
with respect to the signal in panel (b), and the bottom half of the map represents the part of the
temporal delay range in which the signal in panel (b) is delayed with respect to the signal in
panel (c). The color map displayed to the right of panel (e) is a guide to the degree and direction
of correlation in the map: the darkest red color indicates strong positive correlation, while the
darkest blue color indicates strong negative correlation.

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

Figure 34: Example Correlation Map
The CMA analysis is performed on right hand-jaw, right hand-tongue tip, and right handRMS signal pairs in this data. These pairs are used to test time-varying coordination between
manual gesture and key kinematic and acoustic elements of the speech signal. For each
comparison, one factor used in the analysis is called the delay factor, and it has three possible
levels. In the manual gesture lag condition, the first sample of the right hand signal is delayed
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with respect to the first sample of the other signal (jaw, tongue tip, or RMS). This condition
includes several intervals at which correlation is assessed (50ms, 100ms, 150ms, 200ms, and
500ms). The no lag condition corresponds to the instantaneous relationship of the signal pair
(0ms delay between signals). The manual gesture lead condition indicates that the first sample of
the speech signal (jaw, tongue tip, or RMS) is delayed with respect to the first sample of the right
hand velocity signal, and again correlation is assessed over the 50ms-500ms range of intervals
described for the manual gesture lag condition. PrPosCorr is assessed using linear mixed effects
models, with PrPosCorr as the continuous outcome variable; region, delay, and right hand
velocity peak cluster membership as predictor variables, and random intercepts for participants.

4.3 Results
Each type of result is further described and analyzed in the sections below. Contingency
tables are analyzed in R (R Core Team, 2017) using packages ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009),
rcompanion (Mangiafico, 2017), and lsmeans (Lenth, 2016). Linear mixed effects models are
also built in R, using packages lme4 (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014), lmerTest
(Kuznetsova et al., 2014) and lsmeans. Significant p-values (at a = 0.05) are indicated with an
asterisk (*). For mixed effects models, summary tables of models and confidence intervals for
fixed effects are in Appendix B.

4.3.1

Peak Velocity Results

4.3.1.1 Right Hand Velocity Peak Distribution by Prosodic Region and Gesture Magnitude
This analysis investigates, for sets of prosodic regions, whether the distribution of right
hand peak magnitudes (small, medium, or large) differs dependent on the type of prosodic
region. One set of prosodic regions of interest considers Prominence-only regions (intensity
prominences that do not also contain a pitch accent) versus Prominence + Pitch Accent regions.
Another analysis compares distribution of gesture magnitudes in Phrase Start, Phrase End, and
Elsewhere regions. A final analysis group compares Turn Start regions to Phrase Start regions.
Initially, we consider a broad overview of all the different labeled prosodic regions. However, in
order to test for differences of gesture magnitude distribution by prosodic region, it is necessary
to conduct statistical analysis for each participant individually, to meet the independence
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assumptions of the Fisher’s exact test. Count data for all participants is shown in Table 12, along
with percentages of clusters within each prosodic region.
All
Participants
Small

Elsewhere

Medium
Large
Region
Totals

Prom. Peak
+ PA
42
(20%)

Prom. Peak
Only
45 (16.42%)

Turn
Start
22
(37.29%)

Phrase Start

121
(39.67%)

73 (34.76%)

101
(36.86%)

18
(30.51%)

48 (35.04%)

84
(40.38%)

106
(34.75%)
305

95 (45.24%)

128
(46.72%)
274

19 (32.2%)

67 (48.91%)

59

137

75
(36.06%)
208

78
(25.57%)

210

22 (16.06%)

Phrase
End
49
(23.56%)

Table 12: Right Hand Velocity Peaks by Cluster and Region, All Participants
The distribution data presented in Table 12 is further decomposed into by-participant
groupings, summarized in Figure 35Error! Reference source not found.. One clear observation
is that the different gesture magnitude clusters are used in distinctive ways by each participant.
Speaker F2, for example, uses no small magnitude gestures at all, whereas speaker F6 uses quite
a few small magnitude gestures but almost no medium magnitude gestures. Speakers F2 and M3
use more gestures than the other speakers (245 and 264, respectively) whereas speaker F6 and
M7 use relatively fewer gestures than the other speakers (157 and 102, respectively). The
distribution of gesture magnitude cluster by prosodic region is similarly quite variable: speaker
M4 uses small magnitude gestures almost exclusively in turn start regions, but uses very few
small magnitude gestures in phrase start and prominence + PA regions. Speaker M7 does not
use any small magnitude gestures in in the phrase start region but uses a larger number of small
magnitude gestures in the elsewhere and phrase end regions.
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Figure 35: Gesture Magnitude by Prosodic Region Distributions, all Participants
In upcoming analyses, we will consider the full set of different prosodic regions, but at
present there are a few detailed between-region contrasts in gesture magnitude distribution to
highlight. The first of these is differences in distribution of gesture magnitude in initial regions;
that is, turn start versus phrase start regions. Turn start regions are defined as periods when the
participant either first begins to speak in a trial, or the first time the participant speaks following
a period of interlocutor speech, whereas phrase start regions refer to all other participant speech
phrase onsets that are not either absolutely trial-initial or speaker-initial. A set of Fisher’s exact
tests of independence for contingency tables, conducted by speaker, is shown in Table 13.
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F2
Turn Start Phrase Start
F6
Turn Start Phrase Start
Small
0
0
Small
5
11
Medium 0
1
Medium 9
19
Large
5
10
Large
3
13
Fisher’s exact test: p = 1
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.4575
M3
Turn Start Phrase Start
M4
Turn Start Phrase Start
Small
5
2
Small
9
5
Medium 3
10
Medium 1
4
Large
2
12
Large
0
14
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.0110*
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.0010*
M5
Turn Start Phrase Start
M7
Turn Start Phrase Start
Small
2
4
Small
1
0
Medium 2
9
Medium 3
5
Large
4
3
Large
5
15
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.8691
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.0829
Table 13: By-Participant Gesture Magnitude by Initial Region Distributions
In Fisher’s exact tests conducted for each speaker, p-value estimates are obtained via a
Monte Carlo simulation with 1000 replicates. The p-values are given below the contingency
table for each speaker at an a-level of 0.05. For all speakers, the number of Phrase Start regions
is greater than the number of Turn Start regions, but even taking this proportion difference into
account, only two speakers show distinct distributions of gesture magnitudes across the two
initial regions. Speaker M3 and speaker M4 both use small, medium, and large gesture
magnitudes in Turn Start and Phrase Start regions. Both speakers use a greater proportion of
small magnitude gestures in Turn Start regions compared with Phrase Start regions, at the
expense of large magnitude gestures. Though not all speakers follow this pattern, it appears that
most speakers exhibit at least some preference for using smaller gestures magnitudes in the Turn
Start region but not the Phrase Start region. The by-speaker distributions of magnitude for initial
regions is shown graphically in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Gesture Magnitude Distribution in Initial Regions, All Participants
The next region comparison looks at the two types of prominences measured in this
study. Prominence only regions are regions centered on an acoustic intensity peak, which is here
taken to indicate lexical stress or rhythmic prominence. Prominence + pitch accent regions are
likewise centered on an acoustic intensity peak but also contain a ToBI-labelled pitch accent
indicative of an element focused or highlighted by the speaker.
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F2

Prominence Prominence
F6
Prominence Prominence
Only
+ PA
Only
+ PA
Small
0
0
Small
14
18
Medium 44
28
Medium 3
1
Large
32
19
Large
20
7
Fisher’s exact test: p = 1
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.0520
M3
Prominence Prominence
M4
Prominence Prominence
Only
+ PA
Only
+ PA
Small
14
14
Small
9
5
Medium 23
19
Medium 15
7
Large
20
17
Large
24
28
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.9331
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.1968
M5
Prominence Prominence
M7
Prominence Prominence
Only
+ PA
Only
+ PA
Small
7
4
Small
1
1
Medium 11
10
Medium 5
8
Large
28
14
Large
4
10
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.5135
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.8781
Table 14: By-Participant Gesture Magnitude by Prominence Region Distributions
Fisher’s exact tests conducted by speaker appear below each participant’s contingency
table in Table 14. The results show that the distribution of gesture magnitudes in the two
different prominence region types do not differ for any speaker. The comparison for speaker F6
is marginally significant and it appears that this near-significance is driven by a slightly higher
proportion of small magnitude gestures in the prominence + PA region versus the prominence
only region. For other speakers, the type of prominence does not seem to have an effect on the
distribution of manual gesture magnitudes. A final note on this comparison regards the
proportion of right hand velocity peaks occurring within each type of prominence region. Most
speakers have a higher proportion of peaks in the prominence-only region than the prominence +
PA region, but the reverse is true for speaker M7, who also has the smallest overall number of
right hand velocity peaks. A graphical description of this data is shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Gesture Magnitude Distribution in Prominence Regions, All Participants
Our final contingency table comparison of regions is for Phrase Boundary regions
(phrase start and phrase end regions) compared with elsewhere regions (i.e., regions in
participant speech where no other prosodic activity is occurring). One interest in comparing the
distribution of gesture magnitudes in these regions is whether different distributions exist in
phrase-initial versus phrase-final regions. Another interest is in whether distributions differ in
regions that are known to be prosodically marked or highlighted versus regions that are not
prosodically marked (elsewhere regions).
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F2

Phrase Phrase Elsewhere
Start
End
Small
0
0
0
Medium 19
29
24
Large
13
13
12
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.7393
M3
Phrase Phrase Elsewhere
Start
End
Small
2
7
19
Medium 10
20
47
Large

F6

Phrase Phrase Elsewhere
Start
End
Small
11
16
21
Medium 1
2
2
Large
10
13
8
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.5874
M4
Phrase Phrase Elsewhere
Start
End
Small
5
13
20
Medium 4
8
15
Large
14
18
23
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.5704

12
12
18
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.1169
M5
Phrase Phrase Elsewhere
M7
Phrase Phrase Elsewhere
Start
End
Start
End
Small
4
6
10
Small
0
7
8
Medium 5
16
25
Medium 9
9
8
Large
15
14
28
Large
3
5
17
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.3746
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.0090*
Table 15: By-Participant Gesture Magnitude by Phrase Boundary and Elsewhere Region
Distributions
The results of Fisher’s exact tests of the contingency tables in Table 15 do not indicate
any differences in gesture magnitude distribution for boundary versus elsewhere regions, except
for speaker M7. A pairwise post-hoc comparison of the three prosodic regions of interest indicate
that the statistically significant difference between groups for M7 is being driven by a greater
proportion of large magnitude gestures in elsewhere regions (p = 0.0284). For other speakers,
pairwise post-hoc tests do not reveal any between-group differences among the three groups
being compared. Speakers M3, M4, and M5 all show fairly similar distributions of the different
gesture magnitudes: these speakers use only a few small magnitude gestures in boundary and
elsewhere regions, and a greater number of medium and large gestures. Speaker F2, who does
not use any small magnitude gestures, shows a greater distribution of medium gestures across
each of the three regions considered here, while speaker F6 uses mostly small magnitude
gestures in all three regions. A final remark on this data regards the proportion of velocity peaks
within the three regions compared in these tables. Speakers M3, M4, M5 and M7 show very
similar proportions of peaks (of any gesture magnitude) in each group: in each case, most peaks
are found in the elsewhere region, fewer peaks are found in the phrase end region, and fewer still
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are in the phrase start region. For speakers F2 and F6, the pattern is different: slightly fewer
peaks are in the phrase start region, while there are slightly more peaks in the other two regions,
and approximately as many peaks in phrase end regions as elsewhere region. A graphical
description of this data is shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38: Gesture Magnitude Distribution in Boundary Regions, All Participants

4.3.1.2 Right Hand Continuous Peak Velocity
In this section, we consider right hand peak velocity values as a continuous variable, and
we investigate whether peak velocity magnitude differs by prosodic region. In these models, the
method of clustering is modified to fit the needs of the analysis: whereas z-scored right hand
velocity peaks are used as observations in the contingency table analysis above, in this analysis,
the individual peaks within a contiguous prosodic region are averaged to obtain a region-level
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gesture magnitude cluster. Regions that do not contain any peaks are excluded from this analysis
because their cluster membership could not be assessed; in all, 457 such cases are excluded from
this analysis and 1073 regions are analyzed in total. The modeling is conducted individually for
each level of region-wide gesture magnitude. Data is analyzed using linear mixed effects
modeling; peak velocity is the (continuous) response variable, prosodic region is the predictor
variable, and models include random intercepts for participants. The elsewhere region – regions
in participant speech that do not include a phrase boundary or prominence peak – is considered
the reference level of prosodic region in these models. Finally, note that two versions of each
model are presented here. One version pools all prominence peak varieties including both
prominence-only and prominence + pitch accent peaks and it is referred to as the ‘All
Prominence Peaks’ model; the other version includes only prominence + pitch accent peaks and
it is referred to as the ‘Prominence + Pitch Accent’ model. Both models are considered in this
analysis because, as in the contingency table analysis above, we are interested in whether
prominence peaks that coincide with a pitch accent (that is, regions of speech which are
prosodically highlighted in addition to being rhythmically highlighted) have a unique response
with respect to average peak velocity.
In the All Prominence Peaks model of small magnitude regions, the average PV of the
elsewhere region is b=0.0710 pixels/frame (t=4.252, p=0.0086). The average PV values of the
other prosodic regions (turn start, phrase start, phrase end, and prominence peak) do not differ
from the elsewhere region. Pairwise contrasts of all the levels of the prosodic region factor,
adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg method, again show that there are no differences in
average PV among any two levels of prosodic region. In the medium magnitude regions, the
average PV of the baseline elsewhere region is b=0.1414 pixels/frame (t=3.099, p=0.0267). No
levels of the medium magnitude prosodic regions differ from the elsewhere region, and pairwise
contrasts similarly show no other differences in average PV between regions. In the large
magnitude regions, the average PV of the elsewhere region is b=0.5273 pixels/frame (t=2.847,
p=0.0331).
The turn start region has a significantly higher average PV than the elsewhere region, at
0.8397 pixels/frame (t=2.724, p=0.0067). Pairwise contrasts of the other levels of prosodic
region show that average PV values in the phrase start region are significantly lower than those
in the turn start region (b=-0.3122, t= -2.569, p= 0.0350), and average PV values in the
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prominence peak region are also significantly lower than those in the turn start region (b=0.3191, t= -2.844, p= 0.0334). P-values (significant at a=0.05) for all non-baseline contrasts are
presented in Table 16, and the mean PV values for all regions, presented as unique lines for each
gesture magnitude model, are presented in Figure 39. In this model, it is apparent that average
PV values do not differ as a function of prosodic region for small and medium magnitude
gestures, but for large magnitude gestures, average PV values are higher in turn start regions
than in any other prosodic region.
Right Hand Peak Velocity
Small
Medium
Large
(All Prominence Peaks)
Magnitude
Magnitude
Magnitude
Phrase End : Phrase Start
p = 0.9413
p = 0.8515
p = 0.3839
Phrase End : Prominence
p = 0.9413
p = 0.8309
p = 0.2705
Phrase End : Turn Start
p = 0.1823
p = 0.8515
p = 0.1503
Phrase Start : Prominence p = 0.9413
p = 0.9735
p = 0.9980
Phrase Start: Turn Start
p = 0.3962
p = 0.9735
p = 0.0350*
Prominence : Turn Start
p = 0.1823
p = 0.9735
p = 0.0334*
Table 16: Post-Hoc Comparisons for Right Hand PV by Region
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Figure 39: Right Hand PV Means by Region for each Gesture Magnitude
In the Prominence + Pitch Accent small magnitude regions model, the average PV of the
elsewhere region is b= 0.0715 pixels/frame (t= 4.453, p=0.0073). The turn start region has a
significantly lower average PV of 0.053 pixels/frame (t= -2.109, p= 0.0365) compared with the
elsewhere region. Pairwise contrasts of the other levels of prosodic region do not show any other
significant differences in PV values between regions. In the Prominence + Pitch Accent medium
magnitude regions model, the average PV of the elsewhere region is b= 0.1383 pixels/frame (t=
3.233, p = 0.0231). The prominence + pitch accent region has a significantly lower average PV
value, at 0.1326 pixels/frame (t= -2.100 p = 0.0366). No other prosodic region PV values differ
from the baseline. A post-hoc pairwise analysis of the non-baseline levels of prosodic region
shows that the phrase end average PV is significantly higher than the average prominence +
pitch accent PV (b = 0.0096, t = 3.445, p = 0.0066). No other average PV values differ from
each other by the levels of prosodic region. In the Prominence + Pitch Accent large magnitude
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regions model, the average PV of the elsewhere region is b= 0.5267 pixels/frame (t = 2.902, p =
0.0309). The turn start region has a significantly higher average PV value than the elsewhere
region, at 0.8417 pixels/frame (t = 2.618, p = 0.0092). No other prosodic regions differ from the
elsewhere region. Post-hoc analyses of the large magnitude region model shows that the turn
start region has a significantly higher average PV than the prominence + pitch accent region (b
= 0.3533, t = 2.839, p = 0.0461), and the turn start region also has a significantly higher average
PV than the phrase start region (b = 0.3132, t = 2.455, p = 0.0485). The Prominence + Pitch
Accent models are graphically presented in Figure 40, and a summary of the p-values for posthoc tests in each model is presented in Table 17. Much like the All Prominence Peaks model of
the PV data, average peak velocity values by region are dependent on region-wise gesture
magnitude. The direction of most effects in the Prominence + Pitch Accent models is similar to
the All Prominence Peaks models, because the Prominence + Pitch Accent merely differs by
having a subset of data in the prominence peak region.
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Figure 40: Right Hand PV Means by Region for each Gesture Magnitude (Prominence +
Pitch Accent Peaks Only)
Right Hand Peak Velocity
Small
Medium
Large
(Prominence + Pitch Accent Only) Magnitude
Magnitude
Magnitude
Phrase End : Phrase Start
p = 0.9306
p = 0.4238
p = 0.4256
Phrase End : Prominence
p = 0.9306
p = 0.0066*
p = 0.2019
Phrase End : Turn Start
p = 0.1218
p = 0.4238
p = 0.1769
Phrase Start : Prominence
p = 0.9306
p = 0.2109
p = 0.6743
Phrase Start: Turn Start
p = 0.2719
p = 0.9061
p = 0.0485*
Prominence : Turn Start
p = 0.1218
p = 0.4238
p = 0.0461*
Table 17: Post-Hoc Comparisons for Right Hand PV by Region (Prominence + Pitch
Accent Peaks Only)
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4.3.2

Peaks per Second Results
This analysis concerns the frequency (i.e., temporal density) of right hand velocity peaks

across different prosodic regions. In this data, frequency is measured as peaks per second (PPS).
The unit over which PPS is assessed is the prosodic region, such that the number of right hand
velocity peaks that fall within a given region are summed and divided by the duration of the
region (except for elsewhere regions, region duration is always 400ms, i.e., ±200ms around a
prominence peak or phrase boundary). As with the peak velocity models described above, each
level of gesture magnitude (small, medium, or large) is considered in a separate model. Again,
two sets of models are presented: All Prominence Peaks models include all prominence peak
regions, regardless of whether they also contain a pitch accent, and the Prominence + Pitch
Accent models include only those peak regions that also contain a pitch accent. For both sets of
models, the response variable is the number of velocity peaks per second, the predictor variable
is prosodic region (with the elsewhere region as baseline), and the model also includes random
intercepts for participants.
The first set of models considered is the All Prominence Peaks models. In the small
magnitude model, the average PPS value of the elsewhere region is b = 3.2701 PPS (t= 9.183,
p<0.0001). The phrase end region has a significantly higher average value of 4.0889 PPS (t =
2.166, p = 0.0315). No other regions differ from the elsewhere region, and a post-hoc pairwise
comparison shows that no other groups differ from the baseline. In the medium magnitude
model, the average PPS value of the elsewhere region is b = 3.2270 PPS (t= 9.014, p<0.0001).
The phrase end region has a significantly higher average PPS than the elsewhere region (4.8834,
t= 4.762, p<0.0001). The phrase start region also has a greater average PPS than the elsewhere
region, at 4.8466 PPS (t = 3.922, p = 0.0001), as does the prominence peaks region, at 4.3593 (t
= 3.816, p = 0.00016). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons show no other between-region differences.
The final model in this set, for the large magnitude regions, has an average elsewhere region PPS
value of b = 3.6523 PPS (t = 8.132, p < 0.0001). Three regions have significantly higher PPS
averages than the elsewhere region: the phrase end region, at 4.9945 PPS (t = 4.269, p < 0.0001),
the phrase start region, at 4.8263 PPS (t = 3.445, p = 0.0006), and the prominence peaks region
at 4.3623 PPS (t = 2.957, p = 0.0033). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons do not reveal differences
between any other region groups for the large gesture magnitude model. The average PPS mean
for each region, by gesture magnitude, is shown below in Figure 41, and the p-values (significant
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at a=0.05) of each non-baseline post-hoc comparison among different levels of magnitude are
shown in Table 18. Among the All Prominence Peak models, the small magnitude gestures show
some similarities to the medium and large magnitude gesture models, although in most regions,
the PPS values are smaller for small magnitude gestures. The medium and large magnitude
gesture models show significantly higher PPS values in prominence and phrase boundary
regions. These results suggest that manual gesture is more likely in prosodically marked regions
like phrase boundaries and prominences than in prosodically unmarked regions; however, the
strength of the effect is mitigated by the magnitude of the gesture.

Figure 41: Right Hand PPS Means by Region for each Gesture Magnitude
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Right Hand Peaks per
Small
Medium
Large
Second
Magnitude Magnitude
Magnitude
(All Prominence Peaks)
Phrase End : Phrase Start
p = 0.2408
p = 0.9305
p = 0.5354
Phrase End : Prominence
p = 0.6024
p = 0.1486
p = 0.0740
Phrase End : Turn Start
p = 0.1575
p = 0.1256
p = 0.1595
Phrase Start : Prominence
p = 0.4352
p = 0.2865
p = 0.2577
Phrase Start: Turn Start
p = 0.6024
p = 0.1486
p = 0.2577
Prominence : Turn Start
p = 0.1856
p = 0.3224
p = 0.5354
Table 18: Post-Hoc Comparisons for Right Hand PPS by Region
The second set of PPS models discussed is the Prominence + Pitch Accent models. The
elsewhere region in the small magnitude model has an average frequency of b = 3.1674 PPS (t =
7.761, p<0.0001). The phrase end region has a significantly higher frequency than elsewhere, at
4.0344 PPS (t = 2.329, p = 0.0211). Post-hoc comparisons do not show any significant
differences between any of the other levels of prosodic region. The elsewhere gesture frequency
in the medium magnitude model is b = 3.1891 PPS (t = 8.773, p<0.0001). Several regions show
significantly higher PPS averages with respect to the elsewhere baseline, including the phrase
start region, at 4.7832 PPS (t = 4.139, p<0.0001), the phrase end region at 4.8508 PPS (t =
5.122, p<0.0001), and the prominence peak + PA region, at 4.0973 PPS (t = 2.680, p = 0.0078).
Again, for the medium magnitude model, post-hoc comparisons do not reveal any additional
distinctions between levels of prosodic region. The large magnitude model has an average PPS
of b = 3.6539 in the elsewhere region (t = 7.730, p = 0.0002). As in the medium magnitude
model, several regions in the large magnitude model show significantly higher average gesturing
frequency with respect to the elsewhere baseline: the phrase start region has an average of
4.7771 PPS (t = 3.355, p = 0.0009), the phrase end region has an average of 4.9986 PPS (t =
4.145, p<0.0001), and the prominence peak + PA region has an average of 4.3108 PPS (t =
2.142, p = 0.0329). Post-hoc testing shows that no other prosodic regions differ from one
another. Average PPS means for each group split by the different levels of magnitude in the
Prominence + Pitch Accent models are shown in Figure 42, and a table of p-values for post-hoc
testing of non-elsewhere comparisons is given in Table 19. The two sets of PPS models are
largely similar.
Like the PV models, the average magnitude of gestures within each region has distinctive
effects on PPS value, but both PPS models show notably higher PPS averages in regions of
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prosodic activity (prominence peaks and boundary regions), as opposed to elsewhere regions.
One final observation regards turn start regions: in both sets of models, the mean PPS in turn
start regions in the medium and large magnitude models is lower than the average phrase start
PPS. Though PPS values in the turn start and phrase start regions do not differ statistically, the
consistency of the pattern is notable and suggests that turn start regions qualitatively differ from
within-turn phrase beginnings. Considered together with the PV findings, it may be the case that
speakers are likely to use fewer but larger-magnitude manual gestures at the beginning of their
speech turn.

Figure 42: Right Hand PPS Means by Region for each Gesture Magnitude (Prominence +
Pitch Accent Peaks Only)
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Right Hand Peaks per Second
(Prominence + Pitch Accent Only)
Phrase End : Phrase Start
Phrase End : Prominence
Phrase End : Turn Start
Phrase Start : Prominence
Phrase Start: Turn Start
Prominence : Turn Start

Small
Magnitude
p = 0.2578
p = 0.5069
p = 0.1103
p = 0.5069
p = 0.7105
p = 0.3506

Medium
Magnitude
p = 0.8638
p = 0.0674
p = 0.0674
p = 0.1305
p = 0.1013
p = 0.5007

Large
Magnitude
p = 0.6157
p = 0.1248
p = 0.1977
p = 0.2979
p = 0.2979
p = 0.6331

Table 19: Post-Hoc Comparisons for Right Hand PPS by Region (Prominence + Pitch
Accent Peaks Only)

4.3.3

Correlation Map Analysis Results
Correlation map analysis (CMA) makes possible the measurement of correlation between

two time-vary signals. Details of the CMA analysis can be found in the Measures section. Here
we consider three signal pairs: right hand ¾ jaw, right hand ¾ tongue tip, and right hand ¾
RMS. The observations utilized in the first two comparisons are kinematic in nature; they
compare the manual movement velocity signal to speech articulator velocity; the third
comparison uses the same right hand velocity signal but compared to the acoustic amplitude of
participants’ speech. The response variable in all models is the probability of above-threshold
positive correlation between the two signals (PrPosCorr), with a threshold of r=0.5. The fixed
predictor variables are delay, prosodic region, and gesture magnitude (no interactions are tested).
The possible levels of the delay variable include manual gesture lag, in which the right hand
velocity is delayed with respect to the other signal in the pair, no lag, in which neither signal in a
pair is delayed with respect to the other signal, and manual gesture lead, in which the speech
signal (jaw, tongue tip, or RMS) is temporally delayed with respect to the right hand velocity
signal. The levels of the prosodic region variable are the same as in the All Prominence Peak PV
and PPS analyses above, with elsewhere as the reference level. The gesture magnitude variable
distinguishes among small, medium and large magnitude gestures. As in the PV and PPS models,
z-scored right hand velocity peaks in each individual region are averaged, and the average value
is used to assign a region-wise gesture magnitude to that prosodic region. All models include
random intercepts for participants. The models are designed to test whether PrPosCorr values
vary by prosodic region, by delay condition, and/or by right hand gesture magnitude.
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4.3.3.1 Right Hand & Jaw
The reference level of the right hand—jaw model has an average PrPosCorr value of b =
0.0074 (t = 4.397, p = 0.0003). The medium magnitude regions do not differ from the small
magnitude baseline, but the large gesture magnitude group is associated with a significantly
higher PrPosCorr value than the baseline (0.0084, t = 3.276, p = 0.0011). The no lag delay
condition does not differ from the manual gesture lag delay baseline, but the manual gesture
lead delay condition is associated with a significantly higher PrPosCorr value than the baseline
level, at 0.0105 (t = 3.956, p < 0.0001). The only prosodic region with a significantly different
PrPosCorr average than the elsewhere baseline level is the turn start region, with a higher
average PrPosCorr value of 0.0175 (t = 5.342, p < 0.0001). Post-hoc analyses demonstrate that
the medium magnitude regions are associated with significantly lower PrPosCorr values than
large magnitude regions (b = -0.0026, t = -2.886, p = 0.0059). In by-region post hoc analyses, it
is shown that turn start regions are associated with significantly higher PrPosCorr values than
the phrase start regions (b = 0.0089, t = 4.359, p < 0.0001), phrase end regions (b = 0.0104, t =
5.377, p < 0.0001) and the prominence peak regions (b = 0.0106, t = 5.847, p < 0.0001).
These results taken together demonstrate that the right hand and jaw are especially likely
to show positive correlation at the beginning of a speaker’s turn, when the speaker is using largemagnitude gestures, and/or when right hand movement initiates slightly before the initiation of
jaw movement. The estimated group means for each magnitude value, each prosodic region, and
each lag type are shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43: Right Hand & Jaw PrPosCorr Group Means

4.3.3.2 Right Hand & Tongue Tip
The average likelihood of correlation in the right hand and tongue tip comparison at the
reference level is b =0.0100 (t = 3.429, p = 0.0101). Medium magnitude regions do not
significantly differ from small magnitude regions, but large magnitude regions show an increase
in the average PrPosCorr value to 0.0130 (t = 2.560, p = 0.0105). The no lag delay condition
does not differ from the manual gesture lag baseline, but the manual gesture lead condition is
associated with a significantly decreased PrPosCorr value compared to manual gesture lag, at
0.0074 PrPosCorr (t = -2.981, p = 0.0029). PrPosCorr values in several regions show
significantly higher PrPosCorr estimates than the baseline elsewhere level, including the turn
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start region, at 0.0248 (t = 7.239, p < 0.0001), the phrase start region, with an estimated
PrPosCorr value of 0.0143 (t = 2.949, p = 0.0032), and the phrase end region, with an estimated
PrPosCorr of 0.0153 (t = 4.086, p < 0.0001). The prominence peak regions do not differ from
elsewhere regions in terms of their estimated PrPosCorr value. Post hoc tests reveal that several
non-reference levels of prosodic region exhibit significant differences in PrPosCorr values. The
turn start region has a significantly higher PrPosCorr estimate than the phrase start region (b =
0.0105, t = 4.761, p < 0.0001), the phrase end region (b = 0.0095, t = 4.537, p < 0.0001), and the
prominence peak region (b = 0.0135, t = 6.848, p < 0.0001). Additionally, both the phrase start
regions (b = 0.0030, t = 2.201, p = 0.0347) and the phrase end regions (b = 0.0040, t = 3.393, p
= 0.0012) show significantly higher PrPosCorr estimates than the prominence peak regions.
Mean PrPosCorr estimates for each level of each group in the right hand – tongue tip comparison
are shown in Figure 44.
Similar to the right hand and jaw signal comparison, large gesture magnitude regions are
significantly more likely to show strong positive correlation between the two modalities than are
small magnitude regions. Unlike the right hand and jaw comparison, in which a higher
PrPosCorr value is expected when the right hand movement initiates slightly before speech
articulator movement, the right hand and tongue tip comparison suggests that positive correlation
between the right hand and tongue tip is more likely when the tongue tip motion initiates slightly
before right hand motion. A possible explanation for this distinction between the right hand and
jaw versus right hand and tongue tip comparison may be found in the average velocity of tongue
tip movement compared with jaw movement. Some researchers have suggested that the
relatively slow oscillation rate of the jaw, when compared to other vocal tract articulators, makes
the jaw a good candidate for entrainment and coordination with hand movement (Iverson &
Thelen, 1999). Because the tongue tip generally moves at a faster rate than the jaw (see Chapter
2) it may be the case that the hands cannot ‘keep up’ with the faster tongue tip. It is also
plausible that if the right hand does indeed entrain to the jaw, it is not also available for coupling
with the tongue tip simultaneously. Finally, the correlation between the right hand and tongue tip
is likely to be higher in turn start, phrase start, and phrase end regions – i.e., prosodic boundary
regions – than in prominence peak or elsewhere regions.
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Figure 44: Right Hand & Tongue Tip PrPosCorr Group Means

4.3.3.3 Right Hand & RMS
The last CMA signal pair under consideration is the right hand – RMS model. In this
model, the right hand velocity signal is compared to the RMS signal, a measure of continuous
acoustic amplitude derived from the audio recording of participant speech. The comparison is
thus unlike the other two signal pairs considered, because rather than comparing a kinematic
signal to another kinematic signal, this comparison looks at a kinematic and an acoustic signal.
The intercept representing baseline levels of manual gesture lag, small magnitude region means,
and elsewhere prosodic regions has a PrPosCorr value of b = 0.0191 (t = 6.875, p < 0.0001).
Neither the medium magnitude regions nor the large magnitude regions show any significant
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distinctions from the small magnitude regions. Both the no lag and the manual gesture lead
delay conditions have significantly lower PrPosCorr values than the manual gesture lag baseline,
at 0.0149 PrPosCorr (t = -2.148, p = 0.0318) and 0.0165 PrPosCorr (t = -2.258, p = 0.0240),
respectively. Several prosodic regions are associated with significantly higher PrPosCorr values
than the elsewhere region, including the turn start region at 0.0333 PrPosCorr (t = 5.269, p <
0.0001), the phrase start region at 0.0244 PrPosCorr (t = 2.730, p = 0.0063), and the phrase end
region at 0.0286 PrPosCorr (t = 5.560, p < 0.0001). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons of the levels
of prosodic region show additional between-level distinctions. The turn start region is associated
with a significantly greater PrPosCorr value than the phrase start region (b = 0.0090, t = 3.079, p
= 0.0042) and the prominence peak region (b = 0.0116, t = 4.480, p < 0.0001), and the phrase
end region is also associated with higher average PrPosCorr value than the prominence peak
region (b = 0.0069, t = 4.496, p < 0.0001). These findings in the right hand – RMS comparison
demonstrate that correlation between the two signals is likely to be strongest when the manual
movement initiates shortly after speech (as measured by acoustic amplitude), and particularly in
prosodic boundary regions such as turn start, phrase start, and phrase end regions. The
magnitude of gestures in these regions does not appear to have a significant effect on the
likelihood of correlation between the two. The mean PrPosCorr values for each level of each
factor are shown in Figure 45.
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Figure 45: Right Hand & RMS PrPosCorr Group Means

4.3.3.4 All CMA Signal Pairs
One final CMA comparison tests for an association between the value of PrPosCorr and
the signal pair in which it is measured. A linear mixed effects model, with random intercepts for
participants, uses PrPosCorr as the response variable and signal pair (of right hand – jaw, right
hand – tongue tip, or right hand – RMS) as a predictor variable. This model demonstrates that the
right hand – jaw signal pair, with an average of b = 0.0120 (t = 6.345, p = 0.0012), has a
significantly lower PrPosCorr value than either the right hand – tongue tip signal pair, at 0.0133
PrPosCorr (t = 14.986, p < 0.0001), or the right hand – RMS signal pair, at 0.0216 PrPosCorr (t =
2.044, p = 0.0410). A post-hoc comparison indicates that the right hand – RMS signal pair also
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has a significantly higher average PrPosCorr value than the right hand – tongue tip signal pair
PrPosCorr value (t = 12.942, p < 0.0001). These findings show that the type of signal pair being
compared affects the likelihood of correlation between the two signals.

4.4 Discussion
Many multimodal speech researchers have given substantial attention to the role of
prosodic landmarks like pitch accents and phrase boundaries as ‘anchors’ by which manual
gesture is timed to or coordinated with speech. This proposal is described in detail in the
introductory sections of this chapter, and a number of researchers have found evidence
supporting this proposal (Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013; Leonard & Cummins, 2011;
Roustan & Dohen, 2010). However, because the design of multimodal speech research has been,
necessarily, fairly limited in the past, the present experiment is interested in re-considering some
of the previous research findings using both spontaneous multimodal speech and multimodal
speech occurring within a varied set of speech contexts. The experimental design described here
allows for the direct comparison of spontaneous manual gesture behavior in various prosodic
positions and conversational contexts. Specifically, we investigate the proposal that quantitative
properties of manual gestures will differ as a function of the prosodic regions in which they
occur. Using analysis of gesture magnitude distributions, average peak velocity values of
gestures, frequency of gesture occurrence, and likelihood of positive correlation between right
hand movement velocity and various speech signals, some evidence that supports this proposal
was identified.
The first discussion item regards an interesting finding of gesture magnitude in phrase
initial versus turn initial regions. The contingency table analysis finds that most speakers show a
generally higher distribution of small magnitude gestures at the beginning of a speech turn than
at the beginning of a within-turn phrase; yet when large magnitude gestures are used in turn
initial regions, they have a far higher average peak velocity than the peaks in most other prosodic
regions. One suggested explanation is that manual gesture use is not always initiated at the very
beginning of a speech turn. Speakers may expect that they do not yet have an interlocutor’s
attention until after they have already begun to speak (Clark, 2003). As was observed in the
different distributions of manual gesture magnitudes by speaker, different individuals can exhibit
very different manual gesturing strategies. Thus, it may also be possible that some speakers use
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visual information like manual gesture to attract interlocutor attention to the beginning of their
speech turn. This could offer an alternate explanation as to why the large magnitude gestures that
occur in turn start regions have considerably higher peak velocities than do large magnitude
gestures in other regions.
In the comparison of the two different kinds of prominence regions marked in this data
(amplitude peaks only versus amplitude peaks + pitch accents), we were interested in whether
manual gesture characteristics in rhythmically strong regions (amplitude peaks only) differ from
manual gesture characteristics in prosodically focused (peaks + pitch accent) regions. Only one
participant, F6, came close to demonstrating substantial differences in distributions of gesture
magnitude as a function of the type of prominence. The near-significant difference between
gesture magnitude distribution by prominence region appears to be driven by a higher proportion
of small magnitude gestures in the prominence + pitch accent regions. This finding, although
only marginally significant and only apparent for one speaker, suggests that small magnitude
manual gestures, like the beat gestures that McNeill describes (1992), might be more likely to
occur around a prosodically prominent or information-focused region as opposed to merely a
rhythmically prominent region. Alternatively, it may be the case that manual gesture magnitude,
as assessed by peak velocity, is not an appropriate measure to assess the distinction between
manual gesture behavior in rhythmically versus informationally stressed regions of speech.
Finally, we cannot ignore the possibility that acoustic amplitude peaks are a poor indicator of
prominence (rhythmic or informational) and/or are dispreferred to pitch extrema as indicators of
prominence. Lastly, further research may determine that movement time-to-peak velocity or path
length between gesture peaks within a prosodic region are better ways to assess the cooccurrence patterns of manual gesture with prosodic prominences.
The analysis of the distribution of gesture during phrase boundary regions (phrase start
and phrase end) versus elsewhere regions shows that most speakers exhibit a relatively high
proportion of manual gestures during elsewhere regions. From one perspective, this is plausible
because elsewhere regions tend to happen in greater abundance than do prosodically marked
regions. Nonetheless, such a high proportion of manual gestures occurring during these regions
was not anticipated. Another potential explanation relates to the way that manual gestures are
identified. While in some previous research, a single gesture is taken to be an “out and back”
movement composed of at least two phases (de Ruiter, 1998; Kendon, 1980; Leonard &
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Cummins, 2011), the definition of gesture employed here assumes that one velocity peak maps to
one gesture. This simplified definition of gesture doesn’t allow a distinction between different
‘phases’ in a gesture; it might be the case that a certain phase, for example the return phase of a
gesture, occurs at a higher rate during elsewhere regions as opposed to other phases within a
complex manual gesture (Ferré, 2010). Another interesting result of the boundary region
comparison is that there are a generally higher percentage of manual gestures in the phrase end
regions as compared to phrase start regions. Some other research has suggested that relatively
more gestures occur towards the end of an utterance (D. Loehr, 2007), and it also might be the
case that more manual peaks are found in phrase end regions due to the effects of phrase-final
lengthening (Krivokapić, 2014).
In speech prosody research, temporal lengthening has been shown to affect both prosodic
prominences and phrase edges, but in the case of prominences, lengthening is attributed to
increased gestural magnitude (Cho, 2006), whereas lengthening at boundaries is attributed to
local clock-slowing near boundary regions (Byrd & Saltzman, 2003). In some cases, decreases in
peak velocity have also been observed as a result of clock slowing in boundary regions, but such
effects are not apparent in the right hand peak velocity data. In fact, large-magnitude gestures
show a small (but non-significant with respect to the elsewhere region) increase in phrase end
regions. PV values in regions around prominences also did not differ in gesture PV from
prosodically unmarked elsewhere regions. The spontaneous nature of the speech data collected in
this experiment may require follow-up experimentation using a more controlled speech setting or
shorter utterances. Considered together with the continuous peak velocity findings, the boundary
region distributions might also be understood in still a different way. In the peak velocity results,
it is shown that, particularly for medium and large gesture magnitude regions, high peak velocity
values are more likely to occur in turn start and phrase start regions. Speakers may thus be using
fewer but larger magnitude gestures to attract their interlocutor’s attention at the beginning of
their speech turn and/or to highlight the resumption of speech after a temporary pause.
The peaks per second results demonstrate the strongest evidence of any one analysis in
favor of the proposal that quantitative properties of manual gesture are dependent on prosodic
region. The overall finding, particularly for medium and large magnitude gestures, is that the
peaks per second rate, or the temporal density of gestures, is highest in prominence peak (of both
varieties), phrase end, and phrase start regions, as opposed to turn start and elsewhere regions.
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This suggests that gesture density in prosodically prominent positions like amplitude or pitch
peaks and phrase boundaries is used to signal the greater prosodic importance of those regions
with respect to other less important regions in the speech. This finding in particular fits well with
most of the other research findings on the relation between prosody and manual gesture, namely
that gestures are especially likely to coordinate with prominences as compared to other, nonprominent areas in speech (Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Krivokapić et al., 2017; Leonard &
Cummins, 2011; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008).
The PrPosCorr results warrant further discussion in a few key respects. Although the
right hand – tongue tip comparison shows overall higher PrPosCorr values than the right hand –
jaw comparison, higher likelihood of correlation is found when the initiation of right hand
movement is delayed with respect to the tongue tip motion, but in the right hand – jaw
comparison, the higher likelihood of correlation between modalities was evidenced when the jaw
movement initiation is delayed with respect to right hand movement. A number of studies have
reported on the tendency of manual gestures to lead speech (Wagner et al., 2014), so the finding
of more probable correlation when hand movement is delayed relative to tongue tip movement is
a surprise. As discussed earlier, one possible explanation for this regards potential entrainment
between the hand and the speech articulators during multimodal communication. In general,
most researchers find entrainment to be more plausible between less finely detailed speech
articulator movements (like jaw oscillation) and hand movements (Iverson & Fagan, 2004;
Iverson & Thelen, 1999; Ostry et al., 1987) than finely detailed or very fast speech articulator
movements, like the tongue tip.
Another surprising finding in most of the CMA models is that PrPosCorr in turn start,
phrase start, and phrase end regions is higher than in elsewhere and prominence peak regions. It
may be the case that stronger correlation between speech and manual gesture velocities is
actually achieved in lower-velocity regions like phrase boundaries. Perhaps the slower manual
gestures (Ostry et al., 1987; Xiong & Quek, 2003) have higher likelihoods of positive correlation
with speech articulator motion in boundary regions, where the speech articulators are
substantially slowed (Byrd & Saltzman, 2003). No prior research has made a direct comparison
of the degree of correlation between speech and manual gesture in different prosodic regions.
Researchers using prosodically controlled speech data have the ability to investigate
hypotheses about what regions in speech attract gestures, and how strongly (Nuria Esteve-Gibert
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& Prieto, 2013; Krivokapić et al., 2017). While this “forced” gesture elicitation method may, in
some instances, lead to unnatural-seeming gestures (Roustan & Dohen, 2010), controlled
multimodal speech experiments have tended to demonstrate that prosodic prominence regions
are sites that attract manual gestures or exhibit strong coordination with manual gestures
(Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Leonard & Cummins, 2011; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008). In this
study, we did not find that regions of prosodic prominence (either those marked by amplitude
peaks or those marked by amplitude peaks plus pitch accents) attract manual gesture in terms of
larger magnitude gestures, more frequent gestures, or even more closely correlated gestures. In
fact, in almost every analysis discussed here, it is shown that manual gesture behavior in
prosodic prominence regions has more similarities with prosodically unmarked regions than
prosodically marked regions.
Despite the conspicuous differences in experiment design between the present experiment
and earlier prosodically controlled experiments it is still surprising that this experiment fails to
find prosodic prominences to be a likely site of multimodal coordination. One potential
explanation may be that, because we elicit spontaneous multimodal speech in conversational
contexts, speakers attend more to marking turn-taking with manual gesture coordination than to
specifically marking prosodic prominence with coordination of manual movement. Speech and
manual gesture correlations, as well as some manual gesture velocity peak values, are highest in
turn start regions, suggesting that speakers make extra effort to attract attention to the beginning
of their speech turn. Another difference between the present study and many other multimodal
speech studies is in the average amount of speech material considered in a given trial – in this
study, the length of a participant’s utterance is not limited in any way, whereas in prosodically
controlled studies, individual trials are typically of the same length and have a limited number of
phrases within one utterance. Furthermore, several other studies do not use a conversational,
turn-taking paradigm. This may leave the speaker free to use manual gesture solely to mark
prosodic focus without the need to use gesture to draw attention to one’s speech turn, as seems to
be the case in the present research.
Because the data set presented here is so rich, there are many possibilities for future
work. We might, for example, consider more complex models that include interactions between
factors: the present experiment did not include interactions in statistical models in order to ease
interpretation of the results. In addition, we might consider different signal pairings in correlation
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map analyses. One speech kinematic signal that has frequently been used to represent the speech
modality in multimodal speech research is lip aperture (Krivokapić et al., 2017; Parrell et al.,
2014; Rochet-Capellan et al., 2008). This kinematic variable is recoverable from the data in this
experiment and may prove to be a more illuminating speech kinematic signal than the tongue tip
and jaw, which were considered here. Additionally, we might turn to different speech acoustic
information, such as pitch, to complement RMS amplitude. One difficulty in this regard is that
algorithmic pitch tracking is often inadequate in spontaneous speech. Nonetheless, there are
probably at least some instances of usable pitch track information across shorter stretches of
speech in this data. Finally, additional consideration might be paid to how manual gestures are
automatically identified in future research. Though the use of velocity peaks to automatically and
objectively identify ‘individual gestures’ proved beneficial in this dataset, the information that
velocity peaks provide about the gesture itself is limited. It might be useful to consider additional
metrics such as time-to-peak-velocity, time from peak velocity to peak manual displacement, or
information about the direction of manual movement in future multimodal speech research.
While assessing the characteristics of manual gesture on the basis of prosodic region has
provided some promising results, there is still a great deal of research to be done in this
flourishing field of study.
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5 General Discussion
5.1 Discussion Overview
The experiments described in this dissertation are aimed at quantitatively characterizing
manual gestures and their relationship with speech. Researchers in a variety of fields, such as
psychology, cognitive science, and linguistics have recognized the communicative importance of
manual gesture and other non-speech modalities since at least the mid-twentieth century
(Bolinger, 1983; Kendon, 1970; McNeill, 1985). However, research in linguistics has begun to
consider the multimodal nature of communication only quite recently. In many cases, the
temporal relationship between speech and manual gesture has been a primary interest in
linguistic research on multimodality (Wagner et al., 2014). Many advances have been made in
the understanding of the relationship between communicative modalities, but a number of
assumptions about manual gesture have gone unchallenged. For example, assessment of the
properties and characteristics of manual gestures themselves, in terms of uncovering manual
gesture ‘primitives,’ remains relatively rare in linguistic research on manual gesture. The aim of
this dissertation is to use novel experimental methodologies to consider manual gesture on its
own terms and as a crucial contributor to the process of communication. With this goal in mind,
we propose that thinking quantitatively about the patterns and characteristics of manual
movements can help shed light on some of the many open questions and ongoing debates in
multimodal speech research.

5.2 Experiment 1
In response to the difficulties involved in defining and annotating manual gesture, a new
technique for quantifying multimodal speech is introduced in Experiment 1. This technique uses
optical flow to quantify manual and head movements from video recordings (A. V. Barbosa &
Vatiokiotis-Bateson, 2013). The technique is an efficient alternative to costly, time-consuming
motion capture data acquisition. The measurements taken from optical flow, concomitantly with
simultaneously collected speech articulator kinematic data, are used to show that a) quantitative
analysis of velocity profiles can be used in place of human coding/annotation of gesture to
research multimodal speech; and b) quantitative properties of the co-speech manual movements
that speakers spontaneously produce vary by speech task, and tasks can be deployed in
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experiments to elicit manual gesture in a naturalistic way. The quantification of manual gestures
is achieved in two ways in Experiment 1: a) velocity profiles of manual gestures are assessed for
peaks and path length (magnitude measures), and b) gestures and speech are together assessed
via the likelihood of their correlation over time (A. Barbosa et al., 2012; R. Fuhrman, 2014).
Evidence shows that different speech tasks engage different styles of gesture, as indicated by
quantitative measures of manual movement. An additional quantitative analysis of speech
articulator velocity time functions finds no evidence of differences between speech accompanied
by gesture versus not accompanied by gesture (Hoetjes et al., 2014). The automatic gesture
identification techniques demonstrated in Experiment 1 are applied and extended in Experiments
2 and 3.

5.3 Experiment 2
Experiment 2 expands upon the task-dependence findings of Experiment 1. In
Experiment 2, we elicit spontaneous multimodal speech in a range of conversational contexts in
order to assess a) whether quantitative properties of manual movements serve to distinguish
communicative gestures from non-communicative movements, and b) whether quantitative
properties of manual movements distinguish different varieties of gesture from one another.
Although descriptive analyses of speech-accompanying gesture have suggested that there are
qualitative distinctions among different varieties of gesture (McNeill, 1992), this experiment
represents the first time that spontaneous multimodal speech data has been quantitatively
assessed with the goal of characterizing manual gestures. Manual gestures produced by
experiment participants are categorized by their magnitude and by the speech epoch during
which they occur (i.e., in speech, pause, or non-speech regions). These data are quantitatively
analyzed by examining contingency tables, measuring peak velocity and gesture frequency of
right hand gestures, and by measuring the likelihood of correlation between the right hand and
various speech signals over time. The results of this experiment suggest that quantitative
properties of manual gesture, such as its distribution by magnitude and speech epoch, peak
velocity magnitude, gesture frequency, and the likelihood of correlation between manual gesture
and speech may be able to distinguish communicative gestures from non-communicative manual
movements. The results do not provide much evidence for the proposal that quantitative
properties of manual movements distinguish different varieties of communicative gesture at such
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a broad level of speech analysis; in order to investigate this proposal, a subset of the Experiment
2 data is analyzed in greater linguistic and prosodic detail in Experiment 3.

5.4 Experiment 3
Linguists studying multimodal speech have found evidence for a prosodic timing
relationship between prosodically marked regions in speech and the timing of several varieties of
speech-accompanying manual gestures. (Ferré, 2010; Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Krivokapić et
al., 2017; Leonard & Cummins, 2011). While these findings are robust indications of the
intimate connection between speech and manual gesture, the majority of the research has been
conducted over closely controlled multimodal speech, or the style of gesturing has been
experimentally limited. Little is known about the extent to which the prosodic relationship
between modalities extends to more naturalistic multimodal speech.
We designed an experiment, using a subset of the Experiment 2 data, that closely
examines the proposed relationship between speech prosody and manual gesture in a variety of
spontaneous speech and conversational contexts. It is hypothesized that quantitative properties of
manual movements will differ as a function of the prosodic region during which the movement
occurs, in much the same way that properties of speech articulator kinematics are affected by
speech prosody (Krivokapić, 2014). It is also proposed that distinct functions of manual gestures
may emerge based on distinctions in the gestures’ quantitative characteristics. We label
prosodically marked regions in speech, such as phrase boundaries, initiation of speaking turn,
and speech prominences, and we quantitatively assess the characteristics of manual gesture
within each different type of prosodic region using some of the assessment strategies introduced
in Experiment 2. While some evidence is found for the proposal that quantitative properties of
manual gestures differ according to the prosodic region during which they occur, the patterns of
variation observed in this spontaneous speech data are in many ways dissimilar to the patterns
that might be expected based on prior research in experimentally controlled speech contexts
(Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013; Roustan & Dohen, 2010). For example, we find that strong
correlation between speech and manual gesture is more likely to be observed at the beginning of
a speaker’s turn or at the end of a phrase than in regions of prosodic prominence such as pitch
accents. Although the findings of this research are in some ways unexpected, the results are
promising, especially with regard to highlighting the importance of turn-taking in manual
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gesturing, and suggest many avenues for future study of the relationship between naturalistic
conversational speech and manual gestures.

5.5 Summary
This dissertation applies a novel combination of techniques and methodologies that allow
for a rigorous linguistic study of multimodal speech. It presents novel quantitative research on
manual gesture and its relationship with speech in a set of experiments aimed at characterizing
manual gesture and the speech-gesture relationship. The research described in previous chapters
has demonstrated some successes in the application of new research methodologies that serve to
benefit the field of multimodal speech research in many ways: 1) high rates of speechaccompanying gestures can be elicited with relatively little experimental intervention, 2) speechaccompanying manual movement can be kinematically assessed using techniques like optical
flow that do not require complex motion tracking equipment, 3) manual movements can be
objectively, algorithmically identified without reliance on human annotation, and 4) manual
movements can be usefully characterized on the basis of quantitative properties.
In addition to these methodological contributions, this dissertation is an initial step
toward an operational linguistic understanding of speech-accompanying gesture. The
methodologies applied in this research have made it possible to investigate some of the proposed
qualitative characterizations of gesture that until now have only been assumptions. This is
crucial to the future of multimodal speech research in linguistics because the variety of manual
gesture definitions and characterizations has at times hampered the ability to compare manual
movements and assess their function with respect to speech. Existing linguistic research in
multimodal speech has focused on the behavior of speech and gesture in particular linguistic
contexts, and this dissertation has built upon these context-specific findings in an effort to
provide a rigorous account of the behavior and characteristics of speech-accompanying manual
movements. The kinds of distinctions that have been observed in manual gestures—distribution
of gestures by magnitude and location with respect to speech, frequency and magnitude of
gestures, correlation between speech and gesture velocity—suggest that communicative manual
gestures have distinctive properties separable from non-linguistic manual movements and that
different styles of gesture or functions of gesture may be identified on the basis of gestures’
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quantitative characteristics. These proposals have important implications for the theory (or
theories) of multimodality in language and communication.

5.5.1

Quantitatively characterizing manual gesture
In the body of research on multimodal speech, much of the formative work on the

relationship between speech and gesture comes from a psychological perspective (de Ruiter,
1998; Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992) that has aimed to define gesture qualitatively, explain when
and why gesture is associated with speech, and characterize the purpose of manual gesture.
Imputing semantic meaning to manual gesture is common practice in psychological research on
multimodal speech, but this demands the use of the vocabulary of spoken language to relate
manual gesture to ‘lexical affiliates’ (Beattie & Shovelton, 2000; Ferré, 2010). It is unclear
whether this practice is sound in regards to language processing, though mounting evidence from
brain imaging research on multimodal speech processing has connected manual gesture to
improved semantic processing of speech (Kelly, Healey, Ozyürek, & Holler, 2014). As brain
imaging of multimodal speech processing becomes more common, this research is sure to play a
role in understanding the semantics of co-speech gesture in language and communication (Biau
et al., 2016; Dimitrova et al., 2016; Ozyurek, 2014). In any case, the research presented here has
demonstrated that future multimodal speech research can and should make use of quantitative
characterizations of manual gesture rather than relying on under-motivated observational
descriptions of gesture.
One of the primary difficulties in defining gesture arises from the fact that manual
gestures (in spoken language, as opposed to sign language) are not grammatically encoded or
conventionalized in the sense of words in speech. In recent research, it has nonetheless been
demonstrated that despite lacking conventional meanings, comprehending co-speech manual
gesture improves speech perception and speech processing (Ozyurek, 2014). Even more
remarkable is how gesture can be perceived across speakers despite considerable inter-speaker
variation in the production of manual gesture. In many ways, this challenge in the quantitative
study of manual gesture is analogous to the search for invariant units in speech (Liberman &
Mattingly, 1985). In that field, researchers have turned to studying the kinematics of the speech
articulators to establish stable definitions and descriptions of linguistic primitives, the smallest
combinable units of speech. The techniques applied in this dissertation aim to provide similarly
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stable descriptions for the highly variable and context dependent movements of the hands by way
of uncovering potential primitives of manual gesture. Some of the potentially defining
quantitative characteristics of manual gesture that have been discussed in the present work are
gestural magnitude, peak velocity, path length, and probability of correlation with speech, but
there is a clear need to consider additional quantitative characteristics of manual gesture in future
research.

5.5.2

Inferring the systems & mechanisms responsible for multimodality
A prevailing interest in multimodal speech research has been to identify the source of

manual gesture, i.e., the mechanisms responsible for producing co-speech manual gesture. One
popular proposal is that the close temporal relationship and shared developmental trajectory of
speech and co-speech gesture implies that speech and gesture arise from the same cognitive
source or are two components of a single cognitive system (Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013;
McNeill, 1992; Voigt et al., 2016). Other researchers suggest that because speech articulator
motion and manual gesture are not always recruited together, there is no theoretical advantage to
conceiving of speech and gesture as a single system (Iverson & Thelen, 1999; Rusiewicz, 2011).
It may be the case that speech and gesture (along with other modalities) are fortuitously recruited
by one or more common control mechanisms by virtue of being part of the same biological body
(E. Vatikiotis-Bateson, personal communication, August 5, 2016). It is difficult to provide direct
evidence regarding the nature of the system that either controls or coordinates different
communicative modalities, but it is possible to make progress on the issue by using quantitative
kinematic analysis of multimodal speech to investigate the different theories put forth
(Krivokapić et al., 2017; Wagner et al., 2014). Two results obtained here via this approach
support the ‘separate systems’ proposal: 1) gestures spontaneously produced during different
kinds of speech tasks are quantitatively distinct and have distinct timing relationships with
speech, and 2) in at least some cases, gestures appear to be timed with respect to prosody, albeit
in unexpected ways (for example, in Experiment 3, the strongest correlation between speech and
manual gesture is observed at the beginning of a speaker’s speech turn, implying that manual
gesture may be used to draw attention to a speaker taking the floor).
An alternative method for inferring the systems underlying speech-gesture co-production is
to consider the ways speech and gesture mutually impact one another at the production or
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comprehension level. Several researchers have suggested that speech becomes ‘less fluent’ or
otherwise changes in the absence of gesture (Alibali, Kita, & Young, 2000; Church et al., 2013;
Krauss et al., 1995), and, in some cases, these researchers have further implied that the changes
observed in speech when gesture is restrained are indicative of a shared underlying system
regulating both speech and gesture modalities. Recent research (Hoetjes et al., 2014), including
Experiment 1 here, suggests that no quantitative changes are observed in speech when speakers
cannot gesture. One intriguing observation from Experiment 1 suggests that, even when
explicitly instructed not to gesture, participants still inadvertently made some small movements
of the fingers or lifted their palms off the table in seeming rhythmic relation to speech, which
seems to provide evidence in favor of domain-general recruitment of resources across
communicative modalities.
A final observation on the systems regulating the speech-gesture relationship is that
speakers gesture when they are on the phone or otherwise not in the presence of their interlocutor
(Bavelas et al., 2008). Similarly, congenitally blind speakers gesture, even when they know their
interlocutor is also blind (Abner et al., 2015; Mendoza-Denton & Jannedy, 2011). Some
researchers have taken this to imply that gesture is not, or not always, communicative (Krauss et
al., 1996), but more specifically, it seems to suggest that in addition to the hands being
inadvertently recruited by the motor system in service of communication, manual gestures are
not solely produced for the benefit of a conversational interlocutor. Though the scope of the
present research is too limited to assess this question, an understanding of this issue directly
relates to understanding the function of gesture, which is a long-standing goal of linguistically
motivated multimodal speech research.

5.5.3

Synchrony and function in multimodal speech
Much of the existing linguistic research in multimodal speech has posited that the

relationship between speech and gesture is strongest at acoustic and/or prosodic landmarks in the
speech signal (Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013; Leonard & Cummins, 2011; Wagner et al.,
2014). This research has shown that prosodically marked regions in speech seem to attract
gesture or act as temporal meeting sites around which speech and gesture temporally coordinate
(Rusiewicz et al., 2013), but most researchers have focused on “magic moments” (VatikiotisBateson et al., 2014) around prosodic prominences or phrase boundaries. Though researchers
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have suggested that there are points in speech that are relatively more likely to be ‘anchors’ for
manual gesture than other points (Leonard & Cummins, 2011; D. P. Loehr, 2012), the attempt to
find a patterned synchrony between speech and manual gesture has not been especially
successful. Many researchers take approximate synchrony as an indication of the function of
manual gesture, e.g., the maximal extension of a pointing gesture aligning with a spoken word
links the point to a speech referent (Levelt et al., 1985). But it is far from clear that this temporal
connection between speech and gesture implies the function of the gesture because there are
many other cases in which speech and gesture do not conveniently align (Wagner et al., 2014).
There are few or no studies on the time-varying relationship between speech and manual gesture
(Wagner et al., 2014, p. 223) because it has been difficult to evaluate the time-varying
relationship quantitatively. New tools have been developed to investigate the fluctuating timing
between speech and gesture (A. Barbosa et al., 2012; R. Fuhrman, 2014), and these tools are
applied to the multimodal data in the experiments presented here to understand and quantify how
speech is coordinated with gesture throughout the course of an utterance and not just at certain
sites. The research findings in this dissertation suggest that there is good reason to consider the
question of gesture’s function by evaluating the speech-gesture relationship in a time-varying,
continuous manner (A. Barbosa et al., 2012; Wagner et al., 2014).
The time-varying analysis of speech is also beneficial because so many researchers have
been unable to find precise synchrony between speech and gesture, despite examining a wide
variety of potential anchor points at which gesture associates with speech in a patterned manner
(Leonard & Cummins, 2011; Wagner et al., 2014). Since the very early days of biokinematic
research, it has been observed that strict synchrony is rarely found in biological systems
(Winfree, 2001). Although this lack of strict synchrony could be viewed as a consequence of the
natural fluctuations of our messy biological systems, the possibility that a wide variety of
influences are at play in the timing of gesture with respect to speech must not be discounted.
Prosody is known to be a crucial source of timing control and information structure in
communication (Saltzman & Byrd, 2000; Speer & Ito, 2009; Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2014),
and the results of Experiment 3 and other research (Biau et al., 2016; Nuria Esteve-Gibert &
Prieto, 2013; Krivokapić et al., 2017; Parrell et al., 2014) suggest that prosody temporally affects
and structures gesture just as it does speech articulation. There are, of course, many interacting
systems or influences that are likely to affect timing of speech and gesture as well, such as
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respiration, body stabilization, personal interaction, and personal and environmental entrainment
(R. A. Fuhrman, Barbosa, & Vatikiotis-Bateson, 2014; Levitan et al., 2012; Rassler, Ebert,
Waurick, & Junghans, 1996).
Furthermore, the rarity with which absolute synchrony between speech and gesture is
found highlights the possibility that gesture’s synchrony with speech is not the intent; in other
words, the flexibility with which manual gesture is timed to speech is a feature, not a bug. Some
researchers have proposed that gestures coordinate flexibly with speech, with a window of
probability for gesture occurrence around a speech anchor point (Leonard & Cummins, 2011;
Treffner et al., 2008). This proposal, taken together with an awareness of the vast number of
timing influences acting on speech and gesture, seems a particularly insightful explanation for
the lack of precise synchrony between speech and gesture. Such an explanation may also be
relevant to the results of Experiment 3, in which stronger correlation between speech and gesture
was observed in turn-initial regions than at prosodic prominences in speech. Although that result
was somewhat surprising, it is a good demonstration of the proposal that timing in multimodal
speech is not necessarily an indication of gesture’s function but rather the result of a vast set of
influences governing bodily movement and interaction. Among other communicative functions,
it has been shown that manual gesture aids speech comprehension (Kelly et al., 2014) and
possibly also aids in speech planning and lexical access (Rauscher et al., 1996), so there is no
reason to assume that synchrony between speech and gesture necessarily indicates the function
of a gesture. Future research considering time-varying coordination between speech and manual
gesture will help to fully disambiguate the timing influences at work in the coordination of
speech and gesture.

5.5.4

Individual variation in multimodality
Observations of individual variation in the use of manual gesture abound in the literature

(Nuria Esteve-Gibert & Prieto, 2013; Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Krivokapić et al., 2017). Aside
from a few emblematic gestures like the ‘thumbs up,’ the ‘bye-bye’ wave, or certain pointing or
finger-specific gestures (Clark, 2003; Krauss & Hadar, 1999), there are essentially no fixed
forms in manual gesture. In Experiment 2, the histogram of individual speakers’ manual gesture
velocity peaks demonstrates that even quantitative measures of different speakers’ behavior
show drastic variability. For example, speakers M3 and M4 show nearly-bimodal distributions of
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small magnitude velocity peaks; other speakers show an obviously unimodal distribution, but the
center of each speaker’s distribution is highly variable and the spread of each speaker’s data is
similarly variable. In order to understand whether broad conclusions can be drawn from
gesturing data pooled across speakers, Experiment 2 and 3 largely sidestepped the issue of
individual variability in manual gesture. There is not yet enough research in the quantification of
manual gesture to suggest how pervasive individual variation is in multimodal speech, but future
research in this area will surely benefit from taking individual variation into account.
The implications of individual variation in speech are also of interest because they relate
to the ability of humans to communicate so flexibly. Garrod & Pickering (2004) propose that
conversation and communication is surprisingly easy because speakers are able to interactively
“align their representations at different linguistic levels at the same time” (2004, p. 9). Though
Garrod and Pickering’s proposal of interactive alignment focuses on linguistic levels of lexical
choice and grammatical forms, there is evidence that posture, gaze, and at least some manual
gestures are used flexibly between speakers in conversation to promote mutual understanding
(Clark, 2016; Cummins, 2012; Latif et al., 2014). From this perspective, manual gesture is not so
much a secondary form of communication with respect to speech, but rather it is one tool among
many that speakers use interactively to communicate.

5.6 Conclusions
This dissertation has sought to bring together several lines of research in multimodal
communication. Though interest in multimodal speech was, in its early stages, limited to
psychologists and cognitive scientists (de Ruiter, 1998), it is clear that many aspects of co-speech
gesture are not merely linguistically relevant but may in fact provide novel and foundational
insights into the general study of communication, as well as the motor or cognitive systems on
which communication is built. A fuller understanding of multimodality in speech is beneficial
not only to those interested in communication, but also to language learners, educators,
researchers in human-computer interaction, and innovators in human-technology interfaces. This
dissertation on manual gesture quantification during naturalistic spoken language has taken an
initial step toward a more robust understanding of the rich complexity of human language
communication.
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Appendix A

Experiment Stimuli

A.1 Demo Task Themes, Experiments 1 – 3
Experimenter Script: Please demonstrate how you:
Theme

Picture

Theme

Brush your hair

Shuffle a deck of

(Practice Trial)

playing cards

Make a peanut butter

Open and use an

and jelly sandwich

umbrella

Brush your teeth

Cut out a circle from a

Picture

piece of paper with
scissors

Write a letter to your

Inflate a balloon

friend

Unwrap a candy bar

Open a locked window
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Peel and eat a banana

Scrub a dirty pot or
pan in the kitchen

Use a hammer and

Plant a flower in a pot

nails to hang a picture
on the wall

Button your shirt

Open a tightly closed
jar

Make and drink a cup

Trim your fingernails

of tea

Scramble and cook an

Fold your clean

egg

laundry

Unlock a combination
lock
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A.2 Response Task Questions, Experiment 1
Experimenter Script: Please state which option you prefer for each question, and why you
prefer that option over the alternative(s).
Theme
Brush your hair
(Practice Trial)
Make a peanut butter
and jelly sandwich
Brush your teeth
Write a letter to your
friend
Unwrap a candy bar
Peel and eat a banana
Use a hammer and nails
to hang a picture on the
wall
Button your shirt
Make and drink a cup
of tea
Scramble and cook an
egg
Unlock a combination
lock
Shuffle a deck of
playing cards
Open and use an
umbrella
Cut out a circle from a
piece of paper with
scissors
Inflate a balloon

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

Questions for Response Task
Brush or comb?
Do you brush your hair when it’s wet or when it’s dry?
Peanut butter and jelly or deli meat sandwich?
Wheat bread, white bread or other kind of bread?
Diagonal cut, horizontal cut, or not cut?
Electric toothbrush or regular toothbrush?
Whitening toothpaste, tartar control, sensitive teeth, or something
else?
Pencil or pen?
Ballpoint or rollerball pen?
Fold letter over once or twice?
Do you like nuts in your chocolate bar or no nuts?
Foil wrapping or plastic wrapping?
Fruity-flavored candy or chocolate candy?
Not quite ripe banana or a little too ripe?
Sliced banana or whole banana?
Bananas, apples or oranges?
Nail picture to wall, thumbtacks, or tape to wall?
Framed or unframed pictures?

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

Buttons, snaps or zippers?
Button every button or leave one (or more) unbuttoned?
Button from the bottom, top, or middle?
Tea or coffee?
Caffeinated or herbal tea?
Bagged tea or loose-leaf tea?
Scrambled or boiled eggs?
Runny yolk or firm yolk?
Brown eggs (Shells) or white eggs?
Buy a dozen or a half dozen at a time?
Keyed lock or combination lock?
Numbered or lettered combination lock?
Card games or board games?
Poker or blackjack?
'Waterfall' shuffle or regular shuffle?
Compact or full-size umbrella?
Button closure or Velcro closure?
Umbrella or raincoat?
Scissors or x-acto knife?
Hold the scissors in your right hand or your left hand?
Cut inside an outline or outside the outline?
Helium-inflated balloons or regular air balloons?
Balloons with writing or solid-colored balloons?

1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
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Open a locked window
Scrub a dirty pot or
pan in the kitchen
Plant a flower in a pot
Open a tightly closed
jar
Trim your fingernails
Fold your clean laundry

3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.

Regular round balloons or shaped balloons?
Horizontal sliding windows or vertical windows?
Latch closure or lock closure?
Curtains or blinds on windows?
Sponge or scrubbing brush for doing dishes?
Liquid detergent or powder detergent or pods?
Deep pot or wide pot for cooking?
Potted plants or garden?
Flowers or herbs?
Screw-top jar or click-on lidded container?
Jarred or canned food?
trim nails or file nails?
Bite nails or cut nails?
Squared nail or rounded nail shape?
Fold laundry or hang laundry on hangers?
Dry clean laundry or hand-wash laundry?
Dry laundry with a dryer sheet or without?

A.3 Response Task Questions, Experiment 2 & 3
Experimenter Script: Please state which option you prefer for each question, and why you
prefer that option over the alternative(s).
Theme
Brush your hair (Practice
Trial)
Make a peanut butter and
jelly sandwich
Brush your teeth

Write a letter to your
friend
Unwrap a candy bar
Peel and eat a banana
Use a hammer and nails
to hang a picture on the
wall
Button your shirt

1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.

Questions
Brush or comb?
Do you brush your hair when it’s wet or when it’s dry?
Peanut butter and jelly or deli meat sandwich?
Wheat bread, white bread or other kind of bread?
Diagonal cut, horizontal cut, or not cut?
Electric toothbrush or regular toothbrush?
Floss or no floss?
Whitening toothpaste, tartar control, sensitive teeth, or
something else?
Pencil or pen?
Ballpoint or rollerball pen?
Fold letter over once or twice?
Do you like nuts in your chocolate bar or no nuts?
Foil wrapping or plastic wrapping?
Fruity-flavored candy or chocolate candy?
Not quite ripe banana or a little too ripe?
Sliced banana or whole banana?
Bananas, apples or oranges?
Nail picture to wall, thumbtacks, or tape to wall?
Framed or unframed pictures?
Framed pictures on a table or on the wall?
Buttons, snaps or zippers?
Button every button or leave one (or more) unbuttoned?
Button from the bottom, top, or middle?
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Make and drink a cup of
tea
Scramble and cook an egg
Unlock a combination
lock
Shuffle a deck of playing
cards
Open and use an
umbrella
Cut out a circle from a
piece of paper with
scissors
Inflate a balloon
Open a locked window
Scrub a dirty pot or pan
in the kitchen
Plant a flower in a pot
Open a tightly closed jar
Trim your fingernails
Fold your clean laundry

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.

Tea or coffee?
Caffeinated or herbal tea?
Bagged tea or loose-leaf tea?
Scrambled or boiled eggs?
Runny yolk or cooked yolk?
Brown shells or white shells?
Keyed padlock or combination lock?
Numbered or lettered combination lock?
Multi-dial lock or single dial lock?
Poker or blackjack?
'Waterfall' shuffle or split deck shuffle?
Card games or board games?
Compact or full-size umbrella?
Button closure or velcro closure?
Umbrella or raincoat?
Scissors or x-acto knife?
Hold the scissors in your right hand or your left hand?
Cut inside an outline or outside the outline?
Helium-inflated balloons or regular air balloons?
Balloons with writing or solid-colored balloons?
Regular round balloons or shaped balloons?
Horizontal sliding windows or vertical windows?
Latch closure or lock closure?
Curtains or blinds on windows?
Sponge or scrubbing brush for doing dishes?
Liquid detergent or powder detergent or pods?
Deep pot or wide pot for cooking?
Potted plants or garden?
Flowers or herbs?
Screw-top jar or click-on lidded container?
Jarred or canned food?
Store jars in pantry or refrigerator?
Bite nails or cut nails?
Trim nails or file nails?
Squared nail or rounded nail shape?
Fold laundry or hang laundry on hangers?
Dry clean laundry or hand-wash laundry?
Dry laundry with a dryer sheet or without?

A.4 Selection Task Stimulus Array Boards, Experiments 2 & 3
Experimenter Script: (practice set showing)
These cards each have four properties: color (red, green, purple); shape (oval, diamond,
squiggle); number (one, two, three); and pattern (solid, striped, outlined) [show examples of
these properties using practice boards].
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I will tell you one option from each property, and you’ll show me which cards match that
property. I have pictures of the boards on my paper and I will be checking for accuracy.
[Place board in front of speaker and then move away so it’s out of my view]
“Show me which of these cards are/have XXX”
Board
Board 1

Board 2

Picture

Properties
Red (6)
Diamond (7)
One (7)
Outlined (6)
Green (3)
Oval (2)

Green (6)
Oval (4)
Two (7)
Striped (4)
One (3)
Outlined (4)
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Board 3

Purple (6)
Squiggle (6)
Three (5)
Solid (5)
Red (4)
Striped (5)

Board 4

Purple (5)
Diamond (5)
Three (4)
Outlined (6)
Squiggle (3)
Two (5)

Board 5

Green (6)
Squiggle (5)
Two (5)
Solid (6)
Purple (4)
Diamond (3)
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Board 6

Red (6)
Oval (6)
One (4)
Striped (5)
Three (7)
Solid (5)
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Appendix B

Mixed Effects Model Results Tables

B.1 Chapter 2 (Experiment 1) Model Result Tables
Right Hand Peak Velocity
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.8041

0.7365 – 0.8717

.0000

Speech

0.0739

0.0135 – 0.1344

.0181

Day 1 Response

-0.4110

-0.4965 – -0.3255

.0000

Day 2 Demo

-0.6219

-0.7074 – -0.5364

.0000

Day 2 Response

-0.5504

-0.6359 – -0.4649

.0000

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.029

τ00, Theme

0.000

τ00, Participant

0.000

NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.000

ICCParticipant

0.000

Observations
2

R / Ω0

120

2

.684 / .684

AIC

-49.577

Table 20: Right Hand Peak Velocity

Left Hand Peak Velocity
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.7914

0.7124 – 0.8703

.0000

Speech

0.0803

0.0187 – 0.1420

.0119

Fixed Parts
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Day 1 Response

-0.3974

-0.4846 – -0.3103

.0000

Day 2 Demo

-0.6072

-0.6944 – -0.5201

.0000

Day 2 Response

-0.5726

-0.6597 – -0.4855

.0000

Random Parts
σ2

0.030

τ00, Theme

0.000

τ00, Participant

0.001

NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.000

ICCParticipant

0.038

Observations

120

R 2 / Ω 02

.684 / .684

AIC

-43.359

Table 21: Left Hand Peak Velocity

Head Peak Velocity
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.5782

0.4901 – 0.6663

.0000

Speech

0.0190

-0.0372 – 0.0751

.5092

Day 1 Response

-0.1739

-0.2533 – -0.0945

.0000

Day 2 Demo

-0.2733

-0.3527 – -0.1939

.0000

Day 2 Response

-0.2205

-0.2999 – -0.1411

.0000

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.025

τ00, Theme

0.000

τ00, Participant

0.003

NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.000
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ICCParticipant

0.108

Observations

120

R 2 / Ω 02

.358 / .358

AIC

-63.079

Table 22: Head Peak Velocity

Tongue Body Peak Velocity
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

46.3327

34.2017 – 58.4638

.0083

Speech

36.5387

32.4037 – 40.6736

.0000

Day 1 Response

-1.6474

-7.4952 – 4.2003

.5819

Day 2 Demo

4.0450

-1.8028 – 9.8927

.1779

Day 2 Response

-1.4727

-7.3204 – 4.3751

.6226

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

133.528

τ00, Theme

0.000

τ00, Participant

98.236

NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.000

ICCParticipant

0.424

Observations
2

R / Ω0

120

2

.764 / .764

AIC

929.038

Table 23: Tongue Body Peak Velocity

Tongue Tip Peak Velocity
B

CI

p

Fixed Parts
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(Intercept)

48.7495

33.5690 – 63.9300

.0135

Speech

42.0614

37.0954 – 47.0274

.0000

Day 1 Response

-6.5224

-13.5454 – 0.5006

.0714

Day 2 Demo

2.0617

-4.9613 – 9.0846

.5662

Day 2 Response

-2.9945

-10.0175 – 4.0285

.4051

Random Parts
σ2

192.592

τ00, Theme

0.000

τ00, Participant

155.894

NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.000

ICCParticipant

0.447

Observations

120

R 2 / Ω 02

.755 / .755

AIC

971.344

Table 24: Tongue Tip Peak Velocity

Jaw Peak Velocity
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

34.4018

21.0486 – 47.7550

.0255

Speech

16.5211

12.6417 – 20.4005

.0000

Day 1 Response

-3.2923

-8.7786 – 2.1941

.2420

Day 2 Demo

0.2560

-5.2304 – 5.7424

.9273

Day 2 Response

2.7807

-2.7056 – 8.2671

.3226

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2
τ00, Theme
τ00, Participant

117.534
0.000
124.558
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NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.000

ICCParticipant

0.515

Observations

120

R 2 / Ω 02

.588 / .588

AIC

915.076

Table 25: Jaw Peak Velocity

Right Hand Path Length
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.6178

0.5703 – 0.6653

.0000

Speech

0.0251

-0.0156 – 0.0658

.2286

Day 1 Response

-0.2823

-0.3398 – -0.2247

.0000

Day 2 Demo

-0.4242

-0.4817 – -0.3666

.0000

Day 2 Response

-0.3742

-0.4318 – -0.3167

.0000

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.013

τ00, Theme

0.000

τ00, Participant

0.000

NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.000

ICCParticipant

0.011

Observations
2

R / Ω0
AIC

2

120
.688 / .688
-139.896

Table 26: Right Hand Path Length

Left Hand Path Length

186

B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.6028

0.5421 – 0.6635

.0000

Speech

0.0130

-0.0258 – 0.0518

.5130

Day 1 Response

-0.2589

-0.3137 – -0.2040

.0000

Day 2 Demo

-0.3926

-0.4475 – -0.3378

.0000

Day 2 Response

-0.3682

-0.4231 – -0.3134

.0000

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.012

τ00, Theme

0.000

τ00, Participant

0.001

NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.016

ICCParticipant

0.097

Observations

120

R 2 / Ω 02

.699 / .699

AIC

-146.937

Table 27: Left Hand Path Length

Head Path Length
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.4345

0.3774 – 0.4917

.0002

Speech

0.0173

-0.0113 – 0.0459

.2383

Day 1 Response

-0.1020

-0.1425 – -0.0615

.0000

Day 2 Demo

-0.1592

-0.1997 – -0.1188

.0000

Day 2 Response

-0.1140

-0.1545 – -0.0736

.0000

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
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σ2

0.006

τ00, Theme

0.000

τ00, Participant

0.002

NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.000

ICCParticipant

0.215

Observations
2

R / Ω0

120

2

.440 / .440

AIC

-216.733

Table 28: Head Path Length

Tongue Body Path Length
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

37.2366

29.2624 – 45.2108

.0058

Speech

15.6973

13.1724 – 18.2223

.0000

Day 1 Response

-0.2654

-3.8362 – 3.3054

.8844

Day 2 Demo

4.4053

0.8345 – 7.9761

.0172

Day 2 Response

0.5559

-3.0149 – 4.1267

.7608

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

49.788

τ00, Theme

0.000

τ00, Participant

43.435

NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.000

ICCParticipant

0.466

Observations
2

R / Ω0
AIC

2

120
.669 / .669
815.917

Table 29: Tongue Body Path Length
188

Tongue Tip Path Length
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

38.0931

28.4676 – 47.7185

.0083

Speech

19.1853

16.0617 – 22.3090

.0000

Day 1 Response

-2.9850

-7.4025 – 1.4325

.1880

Day 2 Demo

3.8791

-0.5384 – 8.2966

.0880

Day 2 Response

-0.4664

-4.8839 – 3.9511

.8364

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

76.199

τ00, Theme

0.000

τ00, Participant

62.830

NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.000

ICCParticipant

0.452

Observations
2

R / Ω0

120

2

.663 / .663

AIC

864.748

Table 30: Tongue Tip Path Length

Jaw Path Length
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

27.2267

18.1430 – 36.3105

.0178

Speech

7.3671

4.6821 – 10.0520

.0000

Day 1 Response

-2.6420

-6.4391 – 1.1551

.1754

Day 2 Demo

0.1515

-3.6455 – 3.9486

.9378

Fixed Parts
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Day 2 Response

1.6721

-2.1250 – 5.4691

.3899

Random Parts
σ2

56.298

τ00, Theme

0.000

τ00, Participant

57.403

NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.000

ICCParticipant

0.505

Observations

120

R 2 / Ω 02

.510 / .510

AIC

830.352

Table 31: Jaw Path Length

PrPosCorr
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.0471

0.0282 – 0.0660

.0002

Day 1 Response

0.0420

0.0203 – 0.0637

.0002

Day 2 Demo

-0.0041

-0.0258 – 0.0176

.7108

Day 2 Response

0.0070

-0.0147 – 0.0287

.5280

50ms

-0.0090

-0.0307 – 0.0126

.4140

100ms

-0.0081

-0.0297 – 0.0136

.4660

150ms

-0.0124

-0.0341 – 0.0093

.2636

200ms

-0.0133

-0.0349 – 0.0084

.2308

250ms

-0.0135

-0.0352 – 0.0082

.2234

500ms

-0.0204

-0.0421 – 0.0013

.0657

1 sec

-0.0165

-0.0382 – 0.0052

.1367

2 sec

-0.0262

-0.0479 – -0.0046

.0180

Fixed Parts
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Day 1 Response x 50ms

0.0128

-0.0179 – 0.0434

.4140

Day 2 Demo x 50ms

0.0095

-0.0212 – 0.0401

.5453

Day 2 Response x 50ms

0.0116

-0.0191 – 0.0422

.4603

Day 1 Response x 100ms

0.0183

-0.0123 – 0.0490

.2417

Day 2 Demo x 100ms

0.0187

-0.0119 – 0.0494

.2319

Day 2 Response x 100ms

0.0168

-0.0139 – 0.0475

.2834

Day 1 Response x 150ms

0.0111

-0.0196 – 0.0418

.4784

Day 2 Demo x 150ms

0.0211

-0.0096 – 0.0518

.1779

Day 2 Response x 150ms

0.0309

0.0003 – 0.0616

.0485

Day 1 Response x 200ms

-0.0024

-0.0331 – 0.0282

.8765

Day 2 Demo x 200ms

0.0204

-0.0102 – 0.0511

.1919

Day 2 Response x 200ms

0.0273

-0.0034 – 0.0579

.0820

Day 1 Response x 250ms

-0.0077

-0.0383 – 0.0230

.6241

Day 2 Demo x 250ms

0.0172

-0.0135 – 0.0479

.2720

Day 2 Response x 250ms

0.0160

-0.0147 – 0.0466

.3083

Day 1 Response x 500ms

-0.0243

-0.0550 – 0.0063

.1207

Day 2 Demo x 500ms

0.0216

-0.0091 – 0.0522

.1681

Day 2 Response x 500ms

0.0060

-0.0247 – 0.0366

.7018

Day 1 Response x 1 sec

-0.0357

-0.0664 – -0.0051

.0228

Day 2 Demo x 1 sec

0.0148

-0.0158 – 0.0455

.3434

Day 2 Response x 1 sec

-0.0101

-0.0408 – 0.0205

.5174

Day 1 Response x 2 sec

-0.0246

-0.0552 – 0.0061

.1169

Day 2 Demo x 2 sec

0.0255

-0.0051 – 0.0562

.1034

Day 2 Response x 2 sec

-0.0001

-0.0307 – 0.0306

.9958

Random Parts
σ2

0.001

τ00, Theme

0.000
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τ00, Participant

0.000

NTheme

5

NParticipant

3

ICCTheme

0.004

ICCParticipant

0.092

Observations
2

R / Ω0

540

2

.347 / .347

AIC

-1911.636

Table 32: Right Hand—Jaw PrPosCorr

B.2 Chapter 3 (Experiment 2) Model Result Tables

Peak Velocity Small Magnitude Epochs
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.0395

0.0246 – 0.0544

.0141

Non-Speech

-0.0082

-0.0153 – -0.0011

.0239

Speech

-0.0046

-0.0115 – 0.0022

.1874

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.000

τ00, speaker

0.000

Nspeaker

4

ICCspeaker

0.294

Observations
2

R / Ω0

217

2

.092 / .091

AIC

-1043.931

Table 33: Right Hand PV, Small Magnitude Epochs

Peak Velocity Medium Magnitude Epochs
B

CI

p
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Fixed Parts
(Intercept)

0.0848

0.0563 – 0.1134

.0021

Non-Speech

-0.0059

-0.0079 – -0.0039

.0000

Speech

0.0032

0.0013 – 0.0051

.0010

Random Parts
σ2

0.000

τ00, speaker

0.001

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.806

Observations

2112

2

R / Ω0

2

.756 / .756

AIC

-11018.719

Table 34: Right Hand PV, Medium Magnitude Epochs

Peak Velocity Large Magnitude Epochs
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.4541

0.3059 – 0.6024

.0016

Non-Speech

-0.2518

-0.3116 – -0.1920

.0000

Speech

0.0044

-0.0272 – 0.0361

.7841

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.176

τ00, speaker

0.033

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.159

Observations

3327

2

R / Ω0
AIC

2

.145 / .145
3717.014

Table 35: Right Hand PV, Large Magnitude Epochs
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Peaks per Second Small Magnitude Epochs
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

3.2414

2.9172 – 3.5656

.0000

Non-Speech

-0.9976

-1.3571 – -0.6381

.0000

Speech

-0.8585

-1.2116 – -0.5054

.0000

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

1.029

τ00, speaker

0.017

Nspeaker

4

ICCspeaker

0.016

Observations

217

R 2 / Ω 02

.143 / .143

AIC

637.418

Table 36: Right Hand PPS, Small Magnitude Epochs

Peaks per Second Medium Magnitude Epochs
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

3.0687

2.9426 – 3.1949

.0000

Non-Speech

-0.8820

-0.9954 – -0.7686

.0000

Speech

-0.7302

-0.8375 – -0.6230

.0000

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.994

τ00, speaker

0.013

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.013

Observations

2112

2

R / Ω0
AIC

2

.121 / .121
6009.706
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Table 37: Right Hand PPS, Medium Magnitude Epochs

Peaks per Second Large Magnitude Epochs
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

3.1527

3.0836 – 3.2218

.0000

Non-Speech

-1.1550

-1.3048 – -1.0053

.0000

Speech

-0.9225

-1.0025 – -0.8424

.0000

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

1.130

τ00, speaker

0.001

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.001

Observations

3327

R 2 / Ω 02

.146 / .146

AIC

9871.389

Table 38: Right Hand PPS, Large Magnitude Epochs

Right Hand—Jaw PrPosCorr
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.0107

0.0030 – 0.0184

.0188

Medium Magnitude

0.0046

-0.0000 – 0.0092

.0515

Large Magnitude

0.0010

-0.0034 – 0.0055

.6481

No Lag

0.0027

0.0002 – 0.0051

.0317

Manual Lead

0.0114

0.0099 – 0.0128

.0000

Speech

0.0133

0.0119 – 0.0148

.0000

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.006
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τ00, speaker

0.000

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.010

Observations

50479

2

R / Ω0

2

.020 / .020

AIC

-114863.026

Table 39: Right Hand—Jaw PrPosCorr

Right Hand—Tongue Tip PrPosCorr
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.0102

0.0035 – 0.0169

.0070

Medium Magnitude

0.0104

0.0056 – 0.0152

.0000

Large Magnitude

0.0095

0.0048 – 0.0142

.0001

No Lag

0.0000

-0.0025 – 0.0026

.9811

Manual Lead

0.0055

0.0040 – 0.0070

.0000

Speech

0.0133

0.0118 – 0.0148

.0000

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.007

τ00, speaker

0.000

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.005

Observations

50479

2

R / Ω0

2

.011 / .011

AIC

-110374.793

Table 40: Right Hand—Tongue Tip PrPosCorr

Right Hand—RMS PrPosCorr
B

CI

p

Fixed Parts
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(Intercept)

0.0336

0.0242 – 0.0430

.0000

Medium Magnitude

0.0043

-0.0021 – 0.0107

.1907

Large Magnitude

0.0037

-0.0026 – 0.0099

.2521

No Lag

-0.0075

-0.0110 – -0.0041

.0000

Manual Lead

-0.0018

-0.0038 – 0.0001

.0688

Speech

0.0248

0.0228 – 0.0268

.0000

Random Parts
σ2

0.012

τ00, speaker

0.000

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.006

Observations

50479

2

R / Ω0

2

.017 / .017

AIC

-81158.535

Table 41: Right Hand—RMS PrPosCorr

All CMA Signal Pairs, Experiment 2
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.0274

0.0221 – 0.0327

.0001

Right Hand--RMS

0.0248

0.0237 – 0.0259

.0000

Right Hand--Tongue Tip

0.0034

0.0023 – 0.0045

.0000

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.008

τ00, speaker

0.000

Nspeaker
ICCspeaker
Observations
R 2 / Ω 02
AIC

6
0.005
151437
.019 / .019
-297883.882
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Table 42: All CMA Signal Comparison

B.3 Chapter 4 (Experiment 3) Model Result Tables

All Prominences Peak Velocity Small Magnitude Regions
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.0710

0.0383 – 0.1038

.0086

Phrase End

0.0006

-0.0136 – 0.0149

.9308

Phrase Start

-0.0030

-0.0201 – 0.0141

.7310

Prominence Peaks

0.0011

-0.0112 – 0.0134

.8613

Turn Start

-0.0179

-0.0361 – 0.0003

.0547

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.001

τ00, speaker

0.001

Nspeaker

5

ICCspeaker

0.544

Observations
2

R / Ω0

202

2

.593 / .593

AIC

-746.820

Table 43: Right Hand PV, All Peaks, Small Magnitude Regions

All Prominence Peak Velocity Medium Magnitude Regions
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.1414

0.0520 – 0.2307

.0267

Phrase End

0.0037

-0.0015 – 0.0089

.1662

Phrase Start

0.0003

-0.0059 – 0.0064

.9355

Fixed Parts
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Prominence Peaks

0.0001

-0.0044 – 0.0045

.9735

Turn Start

-0.0006

-0.0094 – 0.0081

.8894

Random Parts
σ2

0.000

τ00, speaker

0.012

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.978

Observations
2

R / Ω0

383

2

.938 / .938

AIC

-1946.146

Table 44: Right Hand PV, All Peaks, Medium Magnitude Regions

All Prominence Peak Velocity Large Magnitude Regions
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.5273

0.1643 – 0.8903

.0331

Phrase End

0.0859

-0.0458 – 0.2176

.2016

Phrase Start

0.0002

-0.1357 – 0.1361

.9980

Prominence Peaks

-0.0067

-0.1073 – 0.0939

.8958

Turn Start

0.3124

0.0876 – 0.5371

.0067

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.203

τ00, speaker

0.196

Nspeaker
ICCspeaker
Observations
R 2 / Ω 02
AIC

6
0.491
488
.461 / .461
657.067

Table 45: Right Hand PV, All Peaks, Large Magnitude Regions
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Prominence Peak + PA Peak Velocity Small Magnitude Regions
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.0715

0.0400 – 0.1029

.0073

Turn Start

-0.0186

-0.0359 – -0.0013

.0365

Phrase Start

-0.0024

-0.0187 – 0.0138

.7696

Phrase End

0.0006

-0.0129 – 0.0142

.9306

Peak+PA

0.0014

-0.0123 – 0.0150

.8447

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.001

τ00, speaker

0.001

Nspeaker

5

ICCspeaker

0.551

Observations

162

R 2 / Ω 02

.601 / .601

AIC

-604.318

Table 46: Right Hand PV, Prom. Pk. + PA, Small Magnitude Regions

Prominence Peak + PA Peak Velocity Medium Magnitude Regions
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.1383

0.0545 – 0.2221

.0231

Turn Start

-0.0010

-0.0096 – 0.0075

.8155

Phrase Start

0.0003

-0.0057 – 0.0064

.9104

Phrase End

0.0039

-0.0012 – 0.0089

.1376

Peak+PA

-0.0057

-0.0110 – -0.0004

.0366

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.000

τ00, speaker

0.011
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Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.976

Observations
2

R / Ω0

286

2

.932 / .932

AIC

-1444.104

Table 47: Right Hand PV, Prom. Pk. + PA, Medium Magnitude Regions

Prominence Peak + PA Peak Velocity Large Magnitude Regions
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.5267

0.1710 – 0.8825

.0309

Turn Start

0.3150

0.0792 – 0.5508

.0092

Phrase Start

0.0018

-0.1405 – 0.1442

.9800

Phrase End

0.0864

-0.0515 – 0.2243

.2204

Peak+PA

-0.0383

-0.1687 – 0.0921

.5647

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.222

τ00, speaker

0.187

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.456

Observations
2

R / Ω0

364

2

.432 / .432

AIC

532.896

Table 48: Right Hand PV, Prom. Pk. + PA, Large Magnitude Regions

All Prominence PPS Small Magnitude Regions
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

3.2701

2.5721 – 3.9681

.0000

Phrase End

0.8188

0.0780 – 1.5597

.0315

Fixed Parts
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Phrase Start

0.1033

-0.8008 – 1.0074

.8230

Prominence Peaks

0.5808

-0.0668 – 1.2284

.0804

Turn Start

-0.2876

-1.2442 – 0.6690

.5564

Random Parts
σ2

2.916

τ00, speaker

0.243

Nspeaker

5

ICCspeaker

0.077

Observations
2

R / Ω0

202

2

.099 / .097

AIC

806.959

Table 49: Right Hand PPS, All Peaks, Small Magnitude Regions

All Prominence PPS Medium Magnitude Regions
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

3.2270

2.5253 – 3.9286

.0000

Phrase End

1.6564

0.9747 – 2.3381

.0000

Phrase Start

1.6196

0.8103 – 2.4289

.0001

Prominence Peaks

1.1323

0.5507 – 1.7139

.0002

Turn Start

0.4958

-0.6501 – 1.6417

.3970

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

4.838

τ00, speaker

0.375

Nspeaker
ICCspeaker
Observations

6
0.072
383

R 2 / Ω 02

.132 / .131

AIC

1710.772

Table 50: Right Hand PPS, All Peaks, Medium Magnitude Regions
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All Prominence PPS Large Magnitude Regions
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

3.6523

2.7721 – 4.5325

.0001

Phrase End

1.3422

0.7259 – 1.9584

.0000

Phrase Start

1.1174

0.4818 – 1.7531

.0006

Prominence Peaks

0.7100

0.2394 – 1.1806

.0033

Turn Start

0.3553

-0.6959 – 1.4065

.5080

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

4.440

τ00, speaker

0.990

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.182

Observations

488

R 2 / Ω 02

.224 / .224

AIC

2140.654

Table 51: Right Hand PPS, All Peaks, Large Magnitude Regions

Prominence Peak + PA PPS Small Magnitude Regions
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

3.1674

2.3676 – 3.9673

.0001

Turn Start

-0.2246

-1.1627 – 0.7134

.6395

Phrase Start

0.0664

-0.8186 – 0.9514

.8833

Phrase End

0.8670

0.1375 – 1.5966

.0211

Prom. Peak + PA

0.4936

-0.2479 – 1.2350

.1939

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

2.781

τ00, speaker

0.445
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Nspeaker

5

ICCspeaker

0.138

Observations
2

R / Ω0

162

2

.152 / .149

AIC

643.769

Table 52: Right Hand PPS, Prom. Pk. + PA, Small Magnitude Regions

Prominence Peak + PA PPS Medium Magnitude Regions
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

3.1891

2.4767 – 3.9016

.0000

Turn Start

0.4857

-0.5826 – 1.5539

.3737

Phrase Start

1.5941

0.8392 – 2.3489

.0000

Phrase End

1.6617

1.0259 – 2.2975

.0000

Prom. Peak + PA

0.9082

0.2441 – 1.5722

.0078

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

4.203

τ00, speaker

0.431

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.093

Observations
2

R / Ω0

286

2

.179 / .178

AIC

1242.042

Table 53: Right Hand PPS, Prom. Pk. + PA, Medium Magnitude Regions

Prominence Peak + PA PPS Large Magnitude Regions
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

3.6539

2.7274 – 4.5804

.0002

Turn Start

0.3829

-0.7039 – 1.4697

.4903

Fixed Parts
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Phrase Start

1.1232

0.4670 – 1.7794

.0009

Phrase End

1.3447

0.7088 – 1.9806

.0000

Prom. Peak + PA

0.6569

0.0557 – 1.2580

.0329

Random Parts
σ2

4.726

τ00, speaker

1.106

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.190

Observations
2

R / Ω0

364

2

.244 / .244

AIC

1624.310

Table 54: Right Hand PPS, Prom. Pk. + PA, Large Magnitude Regions

Right Hand—Jaw PrPosCorr
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.0074

0.0041 – 0.0107

.0003

Medium Magnitude

0.0010

-0.0014 – 0.0033

.4105

Large Magnitude

0.0035

0.0014 – 0.0057

.0011

No Lag

0.0007

-0.0020 – 0.0034

.6276

Manual Lead

0.0031

0.0016 – 0.0047

.0001

Turn Start

0.0101

0.0064 – 0.0138

.0000

Phrase Start

0.0012

-0.0014 – 0.0038

.3687

Phrase End

-0.0003

-0.0027 – 0.0020

.7998

Prominence Peaks

-0.0005

-0.0024 – 0.0014

.5947

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.002

τ00, speaker

0.000

Nspeaker

6
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ICCspeaker

0.005

Observations

11803

R 2 / Ω 02

.009 / .009

AIC

-41686.828

Table 55: Right Hand—Jaw PrPosCorr

Right Hand—Tongue Tip PrPosCorr
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.0100

0.0043 – 0.0157

.0101

Medium Magnitude

0.0025

-0.0001 – 0.0051

.0560

Large Magnitude

0.0030

0.0007 – 0.0053

.0105

No Lag

-0.0020

-0.0049 – 0.0009

.1755

Manual Lead

-0.0026

-0.0043 – -0.0009

.0029

Turn Start

0.0148

0.0108 – 0.0188

.0000

Phrase Start

0.0043

0.0014 – 0.0072

.0032

Phrase End

0.0053

0.0028 – 0.0079

.0000

Prominence Peaks

0.0013

-0.0007 – 0.0034

.2072

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.002

τ00, speaker

0.000

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.020

Observations

11803

R 2 / Ω 02

.018 / .018

AIC

-39774.418

Table 56: Right Hand—Tongue Tip PrPosCorr

Right Hand—RMS PrPosCorr
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B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.0191

0.0137 – 0.0246

.0000

Medium Magnitude

-0.0010

-0.0044 – 0.0024

.5660

Large Magnitude

0.0009

-0.0021 – 0.0040

.5508

No Lag

-0.0042

-0.0081 – -0.0004

.0318

Manual Lead

-0.0026

-0.0048 – -0.0003

.0240

Turn Start

0.0142

0.0089 – 0.0195

.0000

Phrase Start

0.0053

0.0015 – 0.0090

.0063

Phrase End

0.0095

0.0062 – 0.0129

.0000

Prominence Peaks

0.0026

-0.0002 – 0.0054

.0644

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.003

τ00, speaker

0.000

Nspeaker

6

ICCspeaker

0.008

Observations

11803

2

R / Ω0

2

.011 / .011

AIC

-33216.828

Table 57: Right Hand—RMS PrPosCorr

All CMA Signal Pairs Comparison
B

CI

p

(Intercept)

0.0120

0.0083 – 0.0157

.0012

RH-RMS

0.0096

0.0083 – 0.0108

.0000

RH-Tongue Tip

0.0013

0.0001 – 0.0026

.0410

Fixed Parts

Random Parts
σ2

0.002
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τ00, speaker
Nspeaker

0.000
6

ICCspeaker

0.008

Observations

35409

2

R / Ω0
AIC

2

.012 / .012
-113021.356

Table 58: Experiment 3 All CMA Signal Pair Comparison
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